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This time of the year is a time for remembering and 
reminiscing. We reflect with gratitude on the many 
blessings the Lord has given us in the past year. We also 
take stock of the challenges and difficulties which had 
been placed on our path and learn from them  
moving forward.

Remember? Remember what happened then and 
then? Memory is an amazing gift of God. The ability 
to retrieve information from the past and relive those 
precious moments that mean so much to us is an ability 
we all cherish. It is a tremendous tragedy when one is 
afflicted by adverse health which no longer gives one the 
ability to remember.

As we leave one year and are about to enter a 
new year, it is good to call to mind that, as with all 
gifts of God, the ability to remember has far-reaching 
implications, comes with special responsibilities, and 
can occasion much joy.

Remember!
God called and still calls his people to remember, 

to remember his great and mighty deeds of deliverance. 
God instructed his Old Testament people to call to 
mind his wonderful acts of strength. Lest they forget, 

he gave them all kinds of memory aids. For example, 
the Sabbath had to be honoured in order to remember 
God’s work of creating and his subsequent rest (Exod 
20:10-11) and in order to call to mind that God had 
delivered his people from Egypt (Deut 5:12-15). The 
Passover had to be celebrated so that Israel would not 
forget how God spared their lives and delivered them 
from Egypt (Exod 12:1-27). The Israelites had to make 
tassels, including a cord of blue, on the corners of 
their garments to help them remember to do God’s 
commandments (Num 15:39-40). A memorial of 
twelve stones had to be erected to commemorate the 
miraculous crossing of the Jordan when Israel entered 
the Promised Land (Josh 4:1-9). More examples could  
be given. 

Also to the New Testament church the Lord God 
gave memory aids, lest we forget. Two examples are the 
sacraments. Baptism signifies that God has attached 
his name to ours and so seals the covenant relationship 
with all the attendant promises. When we remember 
our baptism, we call to mind God’s covenant mercy 
and love (cf. Gen 17:7; Acts 2:39). When we celebrate 
the  Lord’s Supper we do so in remembrance of what the 
Lord Jesus went through to satisfy God’s wrath for our 
sins (Luke 22:19; 1 Cor 11:24-25).

Why is the need to remember such an important 
theme in Scripture? What is the underlying reason for 
the memory aids that God gives to us as  
his children?

Why remember?
In short the reason is to make sure that the Lord our 

God is and remains in the centre of our lives. Common 
to the history of the human race is the tendency to see 
oneself as the focal point of one’s life. Today we live in a 
selfish secular culture that specializes in individualism 
and satisfying all kinds of imagined rights and 

Memory is an 
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privileges. This egoistic and narcissistic mind-set is very 
attractive to the sinful human heart. Christians need to 
struggle against this allurement of our times.

God wants us to focus on him and to act accordingly. 
He is to be preeminent. And so as we move from one 
year to another, and reminisce, we do well to rise 
beyond the purely human and marvel at the great deeds 
of God as reflected also in our personal lives and in our 
church life. As the overview elsewhere in this issue of 
Clarion shows, the Lord has been very good to us as a 
church community! It is all undeserved favour. Great is 
his mercy and love! Indeed, he remembers his people. 
His faithfulness demands our thankful response.

When we put God in the centre and use the 
memory aids that he has given us, then he also enables 
us to obey, to worship, and to honour him who has 
set us free from all the power of Satan and sin and 
grave. For it is remarkable that Scripture often links 
remembering the Lord with doing his will. In the Bible, 
remembering is never just a theoretical or cerebral 
exercise. It has concrete consequences in real life. 

For example, remembering the Sabbath day means 
observing it by keeping it holy and so not working (Exod 
20:8-11). When we keep him in mind, he empowers 
us to live and act as believers (e.g., Num 15:39; Ps 
103:18). Focusing on him and remembering his will and 
faithfulness makes it easier to see through the problems 
of life in a biblical way and to make the right decisions 
in the rough and tumble of life. He enables us meet the 
needs of the present and move forward into the future 
with confidence.

The joy of remembering
Remembering the faithfulness of God who never 

forgets fills us with hope for the future and gives great 
joy. “He remembers his covenant forever” (Ps 105:8). 
We enter a new year as a year of our Lord. He remains 
sovereign and in control. His great and awesome 
deeds of strength continue as he goes on in his work 
of gathering together his people from all tribes and 
nations. He remains committed to those who call to 
him in true faith. When afraid, remember his greatness 
(cf. Deut 7:18). When needing comfort, remember his 
ordinances (Ps 119:50-52). As with the saints of old, 
also today he can change despair into hope for those 
who remember him. As Asaph, the psalmist, had hope 
because he remembered God’s doings, so we may take 
courage when reflecting on God’s faithfulness (Ps 77). 
Remembering him results in singing in the safety of the 
shadow of his wings (Ps 63:5-8).

And so, if we remember him, we can wish each 
other a blessed, that is happy, New Year! It is a year of 
our risen Lord! “Remember Jesus Christ, raised from 
the dead!” (2 Tim 2:8).

His faithfulness 
demands  

our thankful  
response

‘
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Matthew VanLuik

As we approach Christmas we speak about the 
advent of Jesus Christ, the coming of the Saviour into 
the world. It’s a theme that recurs throughout the 
Scriptures, like when Zechariah proclaims, “See, your 
king comes to you, righteous and having salvation, 
gentle and riding on a donkey, on a colt, the foal of a 
donkey” (9:9). There was great expectation among the 
Jews that their king would come as their Saviour.

That expectation is also found among the believers 
in the New Testament. Today the church waits in 
the wonderful hope of the coming of Jesus Christ. 
Peter speaks about that reality when he encourages 
the believers to live holy and godly lives as they look 
forward to the coming (parousia) of the day of God.

The Greek word parousia is a common New 
Testament word for the return of Jesus Christ. This 
word describes the arrival of a ruler, such as a king or 
emperor. When people heard that the king was coming, 
there would be a flurry of activity as roads were 
repaired and buildings were given a facelift. Everything 
had to be made beautiful for the coming king, to make 
a good impression on the ruler.

Therefore it was a sad day in Israel when their great 
King finally arrived in Bethlehem and the people were 
not prepared for his coming. When he arrived, no one in 
Israel was even aware that a great king had been born. 
While we might make excuses for the people, there 
was no excuse for this sad situation, for the prophets 
long ago had instructed the people that their king and 
Saviour was coming.

After his birth the Lord even sent John the Baptist 
as the herald to proclaim the coming of their king. Still 
Israel did not prepare, so that when Jesus arrived on the 

scene proclaiming that the Kingdom of God had come, 
the people mocked and scorned him. The result is that 
God in his judgment rejected his people and caused his 
gospel to be proclaimed to the Gentiles. The light of 
Christmas was taken away from God’s own people and 
given to the people of the world.

For the New Testament church the first coming of 
Christ is closely tied to his second. The believers in the 
early church lived in the expectation that the one who 
came as the Saviour of the world would come again on 
the last day in judgment. The first advent of Christ will 
lead to his second advent, when he will bring his saving 
work to completion.

In his second letter Peter has to deal with scoffers 
who are leading the believers astray. The scoffers are 
false teachers who call into question the second coming 
of Christ. They come with what they think is a clever 
argument when they say, “God is slow in keeping his 
promise. Nothing has changed since God said to our 
fathers that he will come to live with us.” For that 
reason they go and follow their own evil desires, for in 
their heart they believe that they will never need to give 
an account to God for their wickedness.

In our time people scoff at the biblical teaching of 
the advent of God. They scoff at the idea that at the last 
day he will come to judge the living and the dead. By 
denying his coming, they think they have the freedom 
to live according to their own immoral ways. In our 
culture people attempt to turn what God’s Word has 
clearly said is wicked into something that is good  
and honourable.

The reason that people scoff at the idea of Christ’s 
return is that they deny his first coming. But Christmas 
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is really the guarantee that Christ will return to be with 
his people. And when we live in the expectation of his 
coming, the result is that we will also prepare our lives 
for his return. Everyone who truly believes that Christ is 
coming again will desire to live a holy and godly life. 

Your preparation will depend on your expectation. 
A lack of preparation will indicate that you have not 
taken seriously the coming of Christ. If you do not take 
it seriously, then in effect you also deny Christmas. But if 
you truly believe that Christ’s coming has fulfilled God’s 
promise to his people in the Old Testament, then you 
will also believe God’s promise that Christ is coming on 

the last day. In that great and wonderful expectation you 
will also prepare yourself for his coming, living a holy and 
godly life.  

Therefore Christmas is not just a cozy time of the 
year when we reminisce about the story of Jesus coming 
into the world, but it is a story that must powerfully 
impact our daily life. This Jesus is the same Saviour 
that you are now expecting from heaven. On the day 
of judgment he will punish the scoffers, but will give 
life and salvation to all who lived by faith in the great 
expectation of his coming. We long for this day with all 
our hearts.

‘

MATTHEW 13:52
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Larry Wilson

Surely you are familiar with Charles Dickens’s 
beloved story, A Christmas Carol. It is the story of a 
stingy miser, Ebenezer Scrooge, who is transformed by 
his encounter with three Christmas spirits – the spirit 
of Christmas past, the spirit of Christmas present, and 
the spirit of Christmas future

Titus 2:11–14 is breathed out by a different Spirit, 
but it likewise points to the past, present, and future 
in relation to the coming of Christ. It is Christ who 
transforms – who transforms by his coming in the past, 
by his coming in the future, and by his ongoing interim 
coming through his Word and Spirit.

Keep looking at Christ’s past coming
First, the Christ who has come transforms. He came 

precisely in order to “purify for himself a people for his 
own possession” (v. 14). Keep looking to the finished 
work of Christ in the past. “For the grace of God has 
appeared, bringing salvation for all people” (v. 11).

Our English word epiphany comes from the Greek 
word translated “has appeared.” In classical Greek, this 
term, for example, was used of the appearing of the sun. 
It came to be used to refer to the sudden appearance 
of a deity or hero in order to rescue someone. Who is 
this One who has appeared to rescue us? He is “our 
great God and Savior Jesus Christ” (v. 13). He came in 
the flesh; he is fully human. At the same time, he is “our 
great God,” being fully divine. The second person of the 
Trinity became incarnate as Jesus of Nazareth.

Verse 11 begins with the word “for,” giving a 
reason for what has just been said. Previously, Paul 
has said that pastors are to “teach what accords with 
sound doctrine” (Titus 2:1), specifically godly behavior 
for older men (2:2), older women (2:3-4), younger 
women (2:4-5), younger men (2:6), and slaves (2:9-10). 
Often in Scripture, the basis for Christian behavior in 
God’s grace is explained first, and then the practical 

implications of the gospel are given. For example, 
chapters 1–3 in Ephesians proclaim the gospel basis 
for Christian behavior; then chapters 4–6 spell out the 
practical implications. But in Titus 2, God first gives the 
imperatives (v. 1-10), and then he explains the basis for 
them in his grace (v. 11-14).

What did Jesus do to bring salvation? He “gave 
himself for us” (v. 14). That is, he offered himself as 
a saving sacrifice. Notice that his saving sacrifice 
was voluntary – he “gave himself for us.” Second, it 
was vicarious – he “gave himself for us.” It was also 
victorious – he “gave himself for us to redeem us from 
all lawlessness and to purify for himself a people for 
his own possession who are zealous for good works.” 
By his substitutionary, atoning death on the cross, he 
accomplished salvation for his people.

The salvation he accomplished is both negative and 
positive—it is both from and unto. He “gave himself for 
us to redeem us from all lawlessness” (v. 14). When 
Jesus saves you, he saves you from sin. At the same time, 
he “gave himself. . . to purify for himself a people for 
his own possession who are zealous for good works.” 
When Jesus saves you, he saves you unto godliness. He 
supernaturally transforms you. He gives you a new 
heart and new desires. I knew a man named Tom, who 
had lived a wicked life. After his conversion, he kept 
some of his old friends and tried to be a good witness 
to them. At one point, someone asked him, “Aw Tom, 
why do you always have to go to church?” He replied, “I 
don’t go because I have to; I go because I want to.” Our 
Lord Jesus “gave himself. . . to purify. . . a people. . . who 
are zealous for good works.”

This great salvation is both personal and corporate 
(v. 14). On the one hand, Christ gave himself “to redeem 
us.” When Jesus saves you, you can say with the Apostle 
Paul, he “loved me and gave himself for me” (Gal 2:20). 
On the other hand, he gave himself “to purify for 

Christ’s Coming
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himself a people for his own possession.” Salvation is 
always personal, but it can never be private. The church 
is important because it was on God’s heart in eternity, 
and it was on Jesus’ heart as he hung on the accursed 
tree. When Jesus saves you, you belong to him; and if 
you belong to him, then you are part of his people, his 
church. It is your privilege and duty to join a church and 
identify visibly with God’s people, even though they are 
sinners saved by grace, just like yourself.

Keep looking at Christ’s future coming
When Jesus “gave himself,” he died, but Jesus was 

not merely a martyr. He is the living Saviour! After he 
accomplished salvation for his people, he rose from 
the dead, was exalted to the highest place, and is now 
applying to his people the salvation that he accomplished 
for them. He shall come again to complete and perfect 
this transformation of “a people for his own possession.” 
Therefore, keep looking forward to the work of Christ in 
his future coming. The appearance of the grace of God at 
Christ’s first coming trains God’s redeemed children to 
wait eagerly for “our blessed hope, the appearing of the 
glory of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ” (v. 13). 
Note three things about this hope.

First, it is a blessed hope. Jesus is coming again to 
judge the living and the dead. But we should eagerly 
await his appearing because it is a blessed hope. A blessed 
hope is the opposite of an accursed hope. Notice that this 
verse calls Jesus the “great God and Savior.” He comes as 
our Saviour, not merely as our judge. Therefore, “Since 
we belong to the day, let us be sober, having put on the 
breastplate of faith and love, and for a helmet the hope of 
salvation. For God has not destined us for wrath, but to 
obtain salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ, who died 
for us so that whether we are awake or asleep we might 
live with him” (1 Thess 5:8–10).

Second, it is a visible hope. It is the “appearing” of 
our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ. Here is that 
word epiphany again. Acts 1 clearly says that the second 
epiphany of Christ will be similar to his ascension, which 
was physical and visible. “And when he had said these 
things, as they were looking on, he was lifted up, and a 
cloud took him out of their sight. And while they were 
gazing into heaven as he went, behold, two men stood 

by them in white robes, and said, ‘Men of Galilee, why 
do you stand looking into heaven? This Jesus, who was 
taken up from you into heaven, will come in the same 
way as you saw him go into heaven’” (Acts 1:9–11). God’s 
Word instructs us to expect a return of Jesus that will be 
physical and visible, like his ascension. He “will come in 
the same way as you saw him go into heaven.”

Third, it is a glorious hope. It is “the appearing of 
the glory of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ.” 
Revelation 1:13–16 gives us some hints about Christ’s 
glory: John saw “one like a son of man, clothed with 
a long robe and with a golden sash around his chest. 
The hairs of his head were white like wool, as white as 
snow. His eyes were like a flame of fire, his feet were like 
burnished bronze, refined in a furnace, and his voice 
was like the roar of many waters. In his right hand he 
held seven stars, from his mouth came a sharp two-
edged sword, and his face was like the sun shining in full 
strength.” If those are hints, what must the reality be like? 
He is coming in power and great glory.

The Apostle Paul testifies, “Henceforth there is laid 
up for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, 
the righteous judge, will award to me on that Day, 
and not only to me but also to all who have loved his 
appearing” (2 Tim 4:8). Likewise, God says, “And just as 
it is appointed for man to die once, and after that comes 
judgment, so Christ, having been offered once to bear the 
sins of many, will appear a second time, not to deal with 
sin but to save those who are eagerly waiting for him” 
(Heb 9:27–28).

These Scriptures include an implicit warning. Who is 
he coming to save? “All who have loved his appearing,” 
“those who are eagerly waiting for him.” And yet many 
have taught and still do teach, “No! There will be no 
second coming of Christ.”

This is the stance of theological liberals, who defy the 
authority of God’s holy Word. But such error is found 
even among some who imagine themselves to be Bible 
believers. There is a small, but vocal, group called “hyper-
preterists.” They insist that the prophecies about the 
return of Christ in power and glory and the resurrection 
of the dead were fulfilled in A.D. 70. Clearly, this is soul-
destroying error (cf. 1 Timothy 1:18-20; 2 Timothy 2:16-
18), and we must reject it.
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At the same time, however, many do believe 
that Christ is coming again, but they nevertheless let 
themselves get lulled into spiritual slumbers. A good 
question to ask yourself is: Do you love his appearing? 
Are you eagerly waiting for the appearing of Christ in 
power and glory? If not, confess this sin to God. Pray for 
the Holy Spirit to awaken your heart. And set yourself to 
meditate on the blessedness, visibility, and glory of the 
coming of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Keep looking at Christ’s present coming
Finally, keep looking at the Christ who, in this 

interim period, now comes in power by his Holy Spirit 
to transform “a people for his own possession” (Titus 
2:14). Keep looking to the present, ongoing work of the 
exalted Christ. “For the grace of God has appeared, 
bringing salvation for all people, training us to renounce 
ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live self-
controlled, upright, and godly lives in the present age” 
(v. 11-12).

Notice that the grace of God in Christ trains us – it 
transforms! It is important that we take this seriously 
because most of us have been affected in one way or 
another by the commonly held, but false, idea that the 
grace of God does not transform, but just forgives. But 
look at what God himself says in verse 12: the grace of 
God in Christ not only forgives, but also trains. It not 
only justifies, but also sanctifies.

The grace of God in Christ trains us in two specific 
directions (v. 12). Negatively, the grace of God in 
Christ trains us “to renounce ungodliness and worldly 
passions.” The grace of God teaches people to turn away 
from sin. Positively, the grace of God in Christ trains us 
“to live self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in the 
present age.” The grace of God in Christ transforms your 
relationship with yourself (giving you self-control), with 
your neighbours (making you upright), and with God 
(making you godly).

That raises another question: are you experiencing 
the supernatural, transforming power of God, so that 
day by day you are saying no to temptation and putting 
off the sins of the flesh? And day by day are you saying 

yes to the grace of God in Christ and putting on the 
fruit of the Spirit? If not, then you need to ask yourself: 
do I really know the great God and Saviour Jesus Christ, 
or do I just know about him? Cry out to Jesus and ask 
him to save you, to deliver you!

The shape of salvation
When he does save you, you live the Christian life 

between his two epiphanies! These two appearings 
reveal the shape of our Saviour’s work: first grace, 
then glory. He came in humiliation; he will return in 
exaltation.

The two appearings of Christ also reveal the shape 
of your salvation: first grace, then glory; first the cross, 
then the crown; first humiliation, then exaltation. Look 
at 1 John 3:2 – “Beloved, we are God’s children now, and 
what we will be has not yet appeared; but we know that 
when he appears we will be like him, because we shall 
see him as he is.”

When I was a child, my mother had an uncanny 
ability to catch me doing wrong, even when I was sure 
she wasn’t looking. I thought she had “eyes in the back 
of her head.” As you live the Christian life, you need 
spiritual eyes in the front of your head, in the back of 
your head, and on top of your head. God calls you to 
keep looking in three directions at once. Every time you 
come to the Lord’s Table, God reinforces that call.

First, keep looking back to the past – to the 
appearing of grace, to the finished work of our Saviour 
Jesus Christ, who “gave himself for us to redeem us 
from all lawlessness and to purify for himself a people 
for his own possession who are zealous for good works.”

Second, keep looking forward to the future – to the 
appearing of glory, to the blessed hope, the glorious 
appearing of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Third, keep looking up in the present to the ongoing 
work of the exalted Christ, as he comes in power by his 
Holy Spirit, who works through the Word to transform 
us, “training us to renounce ungodliness and worldly 
passions, and to live self-controlled, upright, and godly 
lives in the present age.”

‘
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Eudokia

Peace to men upon whom his favour 
rests (Luke 2:14b)

Some people think that Christmas is for everyone. 
In a sense that is true. Our Lord Jesus Christ is to be 
hailed as the Saviour of the world. Those who call upon 
him and put their trust in him will not be put to shame. 
It does not matter in what time or place you live. All 
who believe in the Lord Jesus will be saved.

We cherish the words given us through the Apostle 
John, “[Jesus Christ] is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, 
and not only for ours but also for the sins of the whole 
world” (1 John 2:2). The gospel of salvation does not 
stop at our door but reaches out to all people.

Still, we do not agree with the teaching of 
universalism, the notion that everyone is (automatically) 
saved in Christ as they perished in Adam. We need to 
accept Christ with a believing heart. We find this clearly 
stated in the most succinct statement of Christmas, 
“For God so loved the world that he gave his one and 
only (only-begotten) Son that whoever believes in him 
shall not perish but have eternal life.”

This important truth is summarized in the 
Heidelberg Catechism as follows, “Are all men, then, 
saved in Christ as they perished in Adam? No, only 
those who accept him with a believing heart” (LD 7). 
Faith is required. 

To whom is peace promised?
We see this also in the song of the angels in 

Ephrata’s fields. The first element in this song is that 
God receives the glory for his salvation in Christ. It is 
one of the first principles also of the Reformation: soli 
Deo gloria. It has a nice sequence: “Glory in heaven to 
God, and on earth peace to men.”

The second element in this song is that peace is 
given on earth. Some think that this “peace” is given 
indiscriminately to all. But the text speaks of peace “to 
men on whom God’s favour rests.” Not all receive peace; 

only those on whom favour rests.
The questions that come to us now are many and 

also difficult: what is meant by “God’s favour”? More 
questions: how are we to understand this favour? Why 
is it given to some but not to all people? Who are these 
men that receive the favour of God? Are you someone 
on whom God’s favour rests? How can you know?

Various translations of the original
In the original text, the Greek word eudokia is 

used. It says: peace on earth to men of (in) eudokia. 
Not everyone receives peace. It is given to people with 
eudokia. The main question is now: what does this 
eudokia mean?

We’ll have to digress into a small word-study on 
“eudokia.” I hope you don’t mind some of the technical 
stuffing in the festive season. But we need to establish 
what the proper meaning of the word eudokia in this 
context is. After all, we ourselves would like to be 
among the people who have this eudokia. If we are not, 
we may be doomed with the world that rejected Christ 
from his birth on. 

Killing the suspense, I mention that the word 
eudokia literally means to esteem someone highly. So the 
peace on earth is given to people who meet with God’s 
sovereign approval and pleasure. The prefix “eu” means 
good or favourable. The word “dokia” comes from a 
verb that means to scrutinize carefully and to consider 
positively. Sometimes the word is used directly of God’s 
secret will and council. When many refused to repent 
upon Christ’s preaching, he nevertheless rejoiced in the 
sovereign will of his Father which was being fulfilled,  
“. . .You have hidden these things from the wise and 
learned and revealed them to little children. Yes, Father, 
for this was your good pleasure” (Matt 11:26). God’s 
eudokia was still apparent in saving the unlearned and 
the little children. Sometimes it is used of God’s revealed 
law or will, “I desire to do your will [your eudokia], O 
my God, your law is within my heart…” (Ps 40:8). We 
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must do what is in accordance with God’s will and is 
pleasing to him.

Ultimately the word eudokia refers us to Christ, our 
Lord. At Christ’s baptism it was said by God, “This is my 
Son whom I love; with him I am well pleased” (the verb 
form of eudokia is used).

The word eudokia is translated by the NIV as “God’s 
favour,” by KJV as “good pleasure,” by RSV also as “good 
pleasure,” and by NKJV as “good will.” It is important to 
note that this eudokia is not a human characteristic but 
a divine gift. God gives his good pleasure in Christ to 
people and therefore these people can receive in Christ 
God’s peace from above.

The word comes close to our word “approval.” 
When God has eudokia in someone, he approves of 
this person. The one who receives eudokia meets divine 
standards. 

Christmas does not benefit the whole world. God’s 
favour is given in Christ to those who long for him, 
serve him, and seek to do his will. This longing for 
salvation has been worked in people’s hearts by the 
Word and Spirit of God.

Eudokia and election
Is this eudokia, then, the same as election? I do not 

think that we should easily speak of these two as being 
the same, even if they are connected. Election is God’s 
eternal and hidden decree to save certain people in 
Christ. Eudokia is something that becomes visible in the 
course of time in people’s lives through the working of 
the Holy Spirit.

Before Christ was born, many faithful Jews 
anticipated his coming into the world. We can think 

of people whom the Bible itself mentions: Zechariah, 
Elizabeth, Joseph, Mary, the Shepherds, Simeon, and 
Anna. Of some of these people it is also testified in the 
Scriptures that they were righteous, i.e. they longed for 
the coming of Christ and strove to obey God’s law.

These people were not perfect. God did not have 
pleasure in them because they were without sin. But 
they were people who by God’s power and grace 
ardently awaited the coming of the Messiah. This 
explains why they reacted with great resolve and much 
joy when they heard of the birth of our Lord and 
Saviour.

Our Christmas celebration takes place in a different 
time and place. The expectation of Christ’s birth is 
now the expectation of his second coming, his glorious 
descent from heaven. We know that he will come to 
judge the living and the dead and will vindicate all who 
have longed for his appearing.

 Does God’s eudokia rest upon you? Do you long for 
his glorious return? Are you justified by faith in him? 
These are very important questions for our Christmas 
celebration.

Peace on earth
On Christmas day there is much talk of peace. 

People envision some kind of global calm in which all 
will be at peace with his neighbour. “Imagine. . . all the 
people. . .” sang John Lennon, whose seventieth birthday 
was remembered a few months ago. Lennon was born 
on October 9, 1940. The world celebrated its own 
Christmas with the man who said he was more popular 
than Christ.

Peace to men. Not to all men, but to the men on 
whom God’s eudokia rests. Peace on earth to specific 
people. It is not a peace that now comes and then goes. 
It is perma-peace, with God, in Christ, through faith. 

What is peace? It means more than the absence 
of war. Peace means that the relationships have been 
healed. I was an enemy of God; now I am his child. I 
enjoyed sinning, but now I hate it every time I fall. I was 
lost but now I’m found. I look forward to being released 
from this body of sin. I know by faith that God’s 
eudokia rests on me. I have peace: all is well between 
God and me in Christ. 

All is well. I wish you a joyful Christmas and a 
blessed new year. Perfect peace is coming.

‘

Are you someone  
on whom God’s 

favour rests?
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October 18, 2010

Rev. Bradd L. Nymeyer, Second Clerk
227 1st Avenue SE
Sioux Center, Iowa  51250

To the Canadian and American Reformed Churches, 

Esteemed Brothers,
We greet you in the name of our Lord and Savior 

Jesus Christ, the king of the church, and pray that He 
will continue to fulfill His promise to “build my church” 
in your midst.

Synod London, 2010, received “with appreciation” 
the two letters of the General Synod of the Canadian 
Reformed Churches meeting in Burlington, Ontario in 
May of this year. Because our synod met only for four 
days, it was not possible to draft an appropriate and 
acceptable response in the space of that time and so it 
assigned the officers of the synod to draft a response to 
both letters, subject to the approval of the consistory 
of the calling church for our next synod. This is our 
response to both of your letters.

Our synod devoted much attention to our 
relationship with you as sister churches and to the 
matter of achieving a fuller expression of the spiritual 
unity we have in Christ.

On our first full day, we devoted a good part of 
the evening to hearing from Dr. Gerhard Visscher and 
Dr. Jason Van Vliet, who answered questions that had 
been submitted in advance by our churches. They also 
answered questions from the floor. We were impressed 
with their humility and patience and greatly appreciated 
the clarity with which they allayed the concerns of the 
questioners. The chairman of our synod responded to 
their work with words of gratitude and with a reference 
to the prayer of Jesus in John 17 and our need to give 
visible expression to our spiritual unity.

Regarding the work of the unity committees we 
jointly established in 2001, our synod took note of the 
fact that the Theological Education Committee has 
reached an impasse, and that the Songbook Committee 
had made little progress toward a united song book. 
In light of this, our synod terminated our involvement 
in both unity committees, although we continue to 
have a Songbook Committee for the development of 
a new songbook for our own federation. Although no 
longer working on a joint song book, the committee 
was reminded of the need to communicate with your 
churches according to the provisions of our current 
relationship of Phase 2, Ecclesiastical Fellowship. The 
churches were also alerted that proposed solutions to 
the impasse regarding the education of ministers may 
still be proposed by way of overture to future synods.

Although we have terminated our involvement in 
two of the unity committees, we have mandated the 
Joint Church Order Committee to continue to perfect 
their work for use by a united federation. We did this, 
in part, as an answer to an overture asking the synod 
to dismiss the committee. The rejection of the overture 
to dismiss the committee is a telling indication of our 
continuing commitment to eventual church unity with 
the Canadian Reformed Churches, even though our 
progress toward that goal has been impeded by  
several obstacles.

As a federation of churches, we remain committed 
to working toward reconciliation in obedience to the 
ecumenical imperatives of Scripture, such as Ephesians 
4:3, “Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit 
in the bond of peace,” and Philippians 1:27ff, “Conduct 
yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ ... 
stand firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the 
faith.” In that spirit, we approved a recommendation 
“that Synod explicitly reaffirm our conviction that the 
Canadian Reformed Churches are a federation of true 
and faithful churches of Christ, whom we love and 

Letter from Synod London, 
2010, of the United Reformed 
Churches in North America
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respect as fellow workers in the kingdom” (Article #47). 
We are not merely good friends; we are brothers and 
sisters in Christ, joined together in the bond of the 
Spirit, evidenced by a common confession of the faith 
and with you, committed to expressing our unity in 
concrete and discernable ways.

However, our situation is different than yours. 
While the vast majority of your churches know us well, 
through neighboring congregational relationships in 
Canada, nearly two thirds of our churches – those in 
the United States – do not have Canadian (American) 
Reformed congregations as near neighbors. This means 
that most of our churches are not intimately aware of 
how the faith lives among you. Such lack of information 
is, sadly, fertile ground for the seeds of both indifference 
and suspicion. Our situation is also different in that 
there is not among us the same degree of uniformity 
as is found among Canadian Reformed Churches. Unity 
committee reports regarding seminaries, songs and 
regional synods, for example, have sometimes raised 
concerns that our current freedoms would be curtailed 
in a way that would drive some of our own members 
to separate from us if a union were implemented in the 
near future. 

Because of these differences, it has become evident 
that before we can move forward in building a single 
edifice in which we all can live together, we need to do 
more foundational work, especially at the local level. To 
that end our synod passed a resolution to “encourage 
the churches to facilitate further opportunities to 
interact with the Canadian Reformed Churches by 
implementing the essential work of organizing events, 
speaking at conferences, writing columns, filling pulpits, 
and otherwise building the organic, heartfelt unity on 
which federative unity must be built” (Article #47).

We ask that you be patient with us, recognizing that 
moving more slowly toward federative unity may be the 
best way of ensuring that our actions result in a lasting 
unity that will truly glorify God and advance the gospel 
of peace in the world.  

Regarding your second letter, of June 7, 2010, 
concerning the status of the Nine Points adopted by 
Synod Schererville and the significance of “pastoral 
advice,” we can state that some clarity was achieved, 
although the matter was also referred to our Synodical 
Rules Committee for further clarification. The Nine 

Points were also challenged by way of an appeal, 
directed not at their content, but at the procedure by 
which they were adopted. The appeal was not sustained, 
so the pastoral advice remains.

You ask if such pastoral advice is confessionally 
binding. Although the matter of defining the nature of 
synodical pastoral advice was referred to a synodical 
committee for further work, by implication, it 
appears that such statements by our synod are not 
confessionally binding. We make that observation 
on the basis of the grounds attached to theological 
statements made by this year’s synod. A study 
committee report submitted to Synod London asked 
the synod to affirm a list of theological statements, 
some of which were quotations from our confessions 
and some of which were not confessional quotations 
but statements summarizing the exegetical findings 
of the committee. Rather than affirming the entire 
list of theological statements, the synod responded 
by separating the confessional quotations from the 
committee’s own summary statements and made the 
following distinction: “clearly distinguishing direct 
quotations from the Confessions from the formulations 
of the 15 points [the committee’s summary statements] 
respects the binding status of our confessions as 
our doctrinal standards” (Article #113). Thus, the 15 
summary statements affirmed by the synod were 
distinguished from the confessions which are binding.

You also ask if Point 6 of the Nine Points of 
Schererville was directed at the Canadian Reformed 
Churches and the view of the covenant upheld by the 
Liberation of 1944 in The Netherlands. No, it was not 
directed at the Canadian Reformed Churches or their 
view of the covenant. Synod Schererville addressed an 
error associated with Federal Vision which contends 
that in baptism a person is granted every spiritual 
gift, including a true and saving faith, the grace of 
conversion and justification. The Nine Points were made 
to uphold the doctrine that a man is justified through 
faith alone, and that God will never reverse His gracious 
declaration of justification concerning the believing 
sinner. Point 6 of the Nine Points of Schererville does 
not deny that all baptized persons are in the covenant of 
grace. What Point 6 denies is that all baptized persons 
are in the covenant in precisely the same way such that 
no distinction is made between those who have the 
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promises by covenant and those who receive by faith 
what is promised. It should be read in the context of 
Point 5 which rejects the error “that a person can be 
historically, conditionally elect, regenerated, savingly 
united to Christ, justified, and adopted by virtue of 
participation in the outward administration of the 
covenant of grace but may lose these benefits through 
lack of covenantal faithfulness” (italics added). We 
gratefully take note of the fact that when addressing 
our synod on behalf of your churches, Dr. G. H. Visscher 
expressed agreement with this understanding of Point 6 
and our concern.

We join with you in praying that the Lord will bless 
our efforts for unity and give us the wisdom to know 
how to proceed and the courage to do what His Word 
commands.  May God give us all grace to persevere 
in obedience to the command to “make every effort” 
(Ephesians 4:3), having as our goal the prayer of Jesus, 
“May they be brought to complete unity to let the 
world know that you sent me” (John 17:23).

On behalf of Synod London 2010,
Rev. Bradd L. Nymeyer

Second Clerk

Dear Editor,
We would like to thank Rev. Holtvlüwer for 

his article entitled “Sunday on Holiday?” in the 
October 8, 2010 issue of Clarion. It was inspiring 
to receive straight forward, concrete leadership and 
guidance pertaining to our worship on the Lord’s 
Day. The affluence enjoyed today which allows for 
holidays can be a blessing or a hindrance. This is 
also the Lord’s testing of us as to what we do with 
this blessing. The dictionary describes “diligently” 
as steady, earnest, and energetic effort; diligently 
attending church is what we confess in Lord’s Day 
38 and in the Lord’s Supper form. A concern is 
what  type of example do those placed in authority 
(parents, elders, ministers) set when going to a 

faithful church (even twice) 
while on holiday becomes a 
nuisance or even a bother. 
It causes one to wonder how 
people in other countries who 
are persecuted for holding 
worship services would view 
the dilemma this article addresses. 
As Rev. Holtvlüwer concludes, “God’s blessings are 
poured out bountifully upon his people. How can 
God’s people ever want a holiday from that?

In Christ,
Peter and Benita Boerema

T      T     T     

‘
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St. Albert Welcomes  
Rev. Roukema and His Family

Valerie Slaa

St. Albert congregation has been eagerly praying 
and waiting for a minister since last October when 
Rev. Bredenhof took up his task as pastor and minister 
in London, ON. God graciously answered our prayers 
with the arrival of the Roukema family. On October 
10, 2010, we could witness the incredible goodness and 
graciousness of our God when candidate Roukema 
could be ordained and installed as a minister of God’s 
church in St. Albert. 

Ordination
Rev. Aasman had the privilege of delivering the 

sermon prior to the ordination and installation of Rev. 
Roukema. He began by stating what an exciting day 
this was for our congregation – two baby boys could be 
baptized by their grandfather and we could also witness 
the ordination of our new minister. Even though we have 
been blessed with being served by faithful visiting pastors 
and by our elders/deacons reading the Word, it doesn’t 
compare with having our own pastor. Rev. Aasman chose 
as his text Ephesians 4:11-16. The ascended Christ gives 
his body a pastor and teacher that the body of Christ 
may be built up and grows up into Christ. 

Paul explains to the Ephesians how Jew and Gentile 
belong to the body of Christ; there are no barriers 
since a new church has been formed. Christ has poured 
out gifts on his church – in particular the gift of men 
who can be pastors and teachers. We receive this gift 
through Brother Roukema. His new office requires that 
he knows our stories, struggles, dreams, temptations, 
and blessings, through laughter and tears. He is not to 
be just an author of sermons but someone who can 
address the needs of our congregation so that we can all 
grow and increase in faith. We must be equipped and 
trained by our minister in order to unify and strengthen 
the church, since a united church has the power to 
stand up against temptation. We must receive our

new minister in love and lift him up in constant prayer 
so that he may fulfill the office of his calling.

After the sermon and reading of the form for 
ordination of ministers, we were witnesses to the 
incredible event of the laying on of hands.  Brothers 
Jack De Haas, Bill Muis, and Rev. Van Beveren and 
Rev. Aasman all took part in this ceremony. This was 
followed by singing Psalm 134.

When the service was done, Brother Muis read 
the subscription form and Rev. Roukema signed this. 
Then letters of congratulations were read from various 
churches in the Alberta classis as well as from our 
former minister, Rev. Bredenhof.

Inaugural sermon
Our afternoon service was held in the St. Albert 

Christian Reformed Church and we were blessed to 
hear our new minister deliver his inaugural sermon. 
Rev. Roukema used Psalm 121 as his text. The psalmist 
confesses that our only and abundant source of help is 
the Lord. This confession is centered on who God is and 
what God does.

Rev. Roukema began his message with the words 
that Christians are quick to say God is good when 
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everything is going well but not so quick to acknowledge 
this when there are difficulties. Psalm 121 proves for 
us that God is there in the good and bad times of our 
lives. Everything that happens comes from his hand. 
This psalm is a song of faith and thanksgiving to God. 
We are able to call God by name – he is a personal God 
and we can have a relationship with him. He is also 
powerful – nothing can stop him. In Christ, heaven 
came down to earth. Every day, we have the blessing of 
knowing that in him we can have the fulfillment of this 
help. Verses 3-8 of this psalm shift focus from God as 
Creator to God the Providential. God is not a passive 
observer but our protector. He will not let our foot slip 
– he will uphold us spiritually and physically even when 
we fall. The reality is that Psalm 121 points us to and 
ever-vigilant and attentive God. He is in total control of 
our sufferings and blessings. The Lord’s loving hand will 
be with us in life and death. Our calling is to put our 
faith and trust in him. Our song should be richer and 
fuller as we travel to the New Jerusalem because our 
Christ was the final sacrifice. 

Welcome evening
On October 16, 2010, the congregation of St. Albert 

officially welcomed the Roukema family. A welcome 
was given by Mr. Peter Lindhout. After he prayed, Mrs. 
Pauline De Haas gave a short history of the Roukema 
family. She included many tidbits of interesting facts 
such as both Rev. and Mrs. Roukema have family 
who are in the ministry. Her witty plays on words 
and phrases ended with the serious note of wishing 

a blessing to both the Roukema family and the St. 
Albert congregation. A presentation of song from the 
preschool-grade one children was given amidst much 
appreciation. The young peoples group presented a 
coupon booklet for services by the young people so 
that the Roukema family can get to know them. Calvin 
De Haan and Grant Leyenhorst, on behalf of the young 
adults, conducted a survey of the congregation and 
shared the results with all of us. They informed all of us 
that ninety-nine percent of the people did not actually 
participate! The morning Bible study group presented 
a collection of recipes. Our small choir performed 
two songs – sharing God’s praises. An alphabetical 
pictorial PowerPoint was shown with almost all of the 
members in it in some fashion or another – not all of 
them flattering! This was followed by a presentation 
from some of the children (who were closest in age to 
the Roukema children) of some gifts – a foosball table 
(second hand to follow our Dutch tradition) and other 
little things. Rev. and Mrs. Roukema were invited to 
come up to the front to accept their congregational gift 
of plants and a barbecue with the necessary apron and 
tools. Rev. Roukema then spoke a few words of thanks 
for the warm welcome he and his family experienced. 
He made sure to point out that although a comment 
had been made about him being middle-aged; it was 
not he, but the Revs. Aasman and Slomp who bore 
this distinction; he, on the other hand, is still young! 
We sang Hymn 63 to close off the formal piece of the 
evening and Mr. Bill Muis closed with prayer. We then 
enjoyed refreshments and a time of fellowship with 
one another. We are incredibly grateful and thankful to 
our heavenly Father for allowing us to the wonderful 
blessing of having our own minister and his family in 
our midst. Our prayer is that they experience his 
blessing over their lives as they minister to us.

‘
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L. Koning

After months of anticipation graduates, family, 
friends, and staff gathered for Guido’s graduation 
festivities on October 2, 2010. Guests and staff enjoyed 
fellowship at a luncheon held in the high school’s 
gym before the ceremonies began in the afternoon. 
For the eighth year in a row, Guido was privileged to 
conduct their graduation ceremony at Hamilton Place in 
downtown Hamilton. This impressive venue provides a 
fitting atmosphere to celebrate the many accomplished 
graduates and the quality Christian education that 
Guido was able to provide to them. 

The program began with the processional to the 
tune of “Zadok the Priest” by George Frederic Handel, 
performed by Guido’s orchestra. Cameras flashed while 
family and friends stood watching the one hundred 
twenty-three graduates enter the theatre. After the last 
graduate entered, the audience joined in singing “Jesus 
with Your Church Abide” as a confession that everything 
celebrated on this day was truly due to the grace of God.  

Mr. N. VandenOever, Chairman of the Board, was 
first to address the crowd and commented on how 
four short years ago these same young people were 
starting high school with fear and anticipation. Now 
as they move on from high school, they are perhaps 
experiencing those emotions again as they look 
forward to post secondary education or work. Mr. H. 
VanDooren, Guido’s principal, followed this with an 
address to the graduates. He started by acknowledging 
that school can sometimes seem endless and wearisome. 
As the writer of Ecclesiastes says, “Of many books there 
is no end, and much study wearies the body.” However, 
the end had come and now was time to celebrate 
what they were able to accomplish in God’s strength. 
He encouraged the graduates to continue to listen to 
the voice of God as they travel through life’s journey. 
They were reminded that there is a lot of “noise” and 
distractions in life that keep us from listening to God. 

Furthermore, 
not only are we to 
listen to his Word, 
but also heed it. 
Graduates were 
strongly encouraged 
to keep God central in 
their lives as stated in 
Guido’s school  
motto, “Everything 
in Christ.” 

Following the principal’s address, the audience 
enjoyed an eight-handed piano performance of “Pomp 
and Circumstance” by Esther Hutten, Annemarie Slaa, 
Estelle Visscher, and Mr. T. Nijenhuis. This was only 
the beginning of a series of performances by the grads, 
showcasing their wide range of talents. 

Mrs. I. de Visser then addressed the class, speaking 
on the theme of making “A Lasting Impression.” Her 
humorous and lighthearted approach was well received 
by the audience. She spoke about how, when you 
move on from something, you want to leave a lasting 
impression. She asked the class what they would 
remember about their experience at Guido in twenty-
five years. It was suggested perhaps that teachers 
and friends would be most memorable for many 
different reasons, but hopefully most of all because 
these relationships pointed the students to Christ. 
She commented on how this occasion is often called 
“commencement” which may be confusing at first, since 
graduation is a celebration of finishing your high school 
career. However, it is also a celebration of the beginning 
of the rest of your life, working for your Master. She 
concluded by tying everything together with the 
thought that if you serve your Master in all you do, 
people will notice and you will leave that  
lasting impression.

Guido de Brès 
Christian High School, 
Commencement 2010
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Shortly afterwards, the moment each graduate had 
been waiting for (either with anticipation or anxiety) 
arrived: the presentation of the diplomas by Mr. N. 
VandenOever, Mr. H. 

VanDooren, Mr. R. VanAndel, and Mrs. J. Joosse. 
Each student’s personality showed as they walked across 
the stage: the strong and silent to the exuberant and 
excited. As each took their temporary seat on stage, 
members of the audience looked on with joy and 
thankfulness and perhaps a tear in their eye. 

The presentation of special awards and scholarships 
showcased a handful of students who excelled in 
academics, volunteering, and school involvement. It 
was clear that the graduates were extremely supportive 
of one another when loud applauses and cheering 
followed each presentation. Following these awards, 
Leah Aasman, Karyn Bosscher, Justin Buist, Rosalyn 
Kieft, and Ashley Oosterhoff sang “I Will Remember 
You” accompanied by Tyler Heemskerk, Shannon Burns, 
Juilanna Vandenbos, and Sheldon Gelderman. Like all 
of the performances in the program this one was truly 
impressive, once again showing how richly God has 
blessed each of these young people. 

David Rozema 
represented the Class 
of 2010 as this year’s 
valedictorian. He began 
by acknowledging how 
he, like many others, 
was busy with post-
secondary endeavors  
but admitted that he 
would take his fond 
memories of Guido with him. The graduates laughed 
with him while he listed some of the more memorable 
moments they shared as a class. He described Guido 
as providing a learning environment second to none 
and praised God for the experiences that he and his 
fellow graduates could have had there. He concluded by 
congratulating the Class of 2010.

The afternoon ended with a prayer by Mr. A. 
Hulzebosch and the singing of the National Anthem. 
Truly God has been with these students throughout 
their years at Guido and we pray that he will continue 
to bless their plans for the future.
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Awards
The Harry Aasman and George DeBoer Memorial Scholarships

Rachel Eikelboom
Scott Linde
Sara Groenwold

The Guido de Brés Proficiency Scholarships
Gavin Bosch Madeline Bremer
Nikki Deboer Heather Homan
Kaitlyn Jans Nakieta Jans
Chelsey Kampen Rosalyn Kieft
Chaun Knegt Danielle Ludwig
Madelyn Nordeman David Rozema
Christopher Schouten Jodie Van Dyk
Juliana Vandenbos Stuart Vermeulen
Jodi Wieske

The Governor General’s Academic Medal
Rachel Eikelboom

The Guido de Brés High School Participation Awards
Gregory Breukelman Lennart de Visser
Kevin DeJonge Shield Helder
Kevin Ludwig Annemarie Slaa
Heather VanAndel Justin Vanderee
Kayla VanderMooren Jonathan VanSpronsen
Stuart Vermeulen Sheldon Winkel

The Lieutenant Governor’s Community Volunteer Award for 
Students

Sara Groenwold

The Dr. F.G. Oosterhoff Student-of-the-Year Award
Lennart de Visser Jodi Wieske

‘
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Paul Krikke and John Vanderstoep

In response to an invitation by the Comissão de 
Contato com Igrejas no Exterior (CCIE) of the IRB, the 
CanRC Committee on Relations with Churches Abroad 
(CRCA) delegated Br. Paul Krikke of the Cornerstone 
CanRC, Hamilton and Br. John Vanderstoep of the 
Maranatha CanRC, Surrey to represent the Canadian 
Reformed Churches at the Concilio (Synod) of the IRB, 
held during October 18 – 23, 2010.  

Traveling independently, we arrived in Cabo Frio in 
the afternoon/evening of October 16, 2010. The church 
of Cabo Frio, the convening church for this synod, is in 
a small town by the same name lying approximately 160 
km east-northeast of Rio de Janeiro. All the delegates 
to the synod, as well as delegates to the Committee of 
Three (a cooperative initiative of the two sending CanRC 
churches and the deputies for mission of Drenthe, NL), 
were accommodated in three adjacent homes a short 
distance from the church building. All meals were 
provided by an organizing committee of the church 
and consumed at the home of one of the elders of the 
church. Throughout the week, our hosts treated us 
royally and graciously, attending to any needs that we 
might have.  

On Sunday, we all attended the church services, 
in which Rev. Adriano of the Recife church preached 
in the morning and Rev. K. Wieske, one of Surrey’s 
missionaries, preached in the evening. In the evening 
service special attention was given to the synod to be 
convened the next morning. Between services, all the 
delegates were divided into groups of two or three and 
hosted for lunch by one of the families of the church. 
While our ability to understand the spoken word was 

limited, it was very obvious that the church diligently 
serves the Lord. The proclamation of the Word is central 
and applied to daily life and the enthusiastic singing of 
the congregation was a joy to hear.

On Monday morning, the synod delegates 
gathered in the Cabo Frio church building, the meeting 
opened, credentials examined, and the executive 
chosen. It is the practice of the IRB to have the pastor 
of the convening church preside over the synod. 
Because Pr. Elienai and his church joined the federation 
only in March of 2010, he was a little apprehensive. He 
did a fine job however, assisted by Pr. Manuel (Beto) 
Ferreira of the church at Unai as Vice-Chairman, Pr. 
Thyago Lins of the church at Maragogi as the Secretary, 
and Pr. Adriano Gama of the church at Recife as the 
Vice-Secretary. The Canadian delegates were warmly 
received and seated as fraternal delegates with the 
privilege of the floor, but not the right to vote. At the 
appropriate time, we were given the opportunity to 
bring greetings. Br. Krikke did this.  

The synod, which in the Brazilian context functions 
as a hybrid between classis and synod, dealt with an 
extensive agenda, among which: considerations of 
amendments to forms; church visitation reports; advice 
on church discipline; relations with sister churches; 
and reports from a number of committees. One special 
event was the admission of the church at Esperança 
as a full member of the federation. This church, with 
a Baptist background, was admitted as a sister church 
two years ago, after some years of becoming committed 
to the Reformed faith and practice. Documents 
attesting to the adoption of the church confessions, 

Visit to the Igrejas Reformadas 
do Brasil (IRB) Synod – 
October 2010 in Cabo Frio
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creeds, and church order and proper 
subscription to the confessions by 
its office bearers were presented. 
Church visitors also reported. 
The minister of this church, Pr. 
Laylton, after a comprehensive 
colloquium, was also admitted to 
the federation as minister of the 
Word and sacraments. His signing 
of the subscription form was a 
highlight of the meeting. This brings 
to five the number of churches in 
the federation, each with numerous 
congregations, preaching points, 
contacts, and activities. The number 
of ordained ministers now numbers 
seven, plus the three missionaries 
sent out by Canada. There was also a 
request by a member of the church 
at Esperança for Pr. Kauikwagner to 
be “examined” in the next year, with 
a view to being admitted to the 
federation. This minister also came 
from a Baptist background and with 
his small congregation embraces 
the reformed faith and wishes to 
be one with the federation. It was 

a great blessing to be witnesses to 
this happy event. The churches were 
witnessed to be diligent not only 
in maintaining the Reformed faith 
and practices, but also to respond as 
best they can to the many enquiries 
about the rich promises of the 
gospel that they have come to know.

An item that has received much 
of the federation’s attention over 
the past number of years is that of 
theological training. In July 2009, 
the federation adopted a proposal to 
start their own theological training 
project (Institute for Theological 
Training). Realizing their limited 
resources, the churches requested 
the church at Surrey to loan its 
missionaries and the facilities at 
the Aldeia Training Center (ATC). 
They also mandated the two Surrey 
missionaries to implement this 
project for them. At the same time 
Committee of Three was requested 
to assist in funding the project. 
The report before the churches 
at this synod was that of the 

Implementation Team (Committee). 
The Committee reported on the 
work that it had been able to do, 
especially since the approval of 
Surrey to loan the missionaries had 
been received in May of this year.

At the time of the writing of 
the report to Synod, the funding 
by C3 had not been confirmed. 
However, during the week of 
Synod, C3 did meet to consider 
this request. Due to differences in 
perception/interpretation as to how 
C3 can/must fruitfully function, 
it was decided to discontinue this 
cooperation. However, the Canadian 
sending churches (Hamilton and 
Surrey) did agree “to work together 
to support the IRB; and to work 
with those delegated by the IRB 
to develop a mutually acceptable 
implementation plan and budget  
for the theological training project 
in Brazil.” The need for trained 
leaders is very real and it is the 
prayer that collaboration between 
the sending churches and the IRB 
federation will provide these  
much-needed resources.

Another matter that has 
been on the agenda of the IRB 
is the relationship to the Igreja 
Presbiteriana do Brasil (IPB). In 
2008, the IRB suspended initial 
(official) contact in the hope of 
coming to a clearer understanding 
what they might and could do. The 
Commission for Relations with the 
Churches in Brazil recommended 
that rather than re-initiating formal 
contact at a federation-to-federation 
level, it would be more reasonable 
and doable if the local churches 
continued their local contacts where 
these existed and could be made. 
This could lead to more profitable 
interactions and possibly have 

Br. Krikke addressing Synod
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greater impact than to do so at the 
official level. This recommendation 
was accepted.

Synod also dealt with a 
proposed National Plan of 
Evangelization. This proposal had 
been submitted to the March 
2010 Concilio, but received by 
the churches after the prescribed 
deadline, as such, it was before 
Synod now. In this plan the 
Committee that had been instructed 
to study this matter, after surveying 
all the churches, concluded that it 
was imperative that the training 
of leaders continue, including a 
plan of instruction of new leaders. 
They concluded that this training 
should utilize the current foreign 
missionaries and that they would 
be open to seeking agreement 
with sister churches to send more 
missionaries. They see the need to 
use missionaries (both foreign and 
native) in the enhancement and 
strengthening of churches already 
established and in the opening 
of new mission fields. Some local 
churches already have mission fields; 

others have the desire to expand the 
proclamation of the gospel to their 
surrounding areas. It is clear that 
this plan is very closely tied to the 

training of men and as such could 
be seen as a further articulation of 
the need for theological training.     

It was our experience that the 
brotherhood in Brazil seriously 
seeks to proclaim the Word of 
our Heavenly Father. They are 
committed and work diligently 
in pasturing the flocks entrusted 
to them, while at the same trying 
to keep abreast of the church 
developments around them and in 
their sister churches. We pray that 
the Lord of heaven and earth may 
continue to sustain and  
strengthen them!

Delegates together for a meal

Brazilian brothers reading and discussing Clarion

‘
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Ray of Sunshine

January 17 is approaching fast 
and I am sure everyone at Anchor 
Home is quite aware of it. Many a 
time Grace would say, “January 17,” 
and if you would ask, “What about 
that day?” Grace would say,

“That’s my birthday!!” Not only that, Grace could rattle 
off all birth dates of close family as well. Speaking about 
numbers, if you would hum the tune of a psalm, Grace 
would give you the number and words of that psalm. 
Grace loves singing and playing the keyboard. You might 
have seen her perform when the Anchor band is playing. 
Playing with one finger, and her pinky finger straight up, 
Grace is the centre of it all. 

Grace has been living at Anchor Home right from 
the beginning of its opening in 1986, and for her it 
is truly home. Her evenings are full of activities like 
going to Bible study, doing crafts, band practice, and 
bowling, while during the day she takes time to deliver 
newspapers two days a week and helps with various 
chores at the home. Grace has her routine and likes 
to stick with it; playing computer is also one of her 
favorites, especially the memory games.

Grace loves coming for sleepovers to her family, 
too. When she comes, the clock can be put away since 
without fail Grace reminds us of having breakfast, 
coffee, lunch, coffee, and supper. Grace’s hygiene is 
important to her and she loves to have her showers. 
There’s nothing like being squeaky clean!

A highlight of a totally different nature happened in 
June 2010. Grace was able to publicly profess her faith, firm 
in her conviction that she too belongs to God, thankful 
for what Christ has done for her. It also reflects God’s love 
and care in her concern and love for others. May the Lord 
continue to be with her in the years to come.

Birthdays in January
 2 Liz Koning will be 50                                         
 9905 152nd Street, Edmonton, AB  T5P 1X4

 7 Christine Breukelman will be 39                         
 2225-19th Street, Coaldale, AB  T1M 1G4

14 Stephen Dykstra will be 28                                 
 Box 3573, Smithers, BC  VOJ 2NO 

17 Henry Driegen will be 55                                   
 #19-31450 Spur Avenue, Abbotsford, BC  V2T 5M3

17 Grace Homan will be 55                                     
 c/o Anchor Home,  361 Thirty Road S., RR 2   
 Beamsville, ON  L0R 1B2

19 Edwin Schutte will be 27                                   
 844 Bowman Road, Abbottsford, BC  V3G 1S9

19 Janine Smid will be 41                                      
 510 Second Street, Strathroy, ON  N7G 3H8

30 Tyler Hoeksema will be 22                                
 6755 Lorne Drive, Sardis, BC  V2R 2G3

Congratulations to you all who are celebrating a 
birthday in January. We wish you a very enjoyable day 
together with your family and friends. It is also our 
hope and prayer that we all may enjoy the rich blessings 
in 2011; that we daily receive from the hand of our 
heavenly Father. Till next time.

A note to all parents and caregivers
If there are any address or other changes that we need to 
be aware of please let us know as soon as possible. 

You can contact us by the following means:
Mail: Corinne Gelms

8301 Range 1 Road, Smithville, ON  LOR 2A0
Phone: 905-957-0380

Email: jcorgelms@porchlight.ca
‘

Corinne Gelms and Patricia Gelms
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Like our chief editor, Dr. J. Visscher, in his year-
end review, so my thoughts also turned to the book 
of the “Teacher” for this message to you, faithful 
readers of Clarion. For over twenty years I have been 
privileged to write year-end notes to you about the 
activities of our team of editors and contributors that 
yielded another volume of Clarion. Now the time has 
come for me to write my last under this rubric.

As you may know, Premier Printing Ltd., 
publisher of Clarion, has undergone a corporate 
change through which I have become the sole owner. 
More changes are taking place, however: three of 
my sons, David, Theodore, and William, will assume 
management of the business. In this new arrangement 
William is taking on the office responsibilities, which 
includes the management of Clarion. While I have 
reached the age when the government finally gives 
(?) rather than takes, I will not disappear entirely from 
the corporate scene. But, there is a season for me also. 
As the new management team picks up the pace, I will 
slow down a little.

It has been a real pleasure for me to serve you 
in the capacity of publisher. God, in His providence, 
gave me this time to be an instrument for the 
promotion and continuation of Clarion (formerly 
Canadian Reformed Magazine), soon to be in its 
sixtieth year. I do not know the future of the printed 
word in this fast-moving digital world, but I know 
that God’s Word will go forth till the end of time. 
He is not limited to a season, as men are. We read 
that in Ecclesiastes 3 as well, in verse 14: I know that 
everything God does will endure forever; nothing can be 
added to it and nothing taken from it. God does it so that 
men will revere him. God be praised.

Our Thanks
Again we thank our efficient team for their hard 

work this year. Our chief editor, Dr. J. Visscher, 

peruses the articles and provides guidance for the 
group. Our copy manager, Mrs. Laura Veenendaal, 
then quickly sends the prepared material for each 
issue on to the printer. Co-editors Rev. R. Aasman, 
Rev. E. Kampen, Rev. K. Stam, and Dr. C. Van Dam, 
ensure that there is a sufficient supply of articles for 
you to enjoy. Thank you, all team members! After 
serving many years as co-editor, as well as a previous 
stint in the chief editor’s chair, Rev. R. Aasman has 
decided to pass on the task to others. We are deeply 
appreciative of his service to the readers and the 
publisher of Clarion. Thank you very much for your 
perseverence and dedication! In his place Rev. P.H. 
Holtvlüwer has willingly accepted the invitation to 
join the team. Greatly appreciated!

Thank you to our regular contributors, Rev. C. 
Bouwman, Rev. R. Bredenhof, Rev. W. Bredenhof, 
Rev. J. Moesker, Rev. J. VanPopta, and Rev. G.Ph. 
VanPopta. The latter two are providing us with 
regular columns; Rev. Moesker will no longer provide 
the Press Reviews. We value your work towards an 
interesting magazine.

Subscribers and advertisers, thank you for your 
continued support. For almost sixty years you have 
helped us to send this magazine to many households. 
While the printed word is somewhat under stress, our 
readership is increasing and you are encouraging us  
to continue.

Greetings
“But when the time had fully come, God sent his 

Son . . .” In remembrance of this fact we will celebrate 
our Redeemer’s birth in the coming days. May these 
celebrations honour His holy Name and make us 
aware that at the appointed time He will come again. 
Greetings to you and a blessed new year!

Bill Gortemaker

There is a time for everything and a season 
for every activity under heaven. 

Ecclesiastes 3:1

From the Publisher

A Season
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Mr. Peter Veenendaal is 
principal of Immanuel 

Christian School in 
Winnipeg, MB

Education Matters

Powerful Teaching  
– ICRE 3

Peter Veenendaal

Opening
Amid concerns that ash clouds from the erupting 

Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland would hamper 
air travel to the third International Conference 
for Reformed Education (ICRE) in Lunteren, The 
Netherlands in April, 2010, plans were finalized 
by the Dutch principals, realizing that God would 
determine who would be able to attend. They were 
not disappointed, and thirty-seven principals from 
Reformed (Vrijgemaakt) schools in The Netherlands, 
seventeen from Canada, four from Australia, and 
one from South Africa were privileged to spend a 
few days together in the Werelt Conference Center 
discussing various topics related to the education of 
covenant youth. A tradition begun six years ago in The 
Netherlands and continued in Sumas, Washington 
three years later, was continued a few months ago. 
Dutch organizers provided conference attendees with 
a program that stimulated discussion and debate and 
gave time for school administrators to share experiences 
and concerns which do differ from country to country.

In his opening address, Mr. Huib van Leeuwen 
pointed out that parents expect much from Reformed 
teachers, making it clear that a Reformed teacher 
plays a fundamental role in the spiritual growth of 
the youngsters in his care. This third edition of ICRE 
had the theme “Powerful Teaching,” referring to those 
extraordinary qualities expected from teachers in 
Reformed schools. These qualities can come only from 
the Holy Spirit. As we met together during the addresses 
of various speakers and workshop leaders, we could 
encourage each other in these things and later relay this 
encouragement to the classroom teachers in our various 
schools. In the easy interaction between conference 
attendees, it was clear that relationships had been 
forged between brothers and sisters three years ago in 
Washington and three years prior to that also in  
The Netherlands.

Keynote #1
On Monday we started with a keynote address by 

Professor Dr. F. Korthagen, a professor from Amsterdam. 
The topic of “Levels in Reflection: Core reflection as a 
means to enhance professional growth” received a lot 
of attention. Most people, especially teachers, have 
heard of the term “self-reflection.” Teachers are taught 
to take time regularly (at least daily) to reflect on 
what has happened during a particular day – how the 
students behave, how well was the work done, did my 
instructions come out clearly, did I react appropriately 
when Johnny misbehaved again, and how could or 
would I do things differently next time? Korthagen calls 
this outer reflection and compares it to the outside 
layers of an onion. These outer layers have an effect on 
what goes on inside the onion (teacher) and are very 
important. If we work only with these outside layers 
when we are encouraging the development of new 
teachers, we are missing opportunities for making a 
much greater difference. Korthagen went on to explain 
how we should much more deal with the inside  
core layers.  

This “core” of a teacher refers to his values and 
beliefs. The act of “core reflection” seems to be more 
effective if two people are involved. Especially a 
young teacher may realize something was not right 
but may need help working through the incident and 
determining a better plan for the future. The other 
person (perhaps another teacher or the principal) 
would then help the teacher work through questions 
that encourage core quality reflection. When the core 
qualities are mobilized, one’s values and beliefs help 
find solutions, not only for one individual situation, 
but in many more areas of life. As Reformed Christians, 
these core qualities include love, joy, peace, patience, 
goodness, kindness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-
control – the fruit of the Spirit. God is the source of our 
inspiration and his gifts to us are what we need at our 
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core in order to live and do our work usefully. Without 
him as such a source, we have no hope of adequately 
fulfilling our tasks as teachers of God’s covenant 
children, and will surely slip again and again into human 
centered solutions which usually penetrate only the 
outer layers of our “onions.”

Monday evening saw over sixty administrators 
beating out rhythms on authentic African jambees – 
“skin-covered hand drums shaped like a large goblet 
and played with bare hands.” Though this was great 
fun, don’t think that many principals would be easier 
to control than a classroom full of students. Having 
well-experienced leaders and enough instruments for 
all made this a great activity to loosen up some of that 
stress that we all know comes with the territory as a 
school leader.  

Keynote #2
On Tuesday morning we welcomed Dr. A. de 

Kock, an educational expert and theologian who has 
spent much time involved with learning processes 
and religious identity. His topic of “Teacher excellence, 
reflection and identity” tied in very well with that of  
Dr. Korthagen. 

De Kock says that in the Dutch school system about 
seventy-five percent of the schools are independent but 
fully-funded by the government. Most Dutch schools 
are organized on a specific philosophic, religious, and/or 
pedagogical foundation according to certain traditions 
or beliefs. Together we identified the characteristics of 

an excellent teacher – a list that made many of us feel 
quite inadequate. Because of these characteristics of 
our teachers and our schools, we can expect that our 
process of reflection will mirror our identity as being 
Reformed. Consequently our schools are very leery of 
changes recently proposed by the Dutch Departments of 
Education, in which students are taught to learn more 
independently. Most often, the various aspects of such 
learning are in disagreement with the historical thinking 
of Reformed families. In this system, there seem to be 
conflicts regarding how teachers see themselves, how 
others see teachers, and the ideological dimension 
with regard to education in general. These make up 
our identity of education. Dr. de Kock identified a 
number of studies from which his conclusions were 
derived and concluded that how a teacher views himself 
will determine how he deals with new innovations in 
the classroom. We could certainly see from this how 
important it is that we have truly reformed teachers in 
front of our students.

Tuesday afternoon and evening was a time of 
social interaction and cultural exploration. Our first 
stop was a museum which gave a visual history of the 
area of Bunschoten-Spakenburg and its well-known 
fishing industry. Principals then visited the town hall 
in Spakenburg, where the mayor greeted each one 
of us individually. The foreign guests were given the 
privilege of being seated in the large circle normally 
used by councilors. His Worship had no shortage of 
stories to tell. In turn, we entertained him by singing 
“Oh Canada.” Our whole group then boarded an old 

How important  
it is that we  

have truly Reformed 
teachers in front of 

our students
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restored fishing boat for a relaxing tour to our supper 
destination – an hour up river. As always, the food was 
plentiful and delicious.  

Keynote #3
The third morning speaker was Dr. P. Vos. His 

topic was “After Duty – The Need for Virtue Ethics 
in Moral Formation,” a paper which he called “a 
work in progress.” Vos started by identifying moral 
formation as an important preventative, pedagogical 
task of education itself, and not an externally imposed 
obligation. It is not limited to the cognitive and rational 
development of a person, but also has as its end the 
property of a marked development of personal attitudes 
and skills, including moral passions and emotions. In 
the past this students were taught by studying moral 
dilemmas. Vos stated that this may or may not be 
important to the students, depending on whether or 
when they are confronted with such situations. Most 
will never have to make decisions in extreme moral 
situations of great anxiety and uncertainty.

Vos describes virtue as “a state of character.” Virtues 
equip us for certain activities and also influence how 
we perceive and describe the activities in which we 
engage and how we respond to situations and other 
people. They are concerned with feelings and actions 
and influence how we perceive situations in our lives 
and how we respond to them. Through practice, certain 
actions result in habits, which in turn develop into 
character traits. If something is a good trait, we call it 
a virtue; if it is bad, we call it a vice. What is a virtue 
in one situation may be a vice in another; think of 
examples where anger is appropriate and where it is not, 
or where fear is a good thing and where it is not.  

Some divide virtues into two categories, namely, 
those that a person acquires himself, and those that are 
infused by divine grace. Though the idea of learning 
virtues on your own is foreign to our Reformed 
theology, Dr. Vos nevertheless suggested that there is 
a need to return to ethics training, partly because the 
bond between home, church, and school cannot be 
taken for granted anymore. Although we expect that 
the Holy Spirit and Word will work virtue in the hearts 
of our students, it will certainly be a great boost for 
them if they see their teachers emulating the fruit of the 
Spirit, and in that way being virtuous living examples 
for them in the classroom every day.

Goodbyes
Before our time of farewells, we also had an 

opportunity to participate in a variety of workshops 
led by teachers from Holland or Canada. After closing, 
some took advantage of a bit of extra time to visit 
relatives and/or friends and do a bit of sight-seeing. 
Some of us also visited some truly luxurious Dutch 
schools. It was good to interact with colleagues who do 
the same work we do but in a very different setting. It 
is obvious that we all have our challenges and successes 
as we lead our schools and teachers in the educating 
of the youth of the church. Several Canadian principals 
were appointed to make plans for another international 
conference in 2013. May God bless those efforts.

Thank you to the school boards and societies that 
made this event and our participation in it possible. We 
are truly blessed to have supporters who see the value 
in giving us these experiences. I am always thankful for 
the blessings we receive in our schools and the support 
we have from the homes and church. That is the way 
our parents and grandparents were able to establish 
Reformed schools in Canada, and we see the value in 
that every day of the year.

The Education Matters column is sponsored by the 
Canadian Reformed Teachers’ Association East. Anyone 
wishing to respond to an article written or willing 
to write an article is kindly asked to send materials 
to Clarion or to Otto Bouwman obouwman@
cornerstoneschool.us

‘
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Klaas Stam

Over the past few weeks, I have received some 
letters from members of or sympathizers with the 
Liberated Reformed Church at Abbotsford. 

What I will do is respond to some items that came 
up more than once in these letters. What I will not do 
is ask Clarion to publish the extensive rebuttal of Mr. 
Richard van Laar. You can find the response of van Laar 
on the Internet (www.calltoreform.com).

One of the main points against what I wrote is 
that Synod Smithers accused the DGK (in Holland) 
of “schism-making” and urged our contact deputies 
to admonish the DGK. It would seem that the LRC 
Abbotsford has a point here.

I do not intend to defend the decision of Synod 
Smithers. The decision of that synod was made with 
the light of that particular time. I was not at this synod 
but what I remember from the Acts of that synod is 
that our churches wanted to be sure no schism-making 
was involved and that the way of reconciliation should 
first be followed. What’s wrong with that? The DGK 
immediately took this to be a final judgment and made 
strong statements from its side. 

The fact that Smithers’ decision was not a final one 
becomes clear in the decision of Synod Burlington-
Ebenezer. One should give foreign churches some 
opportunity and time to finalize decisions properly. 
Our Synod Burlington asked our Deputies to scrutinize 
specific decisions of the GKNv, our Dutch sister-
churches. The same synod also asked Deputies to 
contact the DGK for clarification and input. Clearly the 
DGK were not written off. 

Some felt that I was not up to date with decisions 
of my own local congregation, which had opened the 
Lord’s Supper to people beyond our sister churches. 
Reference was made to what was written in the short 

report of a Hamilton consistory meeting about guests 
attending the Lord’s Supper. Sometimes I have a lapsus 
memoriae (see Wikipedia) because of age and illness, but 
I remember this decision clearly.

That decision, however, did not concern a general 
situation, but was meant for a specific, local case. The 
rule of Article 61 was maintained, but an exception to 
that rule in a specific case was granted. Whatever the 
case may be, I would not have formulated and published 
the decision in that manner. 

It was taken ill of me that I did not know that the 
report of the Dutch Deputies was available in written 
form and was not an oral report. Okay, granted, but 
the Dutch report had to be found through links in the 
computer document. I did not see that nor did I find 
a directive that here I had to click on a link. Be that as 
it may, the written Dutch report still contains wrong 
assumptions and gives the wrong impression. 

It was also taken ill of me that I called the LRC 
of Abbotsford a “group of dissenters.” Some want an 
apology. Well, I can give an apology, but it does not do 
away with what I think. “Dissenters” is a word that was 
often used in church history for people who would not 
accept the decisions of the majority. Some Dissenters 
proudly bore the name! I used it in the more mundane 
sense for people who are indeed stubborn. The reasons 
for which they left the Canadian Reformed Churches do 
not hold water. When they left the Canadian Reformed 
Churches, in their opinion they left a false church and 
became the continuation of the true church. Rather 
presumptuous, in light of the facts.

My main concern is that untruths were being 
spread about the Canadian Reformed Churches. We do 
not have an open table or an open pulpit. Strange, none 
of the letter writers interacted with this.

Rev. Klaas Stam is minister 
emeritus of the Canadian 

Reformed Church at 
Hamilton, Ontario 

cstam@sourcecable.net

‘

Further Discussion

On The Road Again,  
Back to Abbotsford
A reply to some reactions
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Dr. Freda Oosterhoff is a 
historian in Hamilton, Ontario 

fgo@quickclic.net

Book Review

Freda Oosterhoff

Bonhoeffer, Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, 
Spy: A Righteous Gentile vs.  
the Third Reich
Eric Metaxas, (Thomas Nelson, 2010)

Additional Information: 591 pages

A few years ago I wrote a three-part series on 
the life of German pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who 
in April 1945, at age thirty-nine, was executed in the 
concentration camp Flossenberg.1 His death had been 
ordered by Adolph Hitler, who was already hiding in 
his underground bunker in Berlin, and it took place 
shortly before the American armies reached Flossenberg.
Bonhoeffer was condemned to death because he had 
taken part in a plot to kill Hitler. A number of his fellow 
conspirators were killed with him. Others were executed 
in different camps. Among them were Dietrich’s brother 
Klaus and two of his brothers-in-law.

For my previous articles I made use (in addition to 
Bonhoeffer’s own writings) of the Bonhoeffer biography 
that his former student and close friend Eberhard 
Bethge published in the 1950s, with a revised and 
enlarged edition appearing in 1967. That massive work 
(of over a thousand pages) is still a primary source of 
information on the life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Since 
its publication, however, new information has become 
available and many new commentaries on Bonhoeffer’s 
life and work have appeared. The time had come for a 
new biography, and Eric Metaxas (the author also of 
a highly acclaimed book on William Wilberforce2) has 
given us that new biography.  

Metaxas makes a good use of Bethge’s work, but 
provides much new information as well. Moreover, 
whereas Bethge wrote for the immediate post-war 
generation, Metaxas writes for a postmodern public 
that hardly remembers the war. If Bethge’s was the 
definitive Bonhoeffer biography for the twentieth 

century, Metaxas’s may well fill that role for the first 
part of the twenty-first. As such it is very welcome. 
The story of Bonhoeffer’s Christian life still has the 
power to instruct, encourage, and inspire and Metaxas 
succeeds marvelously in making it accessible to 
present-day readers.

His book is first of all a biography, combined with 
a description of the political situation in Germany 
since World War I, rather than a work on theology. 
It describes Bonhoeffer’s family background and 
education, the  rise of Hitler and the horrors of the 
Hitler regime, Bonhoeffer’s work in the church and 
the ecumenical movement, his leadership in the illegal 
seminaries of the Confessing Church, his two-year 
imprisonment, and his death. But his life cannot be 
separated from his faith, nor can his faith be separated 
from his theology, and Metaxas makes the connections 
clear. In describing Bonhoeffer’s life, he acquaints us 
with a modern theologian who took his theological 
work seriously but refused to be a mere theorist. From 
first to last he not only described and proclaimed but 
also lived the gospel message and joyfully submitted to 
God’s will, also when the ultimate sacrifice was asked 
of him. Characteristic of his entire Christian life are his 
last moments on earth, as observed by the Flossenberg 
camp doctor, who wrote:    

Through the half-open door in one room of the 
huts I saw Pastor Bonhoeffer, before taking off 
the prison garb, kneeling on the floor praying 
fervently to his God. I was most deeply moved by 
the way this lovable man prayed, so devout and 
so certain that God heard his prayer. At the place 
of execution, he again said a short prayer and 
then climbed the steps to the gallows, brave and 
composed. His death ensued after a few seconds. 
In the almost fifty years that I worked as a doctor, 
I have hardly ever seen a man die so entirely 
submissive to the will of God (532).3
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As we learn from Bonhoeffer’s own prison letters 
and from the testimony of fellow-prisoners, the same 
cheerfulness and submission to God characterized his 
life in prison and concentration camp.

Orthodoxy
Today Bonhoeffer is widely acknowledged as a 

biblical theologian. He was not, however, immediately 
accepted as such. While orthodox Christians have 
always liked the Bonhoeffer of the 1930s, who was 
engaged in the church struggle, taught at the illegal 
seminaries, and wrote the spiritual classics The Cost of 
Discipleship and Life Together (the latter an exploration 
of living in Christian community), they long believed 
that he had later departed from his orthodoxy. The 
suspicion was a result of certain expressions in his 
prison letters. A similar conclusion was drawn by 
“death-of-God” theologians of the 1960s, who in 
fact claimed Bonhoeffer as their prophet. Both sides 
thought they saw a profound theological difference 
between the Bonhoeffer of the 1930s and the one of 
the prison years.  

As I showed in the earlier series, such an 
interpretation goes directly against the overall message 
of Bonhoeffer’s writings. Bethge already objected to 
the liberals’ abuse of Bonhoeffer’s prison writings, 
even though he did think that his friend’s prison 
theology differed from that of the earlier years. 
Mataxas, however, argues (and provides a good deal 
of evidence in support of his argument) that there 
was no real change in Bonhoeffer’s theology, and that 
that theology continued to be orthodox. “Nearly all 
that Bonhoeffer would say and write later in life,” 
he insists, “marked a deepening and expansion of 
what he had earlier said and believed, but never any 
kind of significant theological change” (84). Some of 
the misunderstandings were caused, he believes, by 
Bonhoeffer’s frequent use of hyperbole or exaggeration 
for the sake of effect, which sometimes backfired. 
Another factor was that he lacked the opportunity to 
work out his ideas in any detail; his letters were often 
written in a hurry. He himself described his theological 
statements in these letters as a mere “thinking aloud,” 
an attempt to clarify his thoughts and collect ideas for a 
book that  he hoped to write later (465f.). 

I have dealt with the controversies in the previous 
articles and will not repeat here what I wrote, but I 
do want to make a correction. At the time I stressed 

Bonhoeffer’s absolute submission to the Word of God 
but at the same time expressed agreement with his 
critics that in some of his prison writings Bible-critical 
influences were “clearly evident.” Having read the 
Metaxas biography, and also having reread several of 
Bonhoeffer’s own writings, I withdraw that statement. 
It is true, in a few instances questions remain, but the 
essence of Bonhoeffer’s “prison theology” is biblical. In 
his prison letters, as in his earlier writings, he confronts 
us with truths we do well to take to heart. 

Christocentrism, this-worldliness, 
discipleship

What was the essence of Bonhoeffer’s theology? 
He had been influenced by the Moravian Brethren and 
shared with them the quest for a living faith instead of 
the dull orthodoxy and arid theologizing of the official 
church. For Bonhoeffer as for the Moravians, faith was 
not primarily intellectual assent but a being renewed 
and transformed and made alive by Christ’s Spirit. 
It implied an absolute Christocentrism, as well as an 
unwavering reliance on biblical guidance in all aspects 
of one’s life. Bonhoeffer was convinced that “the Bible, 
every word of it, was a personal message of God’s love 
for us” (129) and must be utterly trusted and obeyed.   

He also taught the affirmation of the physical 
world, since it was God’s good creation. Christ’s 
incarnation convinced him that the Christian was 
to embrace the good things of the world and accept 
them as Gods gifts, rather than as something to be 
transcended, or as temptations to be avoided. Another 
emphasis was the church’s task with respect to the 
surrounding society. The Lutheran Church, he believed, 
displayed too much of a fortress mentality, was too self-
centred and inward looking, and ignored the world’s 
needs. In his affirmation of the world and society he 
parted company not just with fellow Lutherans but 
also with the Moravians and other pietistic branches 
of Christianity which, in their otherworldliness, would 
ask him to turn his back on the world and on non-
Christians, a group that included several members of his 
own family. Another objection to pietism was its stress 
on moral performance, which tended to lead to reliance 
on one’s own powers and to spiritual pride. In view of 
this particular danger he stated (with typical hyperbole) 
that “the Christian message is basically amoral and 
irreligious, paradoxical as that may sound” (83).
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At the same time he stressed the demand for 
pious Christian living and in connection therewith 
the need for Christians to work, study, meditate, 
and pray together in community. This was especially 
necessary for the education of a new generation of 
theologians and pastors, who had to lead a church 
that, unlike the official Lutheran one,  was close to 
Christ, dedicated to God’s Word, and obedient even 
to the shedding of blood. None of this was taught in 
the normal seminaries, and he therefore attempted 
to realize the ideal in the illegal seminaries. One of 
the remaining fruits of this work is the booklet Life 
Together (Gemeinsames Leben), which has lost none of its 
relevance for those seeking to live the Christian life both 
individually and communally.

 Implied in all the foregoing and central to his 
theology and life was Bonhoeffer’s affirmation of the 
biblical demand for discipleship, a daily following of 
Christ. He had taught this ever since the early thirties 
and described it in his book The Cost of Discipleship 
(Nachfolge), another fruit of his work at the seminaries, 
published in 1937. The book was written in the spirit of 
the Sermon on the Mount and contains the well-known 
words, “When Christ calls a man he bids him come and 
die.” Dying for the sake of Christ, Bonhoeffer taught 
(and demonstrated with his life), meant surrendering 
one’s ambitions and desires but also, if Christ demanded 
it, surrendering life itself.

Suffering
I read this biography shortly after I had written 

a review of James K.A. Smith’s Desiring the Kingdom,4 

and could not but note the similarities between the 
two books, or at least between their messages (for the 
books as such are of course very different). But both 
warn us that Christianity is not first of all a system 
of doctrine, of knowing and theorizing, but a matter 
of doing, of discipleship, of following a Person and of 
being “in” Christ. Both warn us against the danger of 
the church becoming part of the world, while at the 
same time stressing its responsibility with respect 
to that world, and both speak of the church as not a 
group of individuals but as a community. The main 
difference, which  is probably to be explained in 
part with reference to the different societies with 
which the books deal, concerns the inevitability of 
Christian suffering, the cost of discipleship as taught 
in the Sermon on the Mount and as exemplified in 
Bonhoeffer’s life. It is not least because of the message 
of Bonhoeffer’s preaching and personally living the 
“theology of the cross” that the biography (as well as 
Bonhoeffer’s own writings) continues to be relevant 
for Christians today. 

Notes:
1 Clarion, September 29, November 24, and Year-end issue 
2006. For a digital version see Reformed Academic under 
Collected Papers.
2 Eric Metaxas, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and the 
Heroic Campaign to End Slavery (HarperOne, 2007), 320 pages.
3 Numbers within brackets refer to pages in Metaxas’ book.
4 Clarion, September 10, 2010. Digital version can again be 
found on Reformed Academic.

‘
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Press Release for the Board of 
Governors of the Theological College of 
the Canadian Reformed Churches for a 
meeting held on September 9, 2010

The Board of Governors met at the College Facilities 
in Hamilton, Ontario on September 9, 2010. Present at 
the meeting were Archie J. Bax, Hank Kampen (Treasurer), 
Lammert Jagt, Rev. Richard  Aasman (Chairman), Barry 
Hordyk, Dr. Rev. Andrew J. Pol (Secretary), Rev. Willem B. 
Slomp, Rev. Eric Kampen, Rev. John VanWoudenberg, Rev. 
John Ludwig, and Karl J. Veldkamp (Vice-Chairman). All 
board members were present, with the Principal, Dr. G.H. 
Visscher also in attendance. (It was noted that this was 
the first Board meeting for Barry Hordyk, who executed 
a Statement of Compliance, as required.) The meeting 
was opened by Rev. Richard Aasman with the reading of 
Ephesians 2:1-10. 

Minutes, Agenda, and matters arising 
from the Minutes

The minutes of the Board meeting held on May 
27, 2010 were, with amendments, adopted. The agenda 
for the meeting was settled. In connection with the 
minutes and in consideration of the recommendations 
of the past Secretary, Rev. R. Schouten, it was decided 
that: work normally completed by the Secretary would 
not be delegated to non-Board administrative staff; 
Dr. A.J. Pol would continue as the recording Secretary 
and would be exempted from preparing the reports on 
class room visits; K. Veldkamp will be designated as the 
corresponding secretary; and K. Veldkamp as the Vice 
Chairman will be formally included in the executive, 
with a corresponding amendment to the bylaws to be 
drafted for approval. 

In recognition of the years of service of Rev J. de 
Gelder as lecturer in church polity, it was agreed that a 
letter of appreciation would be written to both him and 
his council. 

Dr. Jannes Smith joined the meeting and following 
introductions and the reading of the subscription form 
for professors, Dr. Jannes Smith signed such form. 

Correspondence of note
a. Acts of General Synod Burlington 2010 are received 

and the items relevant to the College are observed 
and considered as follows:
i. the review and accreditation committee was 

mandated to collate and consider the input 
of the churches in regard to the possible 
appointment of a fifth professor, with the Senate 
fully involved. A proposal is to be developed for 
consideration by the full Board;

ii. the Board noted the appreciation and gratitude 
expressed by Synod for the assistance and 
support provided by Dr. Maris during the illness 
of Dr. N.H. Gootjes, while concurrently accepting 
the judgement of Synod that the Board had 
erred in regard to his appointment as temporary 
instructor. 

iii. With the support of Synod, tenure was granted 
to both Dr. G.H. Visscher and Dr. A.J. de Visser.

iv. Dr. G.H. Visscher was appointed as Principal for 
the years 2011-2014.

v. At the direction of Synod the governance 
committee was mandated to seek the input of 
the churches in terms of finalizing the terms 
of an appointment policy and process for the 
appointment of professors. 

vi. At the direction of Synod the review and 
accreditation committee was mandated to seek 
the direction of the churches relating to the 
rationale and considerations for the possible 
appointment of a fifth professor. 

vii. With the approval of Synod, the College will 
operate under the operating/style name of the 
“Canadian Reformed Theological Seminary,” with 
the express understanding that the legal name 

Press Releases
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	 will	remain	as	the	“Theological	College	of	the	
Canadian	Reformed	Churches”

b.	 In	accordance	with	recommendations	of	the	Senate,	
Dr.	A.J.	de	Visser	was	appointed	as	vice	principal,	
with	his	term	extending	to	2014,	and	Dr.	B.	Faber	
was	confirmed	in	his	appointment	as	guest	lecturer	
in	the	homiletics	department.	Recent	experiences	
have	determined	that	further	effort	is	required	in	
clarifying	the	status	of	those	who	form	part	of	the	
“Faculty”	or	not,	such	as	adjunct	lecturers,	adjunct	
professors	and	the	like.	The	governance	committee	
was	mandated	to	consider	this	and	report	to	the	
Board	with	proposals.	

Receipt of reports-material items:
a.	 Academic	Committee	Report:	their	provisional	

minutes	of	their	most	current	meeting	are	received	
for	information.	

b.	 Finance	and	Property	Committee:	Minutes	of	their	
most	recent	meetings	were	received	for	information.	
It	is	confirmed	that	all	arrangements	relating	to	
the	move	of	Dr.	J.	Smith	and	his	family	have	been	
completed.	The	audited	financial	statements	for	
the	period	ending	December	31,	2009	are	received	
and	ratified	and	the	budget	for	the	fiscal	year	
commencing	January	1,	2011	and	ending	December	
31,	2011	was	approved	and	adopted.	Henry	
Salomons,	C.A.	was	appointed	as	auditor	of	the	
College	for	the	next	fiscal	year.	

c.	 Senate:	In	connection	with	the	work	of	the	Senate	
the	following	reports	were	received:	Course	Work	
Reports,	Registrar,	Librarian,	Lecture	Schedule	2010-
2011,	Convocation	Committee,	Faber	Holwerda	
Bursary	Committee,	and	the	Librarian	(which	
included	a	report	on	a	conference	attended	by	the	
Librarian).	

d.	 Visits	to	the	churches:	A	report	of	Dr.	C.	Van	Dam	
of	his	visits	to	churches	in	Singapore	and	Australia	
for	the	period	June	10-July	2	2010	was	received.	It	
was	noted	that	there	were	no	further	plans	to	visit	
any	other	churches,	in	Canada,	or	otherwise,	in	2010.	

e.	 Conference	Report:	Dr.	G.H.	Visscher	provided	his	
report	on	his	attendance	for	the	first	time	at	the	
meeting	of	the	Association	of	Theological	Schools	
(“ATS”),	with	ATS	being	the	association	that	the	
College	is	seeking	accreditation	with.	The	report	
indicated	that	these	meetings	have	value	and	
provide	assistance.	The	Board	affirmed	its	ongoing	
support	and	commitment	to	the	accreditation	

process.	As	the	conference	was	held	in	Montreal	it	
also	provided	an	opportunity	for	Dr.	G.H.	Visscher	
to	connect	with	and	interact	with	members	of	the	
ERQ	and	Institute	Farel.	

f.	 Pastoral	Training	Program:	The	updated	PTP	
manual	was	received,	considered,	and	approved.	
With	the	amendments	approved	the	PTP	now	has	
four	main	components:	
1.	 An	orientation	week	after	the	first	year.
2.	 A	Catechism	teaching	practicum	during	the	

second	year.
3.	 An	evangelism/mission	practicum	after	the	

second	year	and	during	the	third	year;	and	
4.	 A	summer	internship	after	the	third	year.	

g.	 Lecture	Visits:	these	are	confirmed	as	follows:	Revs.	
J.	Ludwig	and	J.	Van	Woudenberg	for	Semester	I	of	
2010-2011;	and	Rev.	Richard	Aasman	and	Dr.	Rev.	
Andrew	J.	Pol	for	Semester	II.

h.	 Students	and	Classical	Examinations:	The	matter	
of	the	need	to	consider	the	inclusion	of	oral	testing	
and	examinations	was	considered	and	evaluation.	
This	would	necessarily	be	connected	to	sermon	
preparation	and	delivery	as	well.	Such	discussion	also	
included	the	understanding	the	role	that	churches	
and	councils	should	play	in	counselling,	guiding,	
and	directing	candidates	for	seminary.	Heightened	
involvement	of	consistories	was	considered	and	will	
be	pursued.	

i.		 Review	and	Accreditation	Committee:	This	
committee	provides	an	update	on	our	accreditation	
with	the	Association	of	Theological	Schools,	which	is	
a	detailed	and	slow	process.	At	this	stage	the	College	
has	been	accepted	as	an	Associate	Member.	Upon	
finalization	of	a	Readiness	Report,	the	next	material	
step	will	be	the	completion	of	a	comprehensive	
self	study.	The	Board	appointed	the	Librarian,	M.	
Vandervelde,	as	the	coordinator	of	the	accreditation	
process,	with	a	mandate	to	work	with	the	Senate	and	
the	Review	and	Accreditation	Committee	as	needed	in	
preparing	the	Readiness	Report	for	the	ATS.	

j.		 Appointments	and	Teaching:	The	appointment	of	
Dr.	N.D.	Kloosterman	as	a	lecturer	in	Church	Polity	
for	the	second	term	is	confirmed.	The	Sabbatical	of	
Dr.	Van	Dam	commencing	full	time	in	the	second	
term	of	the	Academic	year	2010-2011	is	confirmed.	
Next	meeting	of	the	Board	is	tentatively	scheduled	for	
January	6,	2011,	d.v.
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Press Release and closing
The completion of the Press Release is delegated 

to the Vice Chairman in consultation with the 
Executive and the meeting was closed with prayer 
and thanksgiving. 

On behalf of the Board of Governors of the 
Theological College of the Canadian Reformed 
Churches, 

Karl J. Veldkamp, Vice Chairman

Press Release of Classis Alberta, 
September 23, 2010

On behalf of the convening church of Coaldale, Rev. 
D. Poppe called the meeting to order. He asked that we 
sing Psalm 19: 1, 3 and read Isaiah 55, after which he led 
in prayer.

Rev. Poppe welcomed the delegates, Br. Tony 
Roukema, and the deputies of Regional Synod West, the 
Reverends J. Poppe and J. Visscher.

In his memorabilia, the Rev. D. Poppe noted the 
following: that the church at St. Albert had extended 
a call to candidate Tony Roukema and that Br. 
Roukema had accepted this call; that Rev. J. Louwerse 
of Neerlandia had received a call from the Canadian 
Reformed Church at Smithville, Ontario; and Rev. R. 
A. Schouten from Aldergrove is seriously ill and is in 
the hospital. The church of Coaldale examined the 
credentials. The churches were properly represented. 
There were no instructions.

Classis was then constituted. The following 
officers took their place: chairman: Rev. D. Poppe; vice-
chairman: Rev. J. P. Kalkman; clerk: Rev. M. Jagt.

The provisional agenda was adopted with some 
minor additions.

The church of St. Albert requested a peremptory 
examination for Candidate A. B. Roukema, who has 
accepted a call to their congregation. The required 
documents were presented and found to be in good 
order. Br. Roukema then presented his sermon proposal 
on Ephesians 6:23-24. In closed session Classis discussed 
the sermon proposal and concluded that there were no 
hindrances to continue the examination.  

Br. Roukema was then examined in:
Old Testament exegesis on Malachi 3:13–4:6 by Rev. 

R. Aasman
New Testament exegesis on Matthew 7 and 

Revelation 3 by Rev. J. Louwerse

Knowledge of contents of Scripture by Rev. M. Jagt 
Doctrine and Creeds by Rev. W. Slomp        
Church History by Rev. E Tiggelaar    
Ethics by Rev. D. Poppe
Church Polity by Rev. H. Kalkman   
Diaconology by Rev. M. Jagt.
In closed session, with the concurring advice of Rev. 

J. Poppe and Rev. J. Visscher, the delegates from Regional 
Synod West, Classis concluded that Br. Roukema had 
sustained the examination. In open session this was 
conveyed to him.

Chairman Rev. Poppe read 1 Timothy 4:11–16 and 
led in a prayer of thanksgiving for him and the church 
of St. Albert.

Classis received a report from the Treasurer. The 
classical bank balance stands at $16,192.44. There are 
sufficient funds. The treasurer is thanked for his work.

A letter was received from the Canadian Reformed 
Church of Grassie, Ontario. General Synod Burlington 
2010 decided to centralize the various classical Needy 
Student Funds (Article 91). Grassie was appointed to 
manage the new fund.  

Classis decided, upon the advice of the Committee 
for Financial Aid, to continue to support Br. Ted 
VanSpronsen until the end of March 2011, as agreed on, 
and after that to transfer the balance (anticipated to be 
$438.93) to the church of Grassie. The committee will 
also pass on its mandate and any other helpful material.

In accordance with Art. 44 C.O., the churches 
reported that the ministry of the office-bearers is being 
continued and the decisions of the major assemblies are 
being honoured.   

There were two requests for advice on matters of 
discipline. This was given in closed session.

Rev. R. Aasman reported on his contact with the 
inter-church relations committee of the Orthodox 
Presbyterian Church regarding the church plant in 
Airdrie, Alberta. The committee of the OPC admitted 
that they had acted improperly. 

The church of Edmonton Immanuel was appointed 
to convene the next classis to be held on Tuesday, 
December 14, 2010 at 9:00 a.m.; an alternate date was 
set on March 8, 2011 at 9:00 am.

The following officers were suggested: chairman: 
Rev. W. Slomp; vice-chairman: Rev. D. Poppe; clerk:  
E. Tiggelaar.
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Appointments of Deputies and Standing 
Committees remained unchanged. Rev. H. Kalkman was 
appointed as observer to the RCUS, and Rev. D. Poppe 
as alternate. Rev. M. Jagt was appointed observer to the 
URCNA and Rev. J. Louwerse as alternate. 

The following brothers were delegated to Regional 
Synod November 2, 2010: 

Rev. D. Poppe and Rev. W. Slomp; secundi: Rev. J. 
Louwerse and Rev. M. Jagt. The brothers Bill Muis and 
H. Noot; secundi: Br. B. Wierenga.

Rev. Aasman was appointed to represent Classis at 
the ordination of Candidate Roukema.

Question period was held.
The chairman deemed that censure as per Art. 34 

C.O. was not necessary.  
The Acts were read and adopted. The Press Release 

was approved for publication.
The chairman thanked the brothers for their good 

co-operation.
After the singing of Psalm 97: 1, 6, Rev. Kalkman 

closed the meeting with prayer.
For classis,

H. Kalkman, Vice-chairman at that time

Press Release of the Combined  
Meeting of the Canadian Reformed 
Co-ordinators for Church Unity (CCU) 
and the United Reformed 
Sub-committee of the Committee  
for Ecumenical Relations and Church 
Unity (CERCU)

The combined meeting was held at the Canadian 
Reformed Theological Seminary in Hamilton, Ontario on 

November 4, 2010. From the CanRC, the Revs. William 
den Hollander and Clarence J. VanderVelde attended. 
From the URCNA, the Revs. John Bouwers, Peter Vellenga, 
and Harry Zekveld attended.  

The greater part of the meeting focused on the 
letter written by Synod London 2010 of the URCNA to 
the CanRC. Our guiding thought was: Where do we go 
from here after Synod London 2010? As committees we 
recognize that discontinuing the Joint Songbook and 
Theological Education committees removes to some 
extent the pressure of working toward eventual merger. 
While this may be viewed as taking a step backwards in 
our ecclesiastical fellowship, our hope is that it will open 
the way to renewed and increased efforts among our 
churches toward building mutual appreciation. While 
a merger is not on the horizon in the near future, we 
discussed the implications of Synod London’s statement 
to the CanRC that “We are not merely good friends; we 
are brothers and sisters in Christ, joined together in the 
bond of the Spirit, evidenced by a common confession 
of the faith and with you, committed to expressing our 
unity in concrete and discernable ways.” We discussed 
together how the process of seeking unity has been a 
blessing to both federations in spite of the difficulties, 
and therefore committed ourselves to the need of 
maintaining the vision and sense of calling with respect 
to eventual merger. Ways and means will need to be 
explored and encouraged in order that the suggestions in 
the letter from Synod London for more local interaction 
and exposure can come to fruition.   

The next combined meeting is scheduled for March 
23, 2011 at the Theological Seminary in Hamilton, 
Ontario.   
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Press Release from the Standing 
Committee for the Publication of 
the Book of Praise

The Standing Committee for the Publication 
of the Book of Praise (SCBP) has worked diligently 
on the mandate received from General Synod 
Burlington in getting the Authorized Provisional 
Version (APV) of the Book of Praise ready for the 
churches as quickly as possible. All comments 
and suggestions made by the churches and 
received from Synod were duly considered and 
incorporated where appropriate. The APV is now 
in print and should be available to the churches 
from Premier Printing by mid-January.

The APV will differ in a number of areas from 
the Book of Praise currently in use:

1. The first thing you will notice is the size of 
the book. It now measures eight and a half by 
five and a half inches. The thickness remains 
about the same. One of the main benefits of 
this change is that the text of the psalms and 
hymns is larger making it easier to read.

2. Another aid to the user is that for psalms and 
hymns with more stanzas than fits on one 
page, the overleaf also has the music.

3. In accordance with the mandates received 
from Synod(s) the text of the metrical 
psalms has been updated and revised to 
more closely match the text of Scripture. 
Approximately one third of the psalms were 
revised substantially, one third received 
moderate changes, and one third received 
few, if any, changes. All these changes were 
reviewed by the churches. Many suggestions 
for improvement were received from these 
reviews. The committee has made grateful  
use of these. 

4. The hymn section was also reviewed. Synod 
included nineteen of the hymns from the 
Augment. The total number of hymns is now 
eighty-five. The text of the hymns was also 
reviewed and updated where appropriate. In 
addition, the music notation was reviewed 

and, on the advice of our advisors, some 
corrections and improvements were made. 

5. No changes were made to the prose section 
(other than making the text references match 
the NIV) however, the layout received a new 
look. Except for the Heidelberg Catechism the 
entire prose section is now printed in two 
columns, mainly for easier reading.

These are the highlights of the new book. Synod 
Burlington 2010 authorized a provisional version 
for use by the churches prior to General Synod 
2013. Since it is a provisional version, the book  
will be published only in soft cover to keep the 
costs down.

To help keep costs down even more churches 
and schools are encouraged to order the books 
in quantity that will save twenty-five percent of 
the regular price. The regular price is twenty-
four dollars each, therefore the quantity price is 
eighteen dollars each.

We wish to stress yet one more thing: though 
this version is provisional it is a complete version 
and it is the one the General Synod authorized to 
be used in the churches.

We have encouraged the churches to place the 
order as soon as possible. The role of the churches 
is crucial since Synod requested the churches to 
use the 2010 version in their worship services and 
to alert the committee to any errors in it so that 
a pristine edition can be presented to Synod 2013. 
The sooner they are in the pew and being used, 
the better the definitive product will be. May God 
grant his blessings on all this and may his people 
use this book to his glory.

The Committee

Books can be ordered from: 

Premier Printing Ltd.
One Beghin Avenue, Winnipeg, MB  R2J 3X5

books@premierpublishing.ca
204-663-9000

‘
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James Visscher

Long ago the writer of the Ecclesiastes reminded 
us that there is a time for everything: living and dying, 
planting and uprooting, killing and healing, tearing 
down and building up, weeping and laughing, and many 
other things as well. Among those things one can also 
add that there is a time for recalling and reflecting. 
Especially as one year passes on into the next, such an 
activity is fitting, almost natural. 

It is also expected. By now you as readers know 
that when the year-end issue of Clarion arrives in the 
mail, it will contain a review of the highlights of what 
happened in our churches during the past year. So let 
us proceed. . . .

Local churches
Beginning in British Columbia, the most westerly 

province, the church at Aldergrove celebrated the 
completion of a beautiful new church building. For years 
already the members busied themselves with fundraising. 
Once the building process began, they contributed many, 
many hours of free labour. Together with the contractor 
and the various trades, they constructed a building 
that is bright, functional, and roomy. If you go to their 
website you will see what I mean.

Further to the east in the northern Okanagan 
Valley, the church at Vernon also did some work on their 
building as they added additional meeting rooms. They 
addressed something that appears to be a pressing need 
in more of our churches, namely a lack of space for the 
many weekly meetings. It seems that when churches are 
being built a lot of planning goes into the auditorium 
and hall as well as into the babysitting facilities, but 
that meeting space is often limited and has to be 
rectified later.

Jumping all the way to the province of Ontario, the 
church at Smithville is finally doing something about 
its facilities. For years the congregation watched as new 

churches were instituted around it and as new buildings 
went up to accommodate these new congregations. 
Meanwhile, Smithville had to make do with an aging 
building that was no longer suitable for the needs of the 
congregation. Something had to be done and something 
was done when it was decided to demolish the old 
structure and to erect a new one. No doubt we will hear 
in due time how they made out.

Further north, the church at Brampton had hoped 
that by now they would be meeting in new premises; 
however, the economic downturn derailed their plans 
and expectations. The latest news is that the discussions 
with a large local developer and builder are back on. 
May they bear good fruit!

Not too far away the church at Grand Valley was 
undergoing a major renovation and expansion this 
past summer. For the time being worship services were 
being held in the gym of the Dufferin Christian School. 
Hopefully those days are coming or have come to an 
end and the congregation can meet again in its own but 
rejuvenated premises.

In Hamilton, the Providence Church was able to 
purchase a used Netherlands Reformed Congregation 
church building and so their days of worshipping in a 
local school gym came to an end as well. 

Ministers
Every year sees some developments in the 

ministerial ranks and 2010 has been no different. The 
first piece of news that should be mentioned is not 
good as it concerns the health of the Rev. Rob Schouten 
of Aldergrove. In the fall of the year he was diagnosed 
with colon cancer and is scheduled to receive chemo 
treatments well into the year 2011. Many prayers are 
being offered up for him, his wife Janet and their 
children, as well as for the congregation. While it was 
good that he was able to preach in the new church 
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building on its first Sunday of regular use, it was 
disappointing to say the least that he has been sidelined 
ever since. May the Lord grant healing in the coming 
months and many more years of fruitful service.

With respect to ministers moving around in 2010, 
there is not a lot to report. As is customary, many 
calls were issued but most were declined. One of the 
exceptions was the Rev. Peter Holtvlüwer, who departed 
from Carman, Manitoba and took up a new charge in 
Spring Creek, Ontario (or is that Tintern. . . Rockway?).

Thankfully, calls extended to candidates created 
some movement and excitement. Candidate Tony 
Roukema accepted the call to the church at St. Albert, 
Alberta, Candidate Arend Witten accepted the call 
to the church at Vernon, BC, Candidate Tim Sikkema 
accepted the call extended to him by the Armadale 
Free Reformed Church, Western Australia, for mission 
work in Lae, Papua New Guinea, and finally, Candidate 
Ryan Kampen accepted the call to the Church at Denver, 
Colorado. It may be mentioned that the first two 
brothers have already been ordained, that the third 
brother still needs to be examined in Australia, and that 
the fourth brother hopes to be ordained in December of 
2010. Men and Brothers, may the Lord equip you all as 
you enter into the glorious ministry of the gospel!

The acceptance of these calls has helped to bring 
down the number of ministerial vacancies in the 
federation, but the need for more new ministers 
continues to be apparent as Carman, Grand Rapids, 
and Smithville are all without, as a number of churches 
are looking for second pastors and as more retirements 
loom on the horizon.

A synod year
Every year sees its share of classical gatherings and 

regional synods, but 2010 was different in that it was 
also a general synod year. On May 10, 2010, a Prayer 
Service was held in the Ebenezer Canadian Reformed 
Church, Burlington, Ontario. It was conducted by the 
Rev. D.G.J. Agema, the pastor of the Fergus-Maranatha 
church, and the Chairman of the General Synod 2007. 
The following day Synod 2010 was convened. It was ably 
led by an executive consisting of the Rev. R. Aasman as 
Chairman, the Rev. P.G. Feenstra as Vice-chairman, the 
Rev. A.J. Pol as First Clerk and the Rev. D.G.J. Agema as 
Corresponding Clerk.

Over a period of several weeks twenty-four men 
grappled with a long agenda and a mountain of reports 
and letters. Thankfully all of the advisory committees 

worked well together and it did not take long for 
proposals to be presented on the floor and for decisions 
to be made. 

The use of laptops, speedy copiers, and a wireless 
network greatly aided the work. The daily assistance of 
Br. Gerard Nordeman was an added bonus. The work of 
the ladies in the kitchen led by sr. Donna VanHuistede 
kept the brothers happy and well fed (too well, some 
would say).

Some of the highlights in terms of decision-making 
included: 

• approving the retirements of Profs. N. Gootjes and 
C. van Dam; 

• appointing two new professors, namely the Rev. Dr. 
J. P. Van Vliet (Dogmatics) and the Rev. Dr. J. Smith 
(Old Testament); 

• continuing inter-church relations with sister 
churches in Australia (The Free Reformed), Brazil 
(The Reformed Churches of Brazil), Canada (The 
Reformed Churches in Quebec), The Netherlands 
(The Reformed Churches), New Zealand (The 
Reformed Churches), North America (The United 
Reformed Churches), Scotland (The Free Church), 
South Africa (The Free Reformed), the United States 
(The Orthodox Presbyterian, The Reformed Church 
in the US);

• entering into Ecclesiastical Fellowship (the official 
name for sister church relations) with the Free 
Church of Scotland-Continuing and the Reformed 
Churches in Indonesia, declining to do so with 
several other federations, and sharpening the 
mandate with respect to the Reformed Churches in 
The Netherlands;

• deciding to move forward with merger talks with 
the United Reformed Churches of North America by 
sending them a letter of appeal, provisionally adopting 
the proposed Church Order, and re-appointing the 
three sub-committees dealing with church polity, 
theological education, creeds and forms;

• giving provisional adoption to the latest revision of 
the Book of Praise, complete with a revised psalter 
and a revamped and expanded hymn section;

• deciding to leave the matter of women’s voting in 
the freedom of the local church after first agreeing 
that voting for office bearers in the Canadian 
Reformed Churches is not an exercise of authority.

Many more decisions can be cited but in the minds of 
many these will be among the main ones, and several 
will be among the controversial ones as well. 
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The RCN
For instance, our relationship with the Reformed 

Churches in The Netherlands continues to generate 
widespread concern, especially among the older and 
still Dutch speaking members in our churches. Some 
would like to see these relations severed in view 
of questionable views held by Dr. G. Harinck, the 
appointment of Dr. S. Paas who authored a rather 
controversial dissertation, synodical decisions made on 
the Fourth Commandment, on marriage and divorce, 
and what is all happening in local worship services. 

Others, while saddened and disturbed by these 
developments, remain convinced that we still have a 
duty to express our concerns and to do whatever we can 
to remedy a perilous situation. 

Synod 2010 decided that it was best if the task 
of dealing with RCN was assigned to a special sub-
committee of capable men.

Women voting
Another decision of Synod 2010 that was deemed 

controversial by many had to do with the matter of 
women voting. The advisory committee appointed by 
Synod could not reach agreement and thus Synod was 
confronted with both a majority and a minority report 
(not to be confused with the Study Reports submitted 
by the Church at Hamilton before Synod, which also 
included both a majority and minority report). 

A crucial point in the debate was reached when both 
reports on the floor acknowledged that voting was not 
a matter of exercising authority in the church. All were 
agreed that authority in the church rests with the body of 
elders and not with the members of the congregation. 

Local churches are now free to deal with this 
matter in the most edifying way. Some will no doubt 
maintain their current practice; whereas, others may 
well revisit the matter and decide to invite the female 
communicant members to participate in expressing 
their preference.

The URCNA
A third matter that attracted some degree 

of controversy at Synod 2010 had to do with our 
relationship with the United Reformed Churches of 
North America. Lengthy reports had previously been 
submitted to the churches and the letters poured in on 
a wide variety of subjects. In particular the churches 
expressed concerns about a number of matters in the 

Proposed Church Order, as well as about the future of 
theological education.

Synod addressed these concerns and provided 
clarity in a number of areas in the hope that this would 
move the proposed merger forward. Indeed, it should 
be considered as noteworthy that while many of our 
churches expressed concerns about various matters, 
none of them requested Synod to shelve the merger or 
to put it on indefinite hold.

Sadly, the same cannot be said of the General Synod 
2010 of the URCNA. Synod London decided to re-
appoint with Church Order Committee but then with 
a rather limited mandate. It also decided not to re-
appoint the remaining committees. In other words, the 
proposed merger died in 2010.

In the meantime the postmortems have begun. Let 
me say that as one who spent a lot of time and energy 
as a member of the Theological Education Committee, 
I lament what has happened. I expected it and I am not 
bitter about it; however, I had hoped and prayed for 
better days, for a greater boldness of vision and for a 
clearer witness to the unity of Christ’s church on earth. 
Alas!

The Book of Praise
One final and perhaps less controversial area 

deserves some comment. It has to do with the Book of 
Praise. Synod 2010 took special note of the confusion 
in the churches about the status of the new revised 
psalms and the proposed new hymns. A number of 
local churches sang all of them, others sang none of 
them, and some sang some of them. In the future all of 
the churches will be singing all of them. By the end of 
2010 or the beginning of 2011 a new provisional Book 
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of Praise should be appearing. Synod decided that the 
next synod would finalize it, although it is not expecting 
many changes to be made between 2010 and 2013.

Along with this, Synod 2010 went on record as 
considering the text of the psalms to be established 
for some considerable time. It charged the Standing 
Committee to take another look at some hard-to-sing 
psalms. It also differentiated clearly between the psalm 
section and the hymn section in that it envisioned the 
latter to be an ongoing work of improvement and even 
future expansion.

Electronic Acts
Let me end this part of my review with one last 

comment and it has to do with the availability of the 
Acts. In the past the Acts of General Synod were always 
published in great quantities and at considerable 
expense. One copy per family and one copy per single 
communicant member living away from home was the 
norm. No longer. From now on the Acts will be made 
available on the federation website (canrc.org). Seeing, 
however, that we are in a time of transition between 
printed and electronic media, it was decided to print as 
many copies of the Acts as ordered by the local churches. 
So you can still get a printed copy, but realize that those 
days are fast coming to an end.

The Canadian Reformed Theological 
Seminary (CRTS)

Is there a new seminary in our midst? No, it’s just 
the old one with an additional name. Over a period 
of time the realization grew that the official name of 
the College, namely “The Theological College of the 
Canadian Reformed Churches” did not communicate 
very well in our English-speaking, North American 
world. While it is true that there is still a “Knox College” 
as part of the University of Toronto, it is also true that 
most institutions that busy themselves with the study 
of theology are known as “seminaries.” At the same time 
they also have a proper name, be it Covenant, Fuller, 
Mid-America, Reformed, or Westminster.

In light of this the Board of Governors proposed to 
Synod 2010 that while retaining the official name (as an 
official act of the Ontario Legislature it is both difficult 
and costly to change), the new operational name should 
be “The Canadian Reformed Theological Seminary.” 
Synod finally agreed.

Personally, I had hoped for something with a little 
more zing to it but then I also have to admit that the 

“Name the College Contest” that I have been running 
in these Year-End Reviews over the last number of years 
did not produce any real knock-outs from you as readers 
either. Perhaps it is simply a case of the best names 
having been taken by others. So I hope that together we 
can get used to calling the College by its new name, or 
failing that, by its new initials – CRTS.

Speaking of the Seminary then, 2010 saw another 
class graduate. Along with the graduates already 
mentioned, Jason Vandeburgt and Sean Wagenaar were 
also awarded Master of Divinity degrees. Six students 
left, and it should be noted that six new students came 
in. The present enrollment at the Seminary stands  
at fifteen.

Along with new students, the Seminary also has 
a new Administrative Assistant in the person of Rose 
Vermeulen. She joins long time staff members Catherine 
Mechelse and Margaret VanderVelde.

To a new name and a new face should also be added 
a new look. If you have visited CRTS lately and looked 
around you cannot help but notice that the classrooms 
have been updated and gone high tech. The old worn-out 
tables and chairs have been recycled. The black or green 
boards have given way to white boards. Chalk has been 
retired and replaced with computers and projectors. Also, 
the downstairs kitchen sports a whole new look. What’s 
next? A Tim Horton’s franchise on the premises?

On a more serious note, the Seminary has also 
become an associate member of the Association of 
Theological Schools (ATS). This organization is the 
main accrediting body for theological seminaries in 
North America. It ensures that such schools are run 
professionally and that proper academic standards 
and procedures are in place. It also gives validity to 
the degrees that are awarded and provides graduating 
students with recognition for their degrees and easier 
access to other institutions of higher learning.

Finally, mention has already been made of the 
fact that Synod 2010 appointed two new professors in 
the persons of Dr. J.P. Van Vliet and Dr. J. Smith. Both 
brothers are former graduates of CRTS and have gone 
on to distinguish themselves as pastors and academics. 
The letters of recommendation that accompanied their 
nominations to Synod spoke volumes about their ability 
and potential. It should be the prayer of the churches 
and all of us its members that they will serve well, long, 
and in good health.

At the same time our thoughts and best wishes 
also go out to the retiring faculty members, namely Dr. 
N. Gootjes and Dr. C. Van Dam. Both have served the 
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Seminary for many years and have had a great impact 
on their students, and through them, on the churches. 
Of course the expectation and hope was that Dr. 
Gootjes would be able to carry on for some more years, 
but health issues have made that impossible. In light 
of this, it is our prayer that the Lord will surround Dr. 
Gootjes, his wife Diny, and family with his special help 
and care in the coming years.

With regard to Dr. Van Dam, he is not officially 
retiring until 2011. He will spend 2010 – 2011 on a long-
delayed and well-deserved sabbatical. During that time 
he will assist Dr. J. Smith as he adjusts to his new role 
as a full-time teacher. He will do this by teaching one 
of the weightier OT courses. He will also engaged in 
research in preparation for writing a number of books 
during his upcoming retirement. 

By the way, if your idea of retirement is a life of 
leisure, sleeping in every day, holidaying, and doing not 
much of anything, such is not Dr. Van Dam’s view. His 
years over sixty-five may well be busier than his years 
under it as he ponders how best to deal with a myriad 
of teaching requests.

Home missions
In addition to supporting a seminary in Hamilton, 

the churches also continued to be involved in and to 
support a wide variety of evangelism causes and efforts 
on the home front. In the Hamilton-Burlington area, 
Streetlight Ministries remains hard at work spreading 
the gospel in the inner city area of Hamilton. Rev. 
Paul Aasman and Br. Hilco deHaan work side-by-side 
as missionary and mission worker. In turn, they are 
supported by an army of volunteers from both local 
Canadian and United Reformed Churches.

Further to the north the church at Owen Sound 
remains involved in supporting the Reformed Churches 
in Quebec as these churches bring the gospel to “La 
Belle Province.” The ERQ, as they are popularly called, 
are a small and struggling group of churches who are 
evangelizing a province that was once overwhelmingly 
Roman Catholic but is now increasingly secular. 
They need a lot of prayer and financial support and 
thankfully our churches are responding to their needs 
both with intercessions and offerings.

On the other side of the country there are two 
evangelism efforts. The first is led by the Rev. Jim 
Witteveen under the oversight of the church at Smithers 
and is located in Prince George, BC. The original aim 
of this work was to target the native people living 
in the city and region. Over time the Reformed 
witness attracted a wider audience. The result is that 
a church plant has developed and it is growing at a 
steady pace. No doubt the original aim has not been 
forgotten; however, it may end up being addressed in a 
roundabout way as first other people come to faith and 
then are used by the Lord as instruments to bring in the 
“native” people.

The second evangelism effort in BC is among people 
of Chinese extraction living in the greater Vancouver 
area. Under the auspices of the churches of Cloverdale 
and Langley, the Rev. Frank Dong remains busy 
preaching and teaching, as well as editing and travelling. 
In the local work he is assisted by Sr. Maple Zeng, who 
makes contact with both new immigrants from China 
and longstanding residents who came originally from 
that part of the world. While the growth to date has not 
been spectacular, it has been steady and a basis is being 
laid for what will hopefully one day be a solid instituted 
Chinese-Canadian Reformed church.

While full-time workers spearhead the work of 
outreach in Hamilton, Prince George, and Vancouver, 
in other areas it relies on a host of volunteers. In the 
small church of Ottawa, for example, there is a group 
of able and active members who are engaged in a “Love 
Ottawa” campaign. It consists of regular forays into the 
downtown area that involves developing relationships 
with down and out people. Bible distribution and food 
distribution are also part of this ministry.

In other areas Vacation Bible Schools, Saturday 
Bible schools, sports camps, inner city volunteering, 
literature distribution, fair stands, radio broadcasting, 
prison ministry, hospital visitation, retirement home 
devotionals, are some of the ways in which the light of 
the gospel shines in the darkness.

Installation of Dr. J. Smith 
and Dr. J. Van Vliet
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Youth camps
Somewhere between outreach and in-reach we have 

the work being done by the various youth camps in our 
midst. In Smithers the annual youth camp continues 
to be directed at impacting the lives of young people 
from the native community. This work is not without 
its challenges and frustrations as it is exceedingly 
difficult to work among people whose lives have 
been so adversely affected by alcohol and drug abuse, 
unemployment, and a culture of dependence. Still, the 
work goes on and the members of our churches in the 
Bulkley Valley are to be commended for their efforts 
and perseverance.

In the Fraser Valley near Deroche the Stepping 
Stones Bible Camp continues to attract young people 
during the summer months. Thus far most of the 
participants are from our churches but there is the hope 
that in the coming years an increasing number will also 
come from outside our churches. Of course, all of this 
has to be handled with care and wisdom but the youth 
of the nation should not be bypassed when it comes to 
the witness of the gospel.

In Ontario Campfire! continues to be a huge 
effort as large numbers of volunteers, staffers, and 
young campers make the trek to Markdale from all 
over Ontario. Weekly camps are organized throughout 
the summer months for young people of various age 
groups. As well, camps and conferences are organized at 
other times of the year for adults.

While not everyone may be a fan of youth camps, 
what is becoming increasingly evident is that these 
camps are having a huge impact on our young people. 
Many of the young leaders in our churches credit these 
special places as being of formative influence in  
their lives.

Foreign mission
In the year 2010 mission work on the foreign front 

also had the attention of the churches. In Ontario the 
churches supported mission work being done in various 
parts of the world. In the Niagara region a number of 
churches have partnered with the church at Smithville in 
the work being done in Timor, Indonesia. There the Rev. 
Ed Dethan is active in preaching the gospel, teaching 
new converts and training indigenous pastors. He and 
his wife are also involved in mercy work, especially in 
operating a local orphanage.

In the Hamilton area a number of churches are 
connected to the Cornerstone Church at Hamilton and 
its work in Maceio, Brazil. The Rev. Bram deGraaf leads 
these efforts and is hopeful that soon the church there 
can be instituted and take its place as a full-fledged 
member of the federation of Reformed Churches  
in Brazil.

North of Hamilton, the church at Toronto continues 
to direct the mission work being done in Papua 
New Guinea. For years this work was done on the 
western part of the island of New Guinea (now part of 
Indonesia) but in more recent times it has shifted its 
efforts to the eastern side. The Rev. Henry Versteeg, 
who laboured for years in the western part, is now 
active on the eastern side in the island around the Port 
Moresby area.

Currently most, if not all, of the churches in Alberta, 
British Columbia, and Manitoba support the church 
at Surrey and the work that it continues to do in 
northeastern Brazil. The Revs. Julius VanSpronsen and 
Ken Wieske work side-by-side in Recife and beyond. 
The Aldeia Training Center, where one of the missionary 
families lives and where in the future the other will live 
as well, is being used as a site for training both local 
church members and visitors from elsewhere. In recent 
years there has been a great expression of interest in 
the Reformed faith and this is keeping the missionaries 
busy as they deal with requests to teach in different 
parts of Brazil, as well as to assist local churches who 
have expressed an interest in joining the federation of 
Reformed Churches in Brazil. At the moment much 
study and research is being directed at theological 
training and how best to organize and finance it.
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Mention should also be made of the fact that 2010 
represents the fortieth anniversary of the involvement 
of the Maranatha Church at Surrey and the supporting 
churches in this work. To commemorate that fact a 
special Sunday evening worship service was held during 
which Rev. Thyago Lins, one of the Brazilian ministers, 
preached a most able and powerful sermon (with 
thanks to Rev. Wieske for his fluent translation).

In addition to supporting mission work in Brazil, 
the churches at Cloverdale and Langley, together with 
the Free Reformed Churches at Kelmscott and Mount 
Nasura, Western Australia, remain active in bringing 
the gospel to China. An Internet site continues to 
function and is regularly updated as more and more 
Reformed material is added. From all around the world, 
but especially from China itself, thousands of Chinese 
people are logging into this site every week. In addition, 
teaching teams are being sent on a regular basis to what 
is the world’s most populous nation and what may soon 
be the world’s most powerful nation as well.

Only there is a problem. The demand is growing at 
such a rate that it can no longer be met. As a result the 
churches involved in this work have decided to set up 
a high-speed online Internet college called “The China 
Reformed Bible College.” The main purpose of this 
college is to train house or family church leaders. Such 
leaders number in the tens of thousands and most of 
them lack formal Bible and theological training. They 
need help and to that end a two-year diploma program 
is being set up. Half a dozen ministers and professors 
have agreed to write lectures for the courses to be 
offered by this college. Some of these lectures have 
already been received, edited, and are currently being 
translated. Thereafter they will be loaded into 
the website.

If all goes according to schedule then an 
introductory course in the Heidelberg Catechism will be 
given in March of 2011 and the regular curriculum will 
commence in September. In the first year enrollment 
will be restricted to twelve students. There are demands 
to admit a great many more; however, it has been 
decided that a careful and cautious start is the best 
approach. If all goes well, more students will be allowed 
to enroll in the second year. Should the Lord see fit to 
bless these efforts, they may also represent the first 
steps towards a future full-fledged Reformed theological 
seminary in China.

Relief work
In August of 2010 another national Mission Aid 

Conference was held. It was hosted and organized 
by the Mission Aid Brazil Committee and took place 
in the building of the Willoughby Heights Church in 
Langley, BC. The main theme of the conference had to 
do with Christian education on the mission field. As 
well presentations were made on the adoption of foster 
children, on orphanages, on the possible formation of a 
mission association, as well as on other relevant topics. 
The overall conclusion was that this gathering served a 
worthwhile purpose in keeping one another informed, 
in establishing new ties, cementing old ones, and in 
mutually encouraging one another.

Another bit of news that is worth passing on is 
that the Mission Aid Brazil Committee has once again 
decided to employ a full-time mission aid worker. After 
evaluating a number of applicants, it was decided to 
appoint Chris Boersema to this position. This brother 
was raised in Brazil, speaks the language fluently, is well 
acquainted with the culture, and has other gifts that 
make him well-suited for the task at hand. May the Lord 
bless his labours in Brazil.

Turning to news elsewhere, Randy and Karen Lodder 
remain hard at work in Haiti where they are still dealing 
with the after effects of that devastating earthquake. 
In the meantime their sponsoring agency Coram Deo 
International has decided to merge with the Word 
and Deed organization. The latter receives most of 
its support from members of the Free Reformed and 
Netherlands Reformed churches.

The Children of Light organization remains active 
with orphanage work in Timor, Indonesia. Currently 
it is headquartered in Edmonton, Alberta. Much of its 
support is channeled through the Rev. Yonson Dethan, a 
brother of Ed Dethan (Smithville’s missionary).

The Canadian Reformed World Relief Fund is also 
involved with supporting a number of orphanages, 
but along with that it contributes funds to a number 
of worthy humanitarian agencies. In addition, it alerts 
the churches about special needs and raises emergency 
funds when disasters occur in different parts of 
the world.

The church at Coaldale, Alberta, was approached by 
the Committee on Relations with Churches Abroad to 
see whether it would be willing to lead efforts to garner 
support for the mission and mission aid efforts of the 
Free Reformed Churches in South Africa. It responded 
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positively and now is busy approaching the churches to 
ask for their assistance in prayer and offering.

Special homes and places
One of the signs of a caring community is how well 

it deals with the aged and the mentally challenged in its 
midst. Thankfully during this past year local rest homes 
continued to receive much support and the needs of 
the elderly were not overlooked. Along with this the 
needs of our challenged brothers and sisters were not 
forgotten. Organizations such as Anchor, Bethesda, 
and Rehoboth continued to operate homes, to provide 
respite care, to organize summer camps, and to supply 
other needed services.

Political and cultural involvement
Along with many evangelistic activities, 2010 

also saw the organization of any number of political 
activities. Much of the credit for this goes to a 
revitalized Association for Reformed Political Action 
(ARPA) and its enthusiastic Director: Mark Penninga. 
He, together with his wife Jaclyn, and other younger 
members in our churches, is ensuring that a Reformed 
witness is being brought to bear on many political, 
economic, and cultural issues. A very active website, 
regular newsletters, books and brochures, speeches and 
conferences held locally in various places and in Ottawa 
are all getting out the word. Members of Parliament, 
members of provincial legislatures, as well as local 
officials, are being contacted and informed about what 
the gospel has to say about a host of pertinent and 
pressing matters.

One of those issues happens to be abortion. Together 
the church at Langley and the local ARPA chapter invited 
all of the churches in the area to participate in a Life 
Chain on a Saturday afternoon. The result was that 
more than five hundred people let the public know that 
the killing of the unborn is not a forgotten matter but 
remains a crime of monstrous proportions.

Publications
Once again this past year was not lacking in 

magazines to read. Clarion, Reformed Perspective, 
Roadside Assistance, Horizon, Diakonia, and Evangel all 
appeared at regular intervals.

One change deserves to be noted and it relates to 
the fact that the Rev. Dick Moes, who has edited the 
outreach magazine Evangel for more than twenty years, 
is retiring. The Rev. Marc Jagt of Taber, Alberta, has been 

found willing to take his place. Thank you, Rev. Moes, 
for your faithful labours over many years! Best wishes to 
you, Rev. Jagt, as you take up your new task!

Radio and Internet
Another person who is retiring is the Rev. Wes 

Bredenhof. He served ably and well for several years 
as the host of the radio program Gospel Talks. This 
program attracted a good number of listeners in 
the greater Vancouver area and was instrumental in 
bringing any number of people into contact with the 
Canadian Reformed Churches. It was hoped that once 
the Rev. Bredenhof moved east that the program would 
also find a home there. It was not to be and so he felt 
compelled to end his involvement with this  
Western effort. 

While the voice of talk radio may be waning, the 
same cannot be said of the Internet. Currently many 
of the churches operate websites on which one can 
find sermons, bulletins, announcements, general 
information, and links to other sites. One church, the 
church at Langley, also operates a live feed over the 
Internet. This means that members who are sick, on 
holidays, or in care homes can turn on their computers 
and watch the worship services live. The same goes for 
courses being offered and concerts being held. In some 
ways if you cannot come to the church, the church is 
coming to you. Of course, it’s not as good as the real 
thing but it is better than nothing.

Closing off
This has been a long tale and it is time to wrap 

it up. As always my apologies if I have overlooked 
something or someone. In case of glaring omissions 
that really need to be corrected, please contact me at 
jvisscher@telus.net.

For the rest, I would close as I began with a word 
from Ecclesiastes. That Bible book not only reminds 
us that there is a time for everything, it also informs 
us that there is a conclusion to the matter of life and 
living, of time and years. What is that conclusion? It is 
this: “Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is 
the whole duty of man” (Eccl 12:13). 

Dear reader, may that have been your aim in 2010 
and if not, make it your aim in 2011! Through the 
redeeming work of Jesus Christ our Lord and by the 
power of the Holy Spirit, may all our lives be dominated 
by a burning desire to honour our God and Father 
through the doing of his will. 

‘
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Clarion
Advertisements Advertisements:

Announcements of Weddings, Anniversaries (with Open House) 
should be submitted six weeks in advance.

Your hands made me and formed me; give me understanding to 
learn your commands. Psalm 119:73 

With thanks and praise to our God, we joyfully announce  
the birth of 

ELICIA FAITH VAN RAALTE 
Born September 18, 2010 to 

Ted and Christine Van Raalte
Alex, Elianna, Carissa, Matthew, Abigail, and Sophia

n pppppp n
. . .for the joy of the Lord is your strength. Nehemiah 8:10

With thankfulness to Him who gives life and blessing, we 
joyfully announce the birth of our daughter

ARWEN JOY
on July 23, 2010

Fred and Evelyn Nieuwenhuis
A sister for Samuel, James, and Sofia

16th Grandchild for Roelof (†) and Ann Nieuwenhuis
25th Grandchild for Bill and Joanna Vanderpol

48 Glacier Street, Ottawa, ON  K2J 1X1

n pppppp n
The Lord is faithful to all his promises and loving toward all he has 

made. Psalm 145:13b
With thankfulness to the Lord for the gift of life, we joyfully 

announce the birth of another son

PATRICK LUKE
Born September 30, 2010

Dustin and Danielle Ludwig
and big brother Simon

2nd grandchild for Frank and Dawn Ludwig
4th grandchild for Peter and JoAnne Ostermeier

80 Fife Street East, Caledonie, ON  N3W 1E7

n pppppp n
Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and comes 

down from the Father. . . James 1:17a
Giving all glory to God,  

Jason and Janet VanHuizen (nee VanderLaan)
announce the birth of their daughter 

KATRINA ELISABETH 
Born November 13, 2010

A little sister for Dylan, Lauryn, and Emma
PO Box 133, Jordan Station, ON  L0R 1S0

Among the gods there is none like you, O Lord; no deeds can compare 
with yours. Psalm 86:8

With thankfulness to our Heavenly Father for making all things 
well, we joyfully announce the birth of our firstborn,  

a daughter

ARIEANA SOPHIA BERGSMA
Born Sept 8, 2010

Brad and Sophia Bergsma
Proud grandparents are  

Mel and Wilma Brouwer and Auke and Wilma Bergsma
Box 721, Chesley, ON  N0G 1L0

n pppppp n
From the fullness of his grace we have all received one blessing  

after another. John 1:16 (NIV)
With thankfulness to the Lord for His faithfulness we announce 

the birth of our daughter

JACLYN CHERYL GRACE
Born on October 12, 2010
Anton and Cheryl Borst

A little sister for: Dean, Michael, Derrick, Cody, Jesse, Jeanette†, 
Ariena and Myron

PO Box 356, Elm Creek, MB  R0G 0N0

n pppppp n
I prayed for this child, and the Lord has granted me what I asked of 

Him. 1 Samuel 1:27
With thankfulness to our Heavenly Father, we announce the 

birth of our daughter 
JENNA AVERY LOF

Born October 25th, 2010
Darryl and Corrie Lof

n pppppp n
Every good and perfect gift is from above. . . James 1:17a

With thankfulness to our heavenly Father for
the miracle of new life,

we joyfully announce the birth of our daughter,

KENSI ANITA 
Born on November 19, 2010 to

Brian and Karen van der Hoeven
and welcomed by proud siblings Braedyn, Rylee, and Taylor

23rd grandchild for John and Mary van der Hoeven
11th grandchild for Benne and Anita Poort

5344 Canborough Road, Wellandport, ON  L0R 2J0

Births
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Happy 85th Birthday
HERMAN JOHN KAMSTRA

December 9, 2010
For the Lord is good and his love endures forever; his faithfulness 

continues through all generations. Psalm 100
We are thankful to our awesome God that Dad was able to 

celebrate his 85th birthday. The Lord is good and may He 
continue to guide and bless Dad.

Lots of love, your wife:  Grace Kamstra
Your children:  Pete and Angie deBruin
 Janet David
 Jerry and Jolanda Jagt
 Pete and Sheila Kamstra
 Ken and Patti Post
 and grand and great-grandchildren

2254 Orchard Road, Burlington, ON  L7R 3X4

n pppppp n
90th Birthday

1920  ~  December 13th  ~  2010
I lift up my eyes to the hills – where does my help come from?  
My help comes from the Lord, the Maker of heaven and earth. 

Psalm 121:1, 2

JANTINA NOOT (nee Werkman)
Widow of Krijn (Ken) Noot since May 22, 1995

We thank the Lord for granting our mother such a long life and 
blessing her with good health. 

We her children, 15 grandchildren and 22 great-grandchildren, 
along with many friends celebrated her 90th birthday on 

December 13th. 
We love you Mom and may the Lord continue to bless and  

keep you.
Devon, AB:  Harry and Grace Noot 
Ardrossan, AB:  Elizabeth (Betty) and Dal Adam
St. Albert, AB:  Walter and Diana Noot
Edmonton, AB:  Anita and Tony Laan
Abbotsford, BC:  Ed and Harriet Noot
Lethbridge, AB:  Don Noot and Sandy Patterson

Mailing Address:
#329, 10041-149 Street, Edmonton, AB T5P 4V7                                                          

65th Wedding Anniversary
1945 ~ December 7 ~ 2010

May the Lord bless you from Zion all the days of your life; 
and may you live to see your children’s children.  

Psalm 128

MARINUS and JACOBA SLOMP (nee Bouman)

We thank the 
Lord for guiding 
and caring for 

our parents and 
grandparents 

during the last 
65 years of marriage. 

We pray that the Lord’s blessing and love will continue to 
uphold and surround them in the years to come. 

With love from your children:
Betsy and Nick Nyenhuis
 Jacqueline and Tony Jelsma
  Derek Jelsma and Laura Jensen
  Laura, Marina, Mark
 Martin and Marlissa Nyenhuis
  Nicolas, Corey, Zachary, Sabrina, Gregory
 Nick and Brenda Nyenhuis
  Sarah, Jacob, Tommy, Emily
 Bert and Michelle Nyenhuis 
  Isabel, Greydon
 Bruce Nyenhuis
Bill and Barb Slomp
 Mark and Jen Slomp
  Caleb, Madison, Taylor, Liam, Asher
 Dave and Loretta Slomp
  Christian, Kiara, Aliyah
 Jonathan and Candace Slomp
  Hailey, Adrianna, Keaton
 Alisa and Darrell Lieuwen
  Jesse, Carson
 Roseanne and Reuben VanLaar
  Braiden, Zachary, Tristan
 Joel Slomp 
 Stephen Slomp and Julienne Lapid
Coby and Hans Bartels
 Mike and Brenda Bartels
  Jane, Katie, Luke, Mariah, Joel
 Anita and Dave Cairns
 Karen and Steve Mans
  Joshua†, Connor, Mattea
 Matt and Sarah Bartels
  Gavin, Dani, Callie
 Rick and Amanda Bartels
  Saige, Bethany 
 Rob and Erin Bartels
  Mason

Mailing Address:
261 Stonechurch Road E, Apt 244, Hamilton, ON  L9B 2X3

AnniversAriesBirthdays

Thank You
We hereby want to thank you all for the many cards with best 

wishes on our 50th Wedding Anniversary on October 27th. 
We were overwhelmed with the many cards from all over 

Canada, from our brothers and sisters in the Lord.
Jake and Annetta Leffers
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1970 ~ December 19 ~ 2010
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and 

petition with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. Philippians 4:6
With thankfulness to God we joyfully announce the  

40th Wedding Anniversary of our loving parents and grandparents

FRED and SIETIE BERGSMA (Steneker)
It is our prayer that God will continue to bless and keep them.

Calgary, AB:  Wilma and Curtis Peterson 
  Nathan
Langley, BC:   Belinda Bergsma and Rick Sweiss 
  Jordyn, Kaiden
Armstrong, BC:  Esther and Tai Vuong 
  Candice, Brittney, Joshua, Trentin
Langley, BC:   Christina and Verne Stel
  Kyleigh, Kaleb, Alexandra
Lynden, WA:  Rochelle and Jayson Loreen 
  Taylor, Jayden, Maleah
Yarrow, BC: Melissa and Byron Bredenhof
  Sidney, Jodee

4586 - 240 Street, Langley, BC  V2Z 2M7                       

Obituaries

50th Wedding Anniversary
1961 ~ January 2 ~ 2011

Give thanks to the Lord, for He is good, for His steadfast love 
endures for ever. Psalm 136

PETE and DICKY JANSEN (nee Berends)

We thank the Lord for what He has given us in our parents 
and pray that they will continue to “flourish in the courts of 
our God,” “bring forth fruit in old age,” and be “ever full of 

sap and green. . . to show that the Lord is upright.” (Psalm 92) 

With love from their children, grandchildren and great-
grandchild:

Henry and Ann Jansen
Byron and Tamara Jansen
 Lawrence Jansen and Erin Vandenbosch
 Daryl and Lydia Driegen
  Celina
 Rebecca Jansen and Evan Vanveen
 Breanne
 Reuben
Jake and Darlene Kuik
 Arin
 Deanna
 Jason and Ardis VanderHorst
 Miranda
 Corinna
Ken and Brenda Kok
 Edwin
 Megan
Rene and Yvonne Jacobi
 Deanna, Michael, Rachel, Melissa
Randell and Fiona Jansen
 Andrew, Natalie, Colin, Malcolm

Mailing Address: 7387 216th Street, Langley, BC  V2Y 2S3

Thank You
We thank all the brothers and sisters from the U.S.A., Canada and 
Australia who by means of phone calls, cards, emails and letters 
send us their congratulations and warm wishes on the occasion of 
our 50th wedding anniversary. A special thanks to the brothers and 
sisters of the Lincoln and Springcreek churches who organized a 
commemorative evening for our anniversary and for serving in the 
Ministry of the Word for 25 years. Be assured that they added greatly 
to our joy and thankfulness, especially towards our Heavenly Father 
who so graciously blessed us in so many ways.   

With Christian love, 
Rev and Mrs G. Wieske

50th Wedding Anniversary
1960 ~ December 2 ~ 2010

He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the 
shadow of the Almighty. Psalm 91:1

With praise and thanksgiving to our heavenly Father,  
we wish to announce the 50th Wedding Anniversary of our 

parents, grandparents and great-grandparents

KOOS and RITA KLEEFMAN (nee Vandergugten)
May the Lord continue to surround them with His loving 

care for many years to come.
White Rock, BC: Dan and Ava Kleefman
Edmonton, AB: Cindy and Roger Kuntz
  Jessica, Jaclyn
 Ken Kleefman
  Jordan, Cameron
Vernon, BC: Ron and Diane Kleefman
  Katrina, Janelle
Edmonton, AB: Shari and Scott deWit
  Jayden
 Samantha Kuntz
  Jenna

26404 TWP 515A, Spruce Grove, Alberta  T7Y 1E3
or email: ckleefman@airsurfer.ca

At His appointed time, God took unto Himself 

BILL BREDENHOF
former committee member, and longstanding chairman of 

MISSION AID BRAZIL. Bill Bredenhof had a passion for mission 
work. He saw the need for the work of deeds to follow the 

work of spreading the gospel. He worked on this committee 
with enthusiasm and dedication, even writing a book on the 

subject of mission and mission aid work in Brazil; “The Gospel 
Under the Southern Cross.” May God grant comfort to his wife 

Sylvia, and to their families.
Thankful for his leadership, 

Mission Aid Brazil Committee, Cloverdale, B.C.
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November 1, 1924 – October 21, 2010
But I, when I awake, shall see  

Thy face in righteousness and glory;  
O with Thy likeness then before me,  
How rich and full my joy shall be!  

Psalm 17:6   (Book of Praise)
After many years of declining awareness of her surroundings, 
our wife, mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother was 
called Home by her Lord and Saviour. We are grateful to God 

for the faithful role she played in our lives during the 40 years 
she was an integral part of our family.

TINI BOUWMAN  (nee Meima)
Fergus, ON: Harry Bouwman
Caledonia, ON: Teny and Gerhard Visscher
  Brad and Sarah Visscher
   Jaden, Malachi, Elliot
  Charlene and Chris van Popta
   Derek, Helena, Cara
  Daryn and Irene Visscher
  Mark Visscher and Larissa 
  Wayne Visscher and Rhea
  Estelle Visscher and Mike
Yarrow, BC: Clarence and Arlene Bouwman
  Harwin and Jolene Bouwman, Roxanne
  Jared
  Riana Bouwman and Jon   
  Tristin 
  Janita     
  Clancy
Fergus, ON: Jake and Anita Bouwman
  Harold and Jocelyn Bouwman, Alyssa  
  Gregory
  Richard Bouwman and Karen
  Lynetta
  Curtis
  Brandon 
  Kenton 
  Saralyn
  Matthew    
  Nathan
  Patricia
 Jeannette Bouwman
 Teresa and John Jongsma
  Martin Jongsma and Trisha
  Lydia Jongsma and Matt
  Angela
  Katrina
  Harmen     
  Hannah
Lynden, WA: Otto and Jeanette Bouwman
  Jeremy and Andrea Bouwman
  Georgene Bouwman and Jason
  Clarissa Bouwman and Nathan
  Derrick
  Jonathan    
  Marina

200 River Street, Apt. 306, Fergus, ON  N1M 3H8
hbouwman@albedo.net

September 12, 1973 – October 19, 2010 

JASON HARM LINDE

I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept 
the faith. Finally there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness, 

which the Lord, the righteous judge, will give to me on that Day, 
and not to me only but also to all who have loved His appearing.  

2 Timothy 4:7 & 8
After a six year illness with ALS the Lord has called 

into eternal glory, his child,  
our beloved husband, father, son, brother and uncle.

Husband of Marietta 
Father of Avery, Johnny, Reanna and Benny (Dunnville)
Son of John and Rennie Linde (Smithville)
Brother to Angela and Brad Vanderwoude
 Tammy and Clarence Blokhuis
 Justin and Debbie Linde
 Chris and Emily Linde
 Harry and Deanna Linde
and 21 nephews and nieces

Corresponding address: 
M. Linde 1488 Hwy. 3, Dunnville, ON  N1A 2W7

Obituaries

Yet I am always with you; you hold me by my right hand. You guide 
me with your counsel, and afterward you take me into glory.  

Psalm 73:23&24
In His good time and according to His infinite wisdom, the 
Lord called home to Himself our father and Opa to many.

JAN (John) KLAVER
June 29, 1914 – October 13, 2010

He will be missed by his wife
Iemktje (Irene) 

and his children
Al and Janice Klaver

Baucina and Peter Selles
Grietje Van Assen

John and Wendy Klaver
Dirk and Margaret Klaver

Hans and Karen Klaver
Fred and Jenette Klaver

and 23 grandchildren, 51 great-grandchildren and  
10 great-great-grandchildren

Correspondence address:
Hans and Karen Klaver

8952-154 Street, Edmonton, Alberta  T5R 1S8
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The Board of the Ebenezer Canadian Reformed School 
(in the Bulkley Valley) invites applications from certified 
teachers. The applicant must be a member of a Canadian 
Reformed church, a United Reformed church, or a sister 

church. Due to school growth we are D.V. adding 

1 FULL TIME TEACHING POSITION
 in elementary. 

We also have a second position available as a 

PRIMARY TEACHER
Either of these positions could potentially be combined with 

a vice-principal position: 
We are looking for teachers who:

• love God and his covenant children.
• set and maintain high personal standards
• are professional in their work
• are committed to lifelong learning
• understand the responsibility they are entrusted with 

as teachers, and continually evaluate their practice to 
better bring it into submission to God.

If you meet the above criteria please contact us about 
working at ECRS. 

If you have questions please call or email the principal, 
Derek Stoffels, at work: (250) 847-3492, 

principal@ebenezerschool.com  
To apply please email your application to the principal  

or mail it to: The Education Committee
Ebenezer Canadian Reformed School

Box 3700, Smithers, BC  V0J 2N0

Browse our website for a “taste” of the school: 
www.ebenezerschool.com

Check www.town.smithers.bc.ca and 
www.tourismsmithers.com for information on the 

community the school is located in.

March 23, 1916 – October 26, 2010
After a short decline of one week

CORNELIS DE JONG 
was called to glory by his Lord and Saviour on the morning of 

October 26, 2010 at the age of 94.
He was predeceased by his beloved wife Johanna van der 

Wielen on July 18, 2001.

He was the very much loved father, grandfather and  
great-grandfather of:

Clasina and Henry Klos
 Roland 
 Morris 
Siebe and Grace DeJong (Ringma)
 Reuben
Jack and Margaret DeJong (Smeding)
 Joanna and Ryan Van Hof
  Heidi, Taliah, Miriam
 Dave and Crystal (Ludwig)
 Tim and Elizabeth (Butler)
 Esther
 Nathan 
 Carina 
 Brendan
Sita and John Vanderpol
 Andria and Jerome Lengkeek
  Emily, Esther, Bethany, Alicia,  
  (Craig, with the Lord)
 Kirstin and Alfred Blom
  Larissa, Aiden, Amanda, Isaac, Heidi
 Sara and Oliver Hansma
  Brenna, Kaitlin, Meagan
 Jonathan and Jennifer (Vroom)
 Daniel and Rosie (Krabbendam)
  Ethan, Renae
 Julian and Ashley (Vanderploeg)
 Roger and Karen Aikema
 Eric
 Lauren   
 Deanna

A memorial service was held on October 30, 2010 in the 
Maranatha Canadian Reformed Church at Surrey, B.C.

Rev T. van Raalte officiated. 

Our Dad is also survived by his sister, Gerrie Pols,  
sisters-in-law, Siep van der Wielen, Annie de Jong and  

Jenny de Jong, all in the Netherlands.

Dad’s cheerful walk in faith and his timely words of 
encouragement were a constant example for all who knew him.   

Correspondence:
C. Klos-de Jong

2668 Goodbrand Drive, Abbotsford, BC, Canada V3G 2W2

The EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN HIGH SCHOOL SOCIETY
of Fergus, Guelph and district

invites applications for a part-time high school
BIOLOGY TEACHING POSITION

Duties to commence February 1, 2011.
The school is located in a picturesque southern Ontario 
town, where one would be close to rural life and at the 

same time close to major urban areas. The school currently 
has 172 students in grades 9 through 12.

If you are interested in teaching at ECHS, or have any 
questions about aspects of the position, or of the school, 
please contact one of the following for more information,  

or submit your resume to the following address:
Mr. Henk Nobel, principal

(519) 843-3029(work); (519) 843-1790 (home)
Mr. John Meijaard, Education committee chair

(519) 836-5880
Applications to be addressed to:

Emmanuel Christian High School
c/o Education Committee

RR 3, Garafraxa Street, Fergus, ON  N1M 2W4

Teaching PosiTions

For Sale: Sjoelbakken
Dutch Shuffleboards. Heavy Duty’’ 30 pucks built in storage. 

$180.00 Canadian. $190.00 U.S.A. Shipping included. 
Order from Willie Noordam

42 Queensway Drive, Chatham, Ontario, Canada  N7M 4G4
Phone: 1 (519) 354-6463, Email: pnoordam@cogeco.ca
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We welcome you to experience the vitality and fellowship of  
our Christian independent living community.

905.385.3505 
337 Stone Church Road, Hamilton, Ontario

Ebenezer VillaEbenezer Villa
CHRISTIAN RETIREMENT COMMUNITY

So Nice To Come HOME To

• R.R.S.P.s / R.R.I.F.s
• Mutual Funds
• Life Insurance
• High Yield Cash Accounts
• GICs / Term Deposits
• Financial Planning

AssociAtes / AdministrAtion

PETA-GAY TAI-MILTON, B.A.
TINA TAI-DESTRO, B.A.

   AssociAte / insurAnce

      ANDREW JANSEN

Investment Planning Counsel
of Canada TM

Financial Planning Professionals

59 Kirby Avenue, Unit 1, Dundas, Ontario  L9H 6P3

PHONE: 905-628-9666 • FAX: 905-628-1035
TOLL FREE: 1-866-856-5910
E-MAIL: rvanandel@ipcc.org

MEMBER OF IPC FINANCIAL NETWORK INC.

Roland Van Andel

American Reformed Fellowship
Palmetto, Florida

Sunday Services 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Location: Palm View First Baptist Church

Corner US 41 and 49th Street East

Minister: Rev. R. Stienstra
Parsonage: (941) 721-4519  •  Information: (941) 723-6898

van der Woerd & Faber P.C.
Barristers, solicitors, Notaries PuBlic, Mediator

Herman Faber, LL.B. LL.M.

van der Woerd & Faber Professional Corporation
1025 WaterdoWN road, BurliNgtoN, oNtario  l7t 1N4
PhoNe: (905) 681-7800  Fax: (905) 681-7814  e-Mail: iNFo@FaBerlaW.ca

WeBsite: WWW.FaBerlaW.ca

Olij & Faber
128 st. cathariNe street, Po Box 38, sMithville, oNtario  l0r 2a0
PhoNe: (905) 957-7240  Fax: (905) 957-4635  e-Mail: iNFo@olijlaW.ca

Real Estate, Business Law
Wills and Estates, Family Law

Mediation Services
HALF HOUR FREE CONSULTATION

DUTCH
SPOKEN

Attentive to Your Needs, Affordable & Fair

STEM CELLS; STEM CELLS; STEM CELLS!
What can STEM CELLS do for your health?

Do you have problems with 
MS, Fibromyalgia, Parkinson’s, Heart, muscles, 

or whatever?

Email: bodyrepairwithstemcells@gmail.com

Teaching PosiTions

The Canadian Reformed School Society of Edmonton, 
operating Parkland Immanuel Christian School, invites 

applications for the following positions:

GRADE 5 TEACHER
JR. HIGH/SR. HIGH TEACHER

Parkland Immanuel Christian School operates a Reformed 
K-12 school that offers a supportive school community, 

competitive wages, and a positive atmosphere. 
The school has 235 students and has recently opened 
an expansion to address the continued growth in the 

school’s student population.
Full and Part time applicants will be given consideration. 
A University Degree is a requirement for these positions. 

Preference will be given to teachers with a 
 Language Arts background. 

For further information please contact the Principal,
Mr. John Jagersma

Phone: (780) 444-6443 (school)
(780) 987-5557 (home)

jjagersma@parklandimmanuel.ca
Applications should be directed in writing to the school:

Henry Baker, Chair of Personnel Committee
c/o Parkland Immanuel Christian School

21304 35 Avenue, NW, Edmonton, AB  T6M 2P6
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DAILY DEVOTIONAL BOOKS
MY ROCK AND SALVATION  C.J. VanderVelde, meditations on 
forgiveness, God’s providence, & the Christian life; $8.81
EN ROUTE  C. Stam, a daily Christian devotional, $15.71
TREASURES NEW AND OLD  J. DeJong, riches of Scriptures, $12.85
TOWARDS THE MATURITY OF FAITH  C. Stam, James, $15
OF SOVEREIGN LOVE  E.Th. Vandenberg, life style $11.90
31 Meditations on ECCLESIASTES  J. Moesker, $7.14

Bethel Books  519 351 4290
6 am - 11 pm, Mon. to Sat.,  Free Catalogues.  Jerry Tillema
274 McNaughton Ave. E., Chatham, ON  N7L 2G8, Canada

Sales Representative
Anita Van Rootselaar

Direct: 519 831 2144

The keys to your home

O�ce: 519 836 6365
Fax: 519 836 7975

238 Speedvale Ave. W.
Guelph ON N1H 1C4

Real Estate Centre Inc. Brokerage 
Independently owned and operated

Your gateway to the Guelph, Cambridge, and K/W areas.

anita@KristinandAnita.ca

(905) 333-3500
Fax: 333-3616

email: meerveld@rgcmail.com
www.johnmeerveld.com

John Meerveld
Old Fashioned Service – High Tech Advantage

(905) 945-0660
Fax: 945-2982

Serving the 
Community Since 1979

garden city realty inc., REALTOR®

MEMBER

100% CLUB

Mark vander Velde
Sales Rep

Contact Info –
Office – 905-957-5000                      Toll Free – 1-800-461-0493
Res – 905-386-7494                           markv@royallepage.ca

2005 & 2006 Royal lepage NiagaRa Real 
estate CeNtRe iNC. BRokeRage

www.markv.ca

Prompt and Professional Real Estate 
servicing the Niagara Region and 

Haldimand County

Maranatha Homes, located in south Burlington near 
many amenities, is a place where Christian seniors can enjoy 

independent living in community with others. 
• Reasonable rent rates at $768 per month
• Newly renovated units
• Award winning architechtural design
• Well maintained building and grounds
• No condo fees or utility bills.

All this and more make Maranatha Homes an attractive and 
affordable accommodation for seniors.

For further information contact:  
Rosanne van der Woerd

109-3260 New Street, Burlington, ON  L7N 3L4
 905-681-0311 

Email: rvanderwoerd@gmail.com

on line

• read article excerpt
• subscribe to Clarion
• purchase gift subscriptions

• submit or upload advertisements
• submit your address change
• access contact information

Visit:  www.premierpublishing.ca

  Subscribe to

clarion@premierpublishing.ca
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The Anchor Canadian Reformed Association 
for the Handicapped

seeks qualified applicant for the following position
 Due to the increasing number of residents, we will have an 

opening at the Lighthouse in Fergus, ON for a 

FULL TIME SUPPORT STAFF 
starting DV mid February 2011. 

Candidates with a human service diploma and experience are 
preferred. Others with interest in the field and a willingness to 

upgrade are also encouraged to apply.

Duties include supporting individuals with activities of 
daily living, personal care, behaviour management, conflict 

resolution, and participation in the community.
At this time we are looking for female staff.     

Inquiries: please contact the Home Manager:  
Jeannette Bouwman at 519-766-8191

and send your resume to our head office: 
bertvangoolen@anchor-association.com 

Wages are established according to pay grid.  
Benefit package is available to full time staff.

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Open Windows
BI-MONTHLY CHILDREN’S PUBLICATION 

This Christian full-colour magazine for 
children ages 4 to 12 is filled with fresh 
ideas to open children’s minds for a closer 
look at the Bible, history, vocations, and 
the world. Open Windows also contains 
colouring contests, puzzles, stories, and 
book reviews. A magazine for the whole family, it is also an 
excellent tool for outreach programs, school libraries, and 
home-schooling. 

Annual Subscription for 2011 is $17.75. 
Take 10% off bulk orders of 15 or more. 

Make cheques payable to 
FREE REFORMED PUBLICATIONS
Send cheque with your order to: 

Open Windows
69 Albert Street, SS 1, Mitchell, ON N0K 1N0 Canada 

look at the Bible, his-

Open Win-

tool for outreach programs, school librar-

HOUSE FOR RENT
Large 3 + 1 bedroom, 2 bathroom. Country setting; 
$850 per month (including water) plus other utilities.  
10 minutes from Smithville (Bismark/Wellandport).  

First/last, references. Close to CRC/URC/CanRef churches.  
On bus routes to Christian schools.  

905-386-6225 
djopking@gmail.com.
Available immediately.
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Fear God and 
keep his  

commandments, 
for this is 

the whole duty 
of man. 

Ecclesiastes 12:13

The Harvest Endowment Foundation is a Canadian Reformed 

foundation established for the purpose of operating a fund for 

the benefit of Canadian Reformed school societies. A planned 

gift to Harvest Endowment Foundation may be arranged as a gift 

providing short or long term benefits to your local school society.

 An outright gift of cash is the simplest way to give. Your gift 

goes to work immediately in developing the endowment funds 

for our schools in general or your school of choice. You receive 

a donation receipt for the full amount you give, resulting in 

immediate tax savings.

 The most common type of gift for the future is a charitable 

bequest. It can be as simple as a sentence or two in your will such as: 

“I give to the Harvest Endowment Foundation the sum  

of  $______ to be treated as capital and invested and  

the net income there from to be paid to, or used for purposes 

as Harvest Endowment Foundation from time to time  

may determine.”

For More information, please contact The Harvest Endowment 

Foundation or your local school board.

Donations and Planned Gifts 
               that keep on Giving.

supporting future 
generations of 
reformed education

3182 Sprucehill Ave. Burlington, ON,  L7N 2G5  

905-407-9797   
www.harvestfoundation.ca

Account Manager, 
Business Banking 
Would you like to work for a Christian organization 
focused on giving glory to God?  Christian Credit 
Union is a financial cooperative dedicated to serving 
the Reformed Christian Community across Alberta 
with a strategic plan to expand across Canada.

We are currently seeking a dedicated individual to 
build relationships with small business (especially 
agri-business) members in our Lethbridge branch. 

As an employee, you will enjoy a Christian work 
environment, a healthy work/life balance, a rewarding 
career, and a competitive salary and benefits.  If you 
have experience in the financial services industry 
and are looking for a new challenge, we would be 
interested in talking to you.

For more information, visit
www.christiancu.ca.
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Greetings from management and staff of

Intercontinental Truck Body
Coaldale, Surrey, Winnipeg

&
Trivan Truck Body

Ferndale, Washington

INTERCONTINENTAL
TRUCK BODY

www.itb.ca

TriVan Truck Body

www.trivan.net

We wish all our brothers and sisters and Customers 
a blessed Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.
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ABBOTSFORD – British 
Columbia
Abbotsford CAnAdiAn reformed ChurCh

Wishing all our brothers and sisters a 
blessed Christmas and God’s gracious 
blessings in the year 2011

TONY and ELENOR BIKKER and family
JEAN BREUKELMAN
CARL and JOPPA BYLENGA
HARRY and MARIAN DEBOER
KEVIN DEBOER
HANK and GRACE DE RAAD
BOB and CLARA DE HAAN, Anthony, Colin
ED and FLO DE HAAN
RACHEL M. DE HAAN
JOHN and JENNIE DEKKER
JASON and LISA DEVRIES, Michaela, Zachary, Autumn, 

Everett, Savanna, Marshall
HOEGE and JOHANNA DRIEGEN, Henry
HERMAN and JANE DRIEGEN, Christina, Cheryl, 

Shannon, Karen
MAGDALENA DULLAARD
FRANK and HENNY FLOKSTRA
JANNY HANSMA
KARLO and ANNET JANSSEN, Roy, Yannick, Kylian, 

Nyls, Sophy
KLAAS and FENJE KOBES
JAKE and GRACE KOBES
TINA KOBES
BERT and RUTH KUIK and family
PETE and MARIAN NIENHUIS
DARRYL and KARINA PELLEBOER, Treyson
HARRY and JENNIE PELLEBOER, Arlen
PETE SCHUITVLOT
KEES and JEAN SELLES
JOHN and RENEE VANDEBURGT
RYAN and BETHANY VANDELFT, Ashtyn
SHAWN and ZWANETTE VANDERGAAG, Aaron, 

Koraziah
DAN and WYN VANDERHORST, Brenda
KLAAS and GÉ VANDERLINDE
COR and THEA VAN DRONGELEN, Wilma
REV. and MRS. VANOENE
PETE and COBY VELDMAN
ALBERT and ROSA WITTEVEEN
JOHN and RENEE ZIETSMA, Mikiah, Ezra, Nadia

EDMONTON – Alberta
immAnuel CAnAdiAn reformed ChurCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters in 
Canada and abroad the Lord’s blessing 
and His guidance for 2011.

ROB and LINDA APPLEYARD, Rielly, Brett, Jenna 
HANS and LEIDA BUIKEMA, Nathaniel
RUSS and ALIDA BOSCH, Richard, Angela, Julie, 

Cindy 
CHARLES and CAROLINE de BOER and family  
BERT and JEANETTE deBRUIN 
BRIAN and JOLENA de HAAN, Jenna, Kendra, Joey 
FRED and RIA de JONG 
GEORGE and MARGARET DIEK, Dean and Jen 
RICK and AKKELENE DUKER, Shane, Eric, Adam, 

Micah 
ROB and EMILY DUKER, Asia, Lydia, Sierra, Jaxon 
MRS. H. DYKHUIZEN 
JERRY and SANDRA DYKSTRA 
SHAWN and DARLENE DYKSTRA, Shaelynn 
PHIL and HENRIETTE HOEKSEMA 
ANTHONY and JANE HOEKSEMA and family 
RICK JOHANNESEN, Mark, Ryan 
HANS and KAREN KLAVER 
JASON and CAROLYN KLAVER and family 
MRS. IRENE KLAVER 
KEN and NATALIE MARKO, Ethan, Cole, Erika 
HARRY and GRACE NOOT 
GERRIT and HELEN OSTERMEIER, Marieka, Joshua 
JAKE and ANITA OUSSOREN 
HENK and AAFKE REININK 
BILL and BARB SLOMP, Joel, Stephen 
BONNE STIKSMA 
HILDA STIKSMA, Jean 
TENIE STIKSMA 
KELVIN and MARJ VAN DASSELAAR 
BRAD and HANNAH van DELDEN, Taylor 
TOM and MIRANDA VAN ORIZANDE, Elianna, 

Kayden, Gradey
ANDREW and GERDA VANDENHAAK 
DERK and MARTJE VANDERVEEN 
MRS. A. VANDERZYL 
BRAM and JOANNE VEGTER, Jessamy 
GARRY and CATHY VISSCHER 
JOSH and PAULINE WATSON, Caleb 
HENNIE WEESSIES 
JOHN and FREDA WIERSEMA
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Wishing all the Lord’s Blessing in 2011

EXCEEDING THE STANDARD IN QUALITY AND SERVICE

AL AND JANET SCHUTTEN AND FAMILY

We provide quality slit coil, plate, sheet and sheared to size product. Please visit us at our website for more information.

925 925 Arvin Avenue Phone: 905-643-3535
Stoney Creek, ON Toll-free: 1-800-263-1375
L8E 5N9 Fax: 905-643-3585

email: sales@jancosteel.com     •     website: www.jancosteel.com

 Custom Home Plans
 Cottage Plans
 Addition Plans
 Light Commercial
 Farm Buildings
 Photo Realistic Renderings
 Garage & Shed Plans
 BCIN Certification
 Insulated Concrete Form Specialist
 Reasonable Rates
 Quality Service
 BCIN Registered
 Ontario Ministry Approved

John Vanderwoerd , M.A.A.T.O.
34 Duke Street, Arthur, Ontario

www.home -design-bcin.ca
519-848-2128  jvanderwoerd@eastlink.ca
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CHATHAM – Ontario
EbEn-EzEr Canadian rEformEd ChurCh

WILLEM and REBECCA BAKER and family
ANDY and INA BEINTEMA
JEAN BEINTEMA
LOUIS and MARG BEINTEMA, Charlie
DOUG and KAREN BEINTEMA, Abigail, Olivia, 

Madeline
ALLAN and DIANE BERGSMA, Levi, Dustin and Jessica, 

Dalles, Jordan, Jesse, Charity, Brooklyn
PETE and TERESA BERGSMA
DAN and MONICA BOS, Tyler, Eric, Sabrina, Todd
JOHN and CAROL BOS
RALPH and ANITA BOS
GEORGE and TRACY BULTJE, Edward
JIM and YVONNE BULTJE, Nic and Lauren, Jennifer, 

Amy, James, Erica
JOHN and ANN BULTJE
PHIL and JANICE BULTJE and family 
MIKE  and ANN DEBOER
JOHN and LISA DEBOER and family
MEL and DONNA DEBOER and family
RICK and DEB DEBOER, Eric, Evan
PETE and WILLY DEJONGE
LENNY DEVRIES
MRS. MARIE FOEKENS
HENRY and JUDY HEYINK
REBECKA HEYINK
JOHN and JOANNE HOLSAPPEL, Marlaine, Steve and 

Kate
RICK and RACHELLE HOLSAPPEL, Ainsley, Arlen
ANN HOUGH
MARG HOUSTON, Beth
JOHN and ANN JONGBLOED
ADRIAN and IETIE KOSTER
BOB KOSTER
KEN KOSTER
DARREN and JESSICA LOGAN
MARK and JACKIE MALOTT, Sarah, Stephen, Rachael, 

Ryan
ART PIETERMAN
CLYDE and PAT PILON
LENA SIKKEMA
AREND and WILLA DALE SMID
JOHN and RIETTA SULLIVAN
HILCO and ANN TAMMINGA, Jodi, Josh, Kyle, Lauren, 

Nathan, Annika
TALO and JIK TAMMINGA 
RENE and MARSHA TAMMINGA and family
JERRY and IDA TILLEMA
BILL and ANGIE VANDERGAAG and family

GERALD and NANCY VANDERGAAG and family
BERT and JUDY VANDERHEIDE
ANDY and SANDRA VANDERVEEN, Jessica, Kaitlyn, 

Matthew, Gregory
HERMAN and BARB VANDERVEEN
STAN and ELSA VANDERVEEN and family
STUART and JANICE VANDERVEEN 

and family 
TERRY and JENNIFER VANDERVEEN, Radley, Janea, 

Judine, Johyna
HANK and WILMA VEENEMA
JOHN and WANDA VEENEMA 
JENNY YTSMA

BURLINGTON SOUTH – Ontario
fEllowship Canadian rEformEd ChurCh 

We wish all our brothers and sisters 
a blessed Christmas and the Lord’s 
guidance in the new year.

How good and pleasant it is when  
brothers live together in unity.

Psalm 133:1

CHRIS and RITA BOSCH
MIKE and MARSHA BOSCH, Chris, Gavin, Kaela, 

Braelyn
JOHN and EDITH BOSSCHER and family
HENK and JANNY BUIST
HERMAN and JO-ANNE FABER and family
DAVE and CRYSTAL HEIKAMP
RON and ANNE JAGER and family
LEO and DIANE KAMPEN, Ryan, Sean and Hannah
BERT and INGRID KNOL, Chantelle, Celine, Christopher, 

Stephanie, Tyson
HARRY and IRENE MALDA, Kaitlyn
KLAAS and JANE MANS
BEN and DIANE OOSTERVELD
MIKE and JOANNE REDWOOD, Michael, Elisabeth and 

Lawren, Andrew, James, Stephen, Rebekah
JAKE and RITA SIEDERS, Darryl
WILBUR and MARIE SIPKEMA
GARTH and ALIDA SPANNINGA, Sara, Noah, Julia, 

Nadia
HELEN VANHUISSTEDE
JOHN and BONITA VANPOPTA
DAVID and GERALDINE VANRAALTE, Leah, Daniel, 

Jasmine
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See the Slideshows @ ChilliwackListings.com

“I can help you 
maintain balance 
with a level-headed
retirement plan.”

As an Investors Group Consultant, I am
committed to listening and working with
you to create a level-headed retirement
plan that helps you maintain your balance
in all markets on your way to retirement.
Is our commitment solid? Ask our clients.
We have over 80 years of proven experience
in building balanced retirement plans
for Canadians.

Call us for more information on how we
can help you maintain your balance.

Consultant
derek.lanting@investorsgroup.com

(905) 304-6474
1-866-938-5318

MP1003  (02/2008)

Investors Group Financial Services Inc.

TMTrademarks owned by IGM Financial Inc. and licensed to its subsidiary corporations.

Derek J. Lanting
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ATTERCLIFFE – Ontario
Attercliffe cAnAdiAn reformed church

“Rejoice always, Pray continually,” give 
thanks in all circumstances; for this is God’s 

will for you in Christ Jesus.  
1 Thessalonians 5:16

WICHERT and IENA AALBERS
ANDREW ANDREWS
WIM and JOANNE AALBERS, Danielle, Tyler, Conner, 

Darryl
WILLEM and CRISTINA AANTJES, Christian, Taya, 

Kamryn
BEN and LINDA BARTELS and family
BILL and ANNETTE BARTELS, Stephanie and Brad, 

Kaleigh and Gavin, Graham, Denise, Chad
RICHARD and HANNEKE BERGSMA, David
AL and DEBBIE BETHLEHEM and family
ANDY and DEBBIE BLOKKER and family 
LAWRENCE and GERALDINE BLOKKER and family
LES and BECKY BLOKKER, Jamie, Anya, Taylor, Carmen
JOHN and TINEKE BOSMA, Claire and Tejada
HENK and SINA BREUKLEMAN
ALAN and MELANIE DATEMA, Meaghan, Caleb, Noah, 

Naomi
DINI DEBOER and family
JAMES and SIMONE DEBOER, Rachel, Colin, Lucas 

Boone
JIM and BETTY DEBOER, Janelle, Deana, Michael, Erica
JOHN and KRISTA DEBOER, Alanah, Brandon, Joshua, 

Caleb
HERMAN and JOLENE DEHAAN, Kaitlyn
HANS and ROSE DIEK
NATHAN and AILEEN DIEK, Taryn, Aiden         
CORNELIUS and DEBBIE FEENSTRA and family
IKE and HEATHER GROENWOLD, Anna, Scott, Andrew, 

Ryan
WARREN and MARY-ANNE HOEKSEMA, Christie, 

Kayley
REV J. and MRS, HUIJEN and family
KEN and LIZ JAGER, Stephan, Sean, Jacob
ERIC and RHONDA JANS, Nakieta, Tristan, Tiana, Levi, 

Elijah, Elle, Kaia
DAVE and ANGELINA JANS, Brent, Mitchell, Slater, 

Vivian    
GERALD and HETTIE JANS
JAKE and INGRID JANSEMA, Vanessa, Jacqueline, Jacob, 

Matthew, Thomas
BRYAN and KAREN JONGBLOED, Hailey, Brayden, Joel, 

Kaitlyn, Sean
JIM and DOROTHY KINGMA, Jack, Jesse

LLOYD and FENNY KINGMA, Lawrence and Kaitlyn, 
Juditha, Aren

KEN and TINA LINDE
MRS. D. (BEATRIX) LOF
JAKE and LIZ LOF
JOHN and SHIRLEY LOF, Chantal, Shayna, Annika, 

Kaelyn, Moriah, Keziah
JESSE and DOROTHY OOSTERHOFF and family
FRED and EVELYN VANDERVELDE, Felicia, James
TRACEY VANDERVELDE and family
JOHN and FRANCINE VANIPEREN, Kenton, Johann, 

Tederic, Fraser, Kianna

BURLINGTON EAST – Ontario
ebenezer cAnAdiAn reformed church

We wish all our brothers and sisters 
a blessed Christmas and the Lord’s 
blessing in 2011.
HARRY and HENNY ALKEMA, Mike, Kyle
AGATHA BUIST
MRS. BINI BUIST
JOHN and LINDA DOUMA
GERRY and PAULANA DENBOK
WILLIAM and CATHARINA DE JONG
ALBERTA HARKE
JOHN and PATRICIA HOFSINK
GERRY and JANNIE JANS
HERMAN and SYLVIA KAMSTRA and family
PETER and TINA KONING
MRS. D. MALDA, Rose
REV. GIJSBERT and ANNIE NEDERVEEN and family
GERARD and JOHANNA NORDEMAN
BILL and LIZ OOSTDYK
BEN and ANITA POORT, Richard
BRENT and JENNIFER SIPKEMA, Madison, Katie, 

Andrew
ALBERT and HELEN SMOUTER
KLAAS and MARG SPITHOFF
RALPH and TRUDI TERPSTRA
DR. and MRS. C. VANDAM
MIKE and ANITA VANDASSELAAR, Brad, Melanie, 

David, Emily
MATT and RUBY VANDERMOOREN, Joanne, Emma, 

Kayla
ANN VANROOTSELAAR
BERT and ANNE VAN STRATEN
BETSIE VANSYDENBORGH
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SMITHERS

To
Prince George
& Vancouver

TERRACE

Meziadin Junction

Bell II

Stewart

Bob Quinn

Tatogga

Tenajon
Iskut

40 Mile Flat

WATSON LAKE

Dease Lake

TERRACE
Ph. 250-635-2728
Fax 250-635-7197

SMITHERS (HEAD OFFICE) 
Ph. 250-847-2057

Disp. Fax 250-877-0107

PRINCE GEORGE
Ph. 250-562-5483
Fax 250-562-8908

RICHMOND
Ph. 604-270-4440
Fax 604-273-8534

www.bandstra.com

Stopping at points all 
along Highway 37 North 
to Watson Lake

Freight service between:
• Vancouver
• Prince George
• Smithers
• Terrace
• Dease Lake
• Watson Lake

Wishing you a Joyous Christmas 
and a Happy New Year

Gary Aikema and family

SHELTERCLAD
CONSTRUCTION LTD.

1190 - Westover Road, Millgrove, Ontario

Phone (905) 659-7570
 (905) 659-3340
Fax     (905) 659-3650

Best Wishes for 2011 from

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC HARDWOODS, 
SOFTWOODS & VENEERS

PLYWOODS, FINISHING SUPPLIES
PLANK FLOORING

CUSTOM PLANING & MILLWORK
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SUPPLIES

*New Larger Location*

John and Tetje Hordyk - Founder	 5229	Harvester	Road
John and Connie Hordyk and family	 Burlington,	Ontario
Mel and Nancy Hordyk and family	 L7L	5L4

Tel: (905) 335-8066  •  Fax: (905) 335-7080 
•  E-mail: info@exotic-woods.com
•	Website:	www.exotic-woods.com

Season’s Greetings
& Best Wishes for 2011

Soils • Aggregates • Mulches • Stone

2273 Dundas Street (Hwy 5) Tel: 905-336-7725
Burlington, Ontario  L7R 3X4 Fax: 905-336-6378

Soils • Aggregates • Mulches • Sod

682 - 5th Concession W. Tel: 905-689-5527
Waterdown, Ontario  L0R 2H2 Fax: 905-689-9760

Ed & Johanna Dokter and Staff

Bu r l i n g t on
GARDEN SUPPLIES

LIMITED

Mi l l g r o v e
GARDEN SUPPLIES LTD.

TOPSOIL
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CARMAN – Manitoba
Canadian Reformed Church Carman-East

We wish all the brothers and sisters in 
the Lord God’s blessing for 2011. 

We know also that the Son of God has come 
and has given us understanding, so that we 

may know him who is true. And we are in him 
who is true – even in His Son Jesus Christ. He 
is the true God and eternal life. Dear children, 

keep yourselves from idols. 

1 John 5:20, 21 

JUERGEN and JOYCE BEICHTER, Nathan, Marlena, 
Sheldon, Warren, Larisa, Trenton, Katrina   

AUKE and WILMA BERGSMA
BRENDAN and MICHELLE BERGSMA, Gianna, Kayla, 

Anika, Janoah
LEN and TERESA BERGSMA, Grant, Jordan, Shanelle, 

Tyson, Jayden, Joel, Nigel, Karli, Kara
TALBOT and THERESA BERGSMA
WAYNE and FINA BERGSMA
JUD and BETTY BOEVE, Kent, Luke, Jenna, Drew, Dustin
DOANE and VALERIE DE WITT, Adrian, Deandra, 

Bethany
KLAAS and JACLYN KOOIKER, Tristan, Caleb, Lucas
COR and JANINE LODDER, Robin, Richard
LEN and BRENDA LODDER
PIETER and ELSIEN NIJENHUIS
MICHAEL and BONITA RAAP, Cayden, Mackenzie, 

Nolen
CHARLIE and JOANNE TERMEER, Lisa, Doug, Wendy, 

Russell, Logan
COLIN and ELLIE TERMEER
GUS and CORNELIA VANDASSELAAR
THEO and MARGARET VANDASSELAAR
JOHN and ELAINE VANDERMEULEN
BILL and HILLY VANDERSLUIS.
GERRY and ALICE VANDERSLUIS
GERRY and MARRY VAN DIJK, Garret, Darcie, Myron
GUS and FREDDIE VEENENDAAL
JOHN and MIRANDA VEENEDAAL
TERRY and ANNA VEENENDAAL
HENRY and WILLEMIENE VELDMAN
HANK and JACKIE VERSTEEG

ALDERGROVE – British 
Columbia
FRED and ANN BEINTEMA and family
BRAD and ANG DE BOER,  Kayla, Esther, Ryan, Joel
CHRIS and PEARL HOFF,  Faith, Genieva, Naomi, 

Bethany, Liam
HAROLD and TINA LUDWIG and family
JACK and WILMA MARISSEN, Chartrelle
JOYCE and HENRY MEERSTRA and family
PASTOR ROB and JANET SCHOUTEN and family
KATY and ANTHONY TOGERETZ
AUBREY and JANE VANDERGAAG and family
PETE and CELIA VANDERGUGTEN and family
MARTIN and NICOLE VANWOUDENBERG, Alanna, 

Braden, Danielle, Ethan
CASEY and RIA VAN VLIET

Churches in Western Australia
Free reFormed ChurChes oF Western AustrAliA

“The Lord bless you and keep you
the Lord make His face shine upon you

and give you peace”.

ARMADALE   
REV. and MRS. W. HUIZINGA and family
JOHN and HENNIE VISSER
MRS. R. KOBES Snr.

ALBANY
PETE and MARG WITTEN

BYFORD
ED and BERNICE EIKELBOOM, Duana, Shauna, Lorette, 

Waitlyn, Aleesha

MOUNT NASURA
REV. and MRS. DEBOER, Joel, Hilene

MUNDIJONG
JOHN and HANNA BRUNING, Ester, Luke, James

SOUTHERN RIVER
MARK and LINDA HOGERDYK, Aren, Joel, Thomas, 

Malkan, Ashleigh

DARLING DOWNS
JAMES and MARIA KOBES, Amanda and Ash, Erin and 

Craig
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Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men.
                                - Luke 2:14

May you experience the joy of our Lord’s blessings 
during this Christmas season and in the year 2011!

1-866-277-7722
www.supersucker.ca
info@supersucker.ca

Non-destructive Vacuum Excavation
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CALGARY – Alberta
Calgary Canadian reformed ChurCh

Brothers and sisters of the church of 
Calgary, wish all their brothers and 
sisters in Christ, in North America and 
abroad, the Lord’s blessing for 2011 A.D. 
with the words of Romans 12:9-13.

ALLAN and JUDY BERGSMA, Raelene, Rynell, Laura, 
Denise

BOB and NANCY BOERSEMA, Jesse, Julie
GERALD and ANNETTE BOES, Jordan, Jackson, Adam
KEV and TAMMY BOESSENKOOL and family
SHAUN and DEBORAH CHIN, Emily, Nathaniel, Lea
MIKE and EUNICE deGROOT, Katarina
RICHARD and GWENDA de HAAS, Tyler, Justin, Ian, 

Connor
ALICE deJONG
BILL and JACKIE DEKKER
TOM and KAREN DEKKER and family
TONY and ALYSSA DEWIT, Aiden, Natalie
HANS and MARIANNE DUIKER
RICHARD and DEBBIE FEENSTRA and family
ED and CAROLIN HELDER, Aidan, Caitlin, Micah
GARRET and KIM HOEKSEMA
EDWARD and ALICE HOOGERDYK, Zachary
MARCEL and ELAINE JACOBI, Kelsey, Jasmine, Kent, 

Danica
JULIUS and HETTY JAGERSMA, Tyson, Ian
DEWEY and DIANA JONGBLOED, Jason
PASTOR HANS and GERDA KALKMAN
STEPHANIE KALKMAN
LYNDON and DINY KOK, Erika, Lydia, Emma, Laura
TOM and CHERYL LANE
MARC and CHERYL LINDE, Dalia, Dane, Aubree, Denver
JOHN and AWADIA MAZ and family
ALIDA OOSTENBRUG
HENRY and ANN OSTERMEIER, Hannah, Jonah, Emily
RALPH and ANN PENNINGA
JOEY and BECKY SCHOUTEN, Brandon, Kaylee, Emma
STEPHEN and COLETTE SCHOUTEN and family
DAVE and TAMMY SCHRIEMER, Deanna, Brent, Chloe, 

Cassidy, Haley
MARTIN and BARBARA VAN BOSTELEN
RAY and SHARON VAN DE BURGT, Kierra, Malachi, 

Nikko
DARYL and JACQUELINE VANDENBOS
HENRY and AUDREY van den HOVEN

ERIC and CAROLYN VANDERVEEN and family
NEIL and JUDY van ELLENBERG
CRAIG and KAREN van ELLENBERG, Tyler, Chad, 

Larissa, Timothy, Jayden
BILL and ELAINE VAN OOSTERHOUT, Nathan
KEVIN and IRENE VAN TIL, Austin
ERIC and NATASHA VEENENDAAL, Zachary, Bryan, 

Cara, Scott
DEAN and KARIN WALLACE and family
DARCY and PAM WERKMAN, Braxton, Dominique
JASON and SHANNON WIERENGA, Jessica, Owen, 

Noah

COALDALE – Alberta
Coaldale Canadian reformed ChurCh

MANCE and MARY BREUKELMAN and family
PAUL and KINSKE DEVOS, David, Nicholas
DIRK and WILMA DEVRIES
LEON and RACHEL DIEK, Matthew, Meaghan
JOOP and JANNY HARTHOORN and family
HENK and MAGGIE HOFSINK
MIKE and SYLVIA HOFSINK, Brendan, Rebecca, Emily, 

Jared
PETE and ANGELA HULST, Karina, Kevin, Tara-Lee, 

Andrea
DIRK and MARY KOK
ANDREW and HELEN LEFFERS
CORNELIUS and JEN LEFFERS, Sophia, Darek, Kylie
JOHN and JANE LEFFERS
HOWARD and IRENE LEFFERS, Nadia
MARIANNE MUL
MARK and IRENE OOSTENBRUG and family
WAYNE and LAURA OOSTENBRUG, Jordan, Amanda, 

Derek, Bradley, Vanessa
SID and BETTY OOSTENBRUG
REV. DIRK and AMANDA POPPE, Ben, Angelica, Caleb, 

David, Timothy, Matthew
JOHN and GEERTIEN VANDENBERG
NEIL and SIMONE VANSETERS
RICHARD and AMIE VELDKAMP
PHIL and DEB VERSTEEG, Logan, Mya
ITE and JANE VEURINK
CHARLENE VOORHORST
JIM and ZANDRA VOORHORST and family
JOHN and JENNY VOORHORST
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BARRHEAD – Alberta
Barrhead Canadian reformed ChurCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters in 
Canada and abroad the joy and peace 
of the Christmas Season and the Lord’s 
blessing and guidance throughout the 
New Year.

“Glory to God in the highest and on earth 
peace to men on whom his favour rests.” 

DIRK and TANIA BARENDREGT, Maddisyn, Ava
HARRY and GEZINA DEBOER and family
RICK and STEPH DEVINK
RIEKS and JANNA DEVINK, Adrian
LOUIS SR. and TENA DYKSTRA 
RIKIE FERINGA
CASE and DINIE HAMOEN
QUINTON HARTHOORN
GERRIT and MENNIE HELMUS, Emily, Clarence, 

Winston, Dawson
MARINUS and ALJA HELMUS, Berenda, Jessalynn, 

Harrold, Alysha
MENKO HELMUS
BRIAN HOEKSEMA
MELVIN and JANE HOEKSEMA, Amy, Kevin, Tiffany, 

Jeremy
JELTE and IRENE JAGERSMA and family
HERB and SANDY KOBES and family
JAMES and RENEE KOBES, Brandon, Rachelle, Justine, 

Jacob
KEN and LINDA KOOPMANS
GREG and CLAIRE LARSON and family
MRS. JEAN MARISSEN
ALAN and FAY MUL, Julia, Ryan, Andrea
RIEKJE OTTEN
ERWIN and HELEN PETERS, Matthew, Jeffrey, Danielle, 

Joseph, Melissa
MARCEL and JESSICA PETERS, Brittney, Kameron, 

Kaylee, Conner
KEN and ALICIA SCHOUTEN, Nadiya, Noah, Delaney, 

Maguire
PETER and KINIE SELLES
BERT and DARLENE STEENBERGEN, Tyson, Jenna
HENRY and HETTY STEL
BRENDAN and TARA TIGGELAAR, Mikaela, Bailey, 

Dakota, Porscha
JORDAN and JESELINA TIGGELAAR
REV. BERT and DIANNE TIGGELAAR,  

Matthew and Ashley, Logan

BYRON and RACHEL TUININGA and family
LOREN and NELLIE VAN ASSEN, Rhonda, Arden, 

Devon, Chelsea
DARRYL and LEANNE VAN DASSELAAR, Chloe, Easten
HARRY and ALIE VANDELDEN, Joshua
MATTHEW and CHRISTINE VANDENHOVEN, Levi, 

Liam
JOHN and VALERIE VANDERDEEN, Daniel and Kyla, 

Rachel, Kaitlyn, Miriam, Jonathan, Bethany, Lydia, 
Aaron

ARLENE VANDERSLUIS, Jessica
KEITH and JESSICA VANDERSLUIS 
JOHN and ROBERTA VANDERVEEN
STOFFER and BIEUWKE VANDERVEEN
KEVIN and SHERRY VANGROOTHEEST, Keira, Ian
BRAD and MARNY VANLEEUWEN, Dawson, Carter
DENNIS and TERESA VANLEEUWEN, Colton, Amber, 

Austin, Aaliyah
SHAUN and BERDIEN VANLEEUWEN
THADDEUS and ANITA VEGTER, Declan, Laila, Skye
BILL and ALIE VOGELZANG
LIEN and CORRIE WATTEL
MARCEL and CLAUDIA WATTEL, Ashley, Kurtis, Sydney
GEORGE and JENNY WEMEKAMP
JOHN WEMEKAMP
BERT and TENA WIERENGA
HAROLD and REGINA WIERENGA

EDMONTON – Alberta
ProvidenCe Canadian reformed ChurCh

To brothers and sisters everywhere as 
we look forward to 2011 and the return 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, may we rejoice 
in the Lord always and again we will say 
“Rejoice.”
RICHARD and JOANNE AASMAN
MRS. COBY BOSCH
ELIZABETH BOUWSEMA
MRS. ANNE DOORTEN
MARK and NELENA GEUSEBROEK, Kalla, Amy
TONY and ANITA LAAN
MRS. JANTINA NOOT
SIEBREN and ALICE STIKSMA
WES and JULIE VAN HILL
SADIE VAN SPRONSEN
TRUDY VLIEG
CORKY and MENNIE VELDKAMP
GERDA ZELDENRUST
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DUNNVILLE – Ontario
Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh at dunnville

 “The virgin will be with child and will 
give birth to a son, and they will call him 

Immanuel” – which means, “God with us”. . .
Matthew 1: 23

BRYCE BERENDS
JEFF and TRICIA DEBOER, Stephanie, Ryan
ED and LORRAINE FEENSTRA, Josh and Kayla, Jodi, 

Kaleb
VALERIE GRIT
HENRY and ANNELIES  HOMAN, Dirk and Akke, 

Heather
ART and CHERYL HOPMAN and family
JAMES and RACHEL KINGMA, Lucas, Elisabeth, Lilia, 

Ayanna
MR. and MRS. G.B. LANTING
WAYNE and JANE OOSTERHOFF, Deanna, Reece
SHAWN and ANDREA SCHUTTEN, Dawsen, Zoe, Blake
JUSTIN and AMANDA VANANDEL, Ezra
HERMAN and JANICE VAN BARNEVELD, Wesley, 

Jaclyn, Diedric, Seth
MRS. N. VANDERHEIDEN
ED and WILMA VANDERVELDE, Michelle
JACK and MARLENE VANROOTSELAAR, Ed, Nick, 

Tinielle, Ben

FERGUS – Ontario
maRanatha Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

Greetings to our brothers and sisters in 
the Lord. May He graciously guide us and 
care for us in the year ahead.

Lord, you have been our dwelling place 
throughout all generations. 

Psalm 90:1

REV. DOUWE and LIZ AGEMA and family
JOHN and HILLY BEUKEMA and family
CORNELIS and RENA BOOT                                                          
HARRY BOUWMAN 
JEANNETTE BOUWMAN
COR and IRENE BULTENA and family
HAROLD and JOANNE BULTENA
MRS. JANNA BULTENA
MENNO and CLARY DEGROOT
ALBERT and BAUKJE DEWITT           

THEO and MICHELLE FLACH, Henrietta, Johanna, 
Elizabeth, Caroline, Thomas, Sean, Matthias 

RICHARD and MARGARETH HOEKSEMA and family
JOHN and JOANNE HUTTEN and family
TINA HUTTEN - MORAAL
MARTEN and DIETJE JANSEN
JOHN and TERESA JONGSMA and family
ARTHUR and BETSY KINGMA, Lydia, Jared, Laurence, 

Calvin, Martin, Sheldon, Bryant 
WALTER and LEANNE KINGMA
ROBERT and TRUDIE LODDER 
JACOB and DETTY MEDEMBLIK
JOHN MEDEMBLIK 
BERT and DIANE NIEZEN
JEROME and CHAR OVERBEEK, Shyann, Anneke
MRS. K. SIKKEMA
LARRY and JOYCE TENHAGE, Brittany, Megan
KEITH and TRUDY VANDENBEUKEL
POPPE and JEAN VANDERMEULEN
TONY and JOANNE VANTOL, Jennifer, Jonathan, Mikyle
TERRANCE and CHARMAINE VIS, Andrew, Travis, 

Jared, Chase
MRS. D. WALINGA – ALKEMA
CHARLES and LINDA WESTRIK, Nicole, Ryan, Colin, 

Joshua, Danielle

Foreign Countries – 

RECIFE – Brazil
KEN and TAMARA WIESKE

Chaim, Kyrie, Natália, Isaiah

The Netherlands

Hierbij wil ik graag al mijn familie en 
bekenden in Canada prettige Kerstdagen 
wensen, en een gezegend 2011 met God’s 
onmisbare zegen.

Psalm 90
Mevrouw S. Hofsink-Brink

“Tante Stien”
Hessenweg 30, 7771 R.E. Hardenberg

The Netherlands
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Wishing you a Blessed Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year

joy to the world, the Lord is come! let earth receive her King; let every heart prepare Him room,
and heaven and nature sing, and heaven and nature sing, and heaven, and heaven, and nature sing.

joy to the world, the Savior reigns! let men their songs employ; while fields and floods, rocks, hills and plains
repeat the sounding joy, repeat the sounding joy, repeat, repeat, the sounding joy.

no more let sins and sorrows grow, nor thorns infest the ground; He comes to make His blessings flow
far as the curse is found, far as the curse is found, far as, far as, the curse is found.

He rules the world with truth and grace, and makes the nations prove the glories of His righteousness,
wonders, of His love. joy to the world, the Lord is come! let earth receive her King; 

let every heart prepare Him room, and heaven and nature sing, and heaven and nature sing, and heaven, and heaven, and nature sing.
joy to the world, the Savior reigns! let men their songs employ; while fields and floods, rocks, hills and plainsmay the joy of Christ fill your hearts for a blessed 2011

www.adverdea.com
905.631.7726

specializing in web design and development

A Blessed Christmas
and a

Prosperous New Year
to all!

DUTCH TOKO
European Deli & Gifts

Harry Thalen
Trevor Thalen

Mountain Plaza Mall
661 Upper James Street, Hamilton  L9C 5R8

(905) 383-2981

Downtown Guelph
118 Wyndham Street N, Guelph  N1H 4E8

(519) 822-4690

Season’s Greetings 
from

CHEVROLET • CORVETTE

“The People’s Choice”

MARTY MUIS
Sales & Leasing Consultant

282 CENTENNIAL PARKWAY N.
HAMILTON, ON 

L8E 2X4

TEL: (905) 560-2020
FAX: (905) 560-3800
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CHILLIWACK – British 
Columbia
ChilliwaCk Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

Greetings to all our brothers and sisters 
here in Canada and abroad the Lord’s 
blessing and guidance for the coming year. 
OEDS and HENNIE BRANDSMA
NORMAN and HELEN BYSTERVELD, Brent, Jenise, 

Derek, Connie
JIM and MARGARET DYKSTRA
RALPH and SINA FENNEMA
DENNIS and JENNIFER FLOKSTRA, Valerie, Jared, Stacy, 

Nathan, Micah, Caleb, Luke
PETER and IRENE HOEKSMA
JOHN HOFSINK
LEONARD and TINA HOOGERDIJK
KLAAS and MANNIE HUTTEMA
RINZE and MIRJAM IJBEMA, Lois, Christine, Ruth, Julia
BERT and EKE KLOS
HERMAN and MARTHA KOBES
RICHARD and KRISTA KOBES, Parker, Deakan, Presley
MIKE and MAY KRABBENDAM, Jonathan
MR. and MRS. D. ONDERWATER
FRANK and ALICE SCHOUTEN
MRS. HILDA TAMS
LEVING and JENISE TINOCO
JACOB and LINDA THALEN
ANTHONY and MARY-ANN VANDERGUGTEN, Lorien, 

Perrin
DANIEL and ROSALIE VANDERPOL, Ethan, Renae
ARNOLD and MARIAN VANLAAR and family
GEOFFREY and ASHLEY VANLAAR, Camron, Alivia
STEVE and SARAH VANOENE, Abigail, Juliana, Lydia
JACK and ELLA VANWOUDENBERG
PIET AND MARY VANWOUDENBERG

GRASSIE – Ontario
Covenant Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

We wish all the brothers and sisters 
around the world Season’s Greetings 
and God’s blessings in 2011!

DAVE and MARIA BARTELS, Levi, Avery, Owen, Ella
HENRY and DOROTHY BEIJES, Cindy and Chris, Scott
RON and JENNIFER BOVERHOF, Kyle, Matthew, Andrew
ALBERT and GRACE BULTJE
HESSEL and BIENY DANTUMA

ANDREW and JoANNE DeBOER, Kurtis, Kristen, 
Leanne, Melissa

JOHN and JOANNE DEBOER
BEN and HILDA DEVOS
ADRIAN and JOANNE DIELEMAN
PETER and MARGARET FEENSTRA and family
RICH and LAURA FEENSTRA, Liam, Reuben, Olivia
JOHN and CORINNE GELMS, Wesley, Nicole, Natalie, 

Jordan
BEN and RACHEL HELDER, Emmalyne, Isaac, Daeton
MRS. PEARL JAGER
JOHN and DIRKJE KOSTER
YUL and COBY KRIKKE
ALEX and SHANNA RAVENSBERGEN, Kendra, Taryn, 

Winston
GERRY and SOPHIA SCHULLER
JASON and LINDA TENHAGE, Owen, Zach, Noah, Logan
JEFF and ANNETTE TENHAGE, Lucas, Brett, Levi, 

Timera, Davis, Blake
STAN and ANGELA TENHAGE, Shane, Justin, Nadine, 

Jayden
IAN and JESSICA VAN SYDENBORGH, Jasynne, Jamian
PAUL and SHARON VAN SYDENBORGH, Warren, 

Denise, Joel, Dean, Beth, Paige
KEN and TRISH VANANDEL, Devon, Riley, Shaelan, 

Natasha
MARK and HELEN VANANDEL
REV. CARL and LISA VANDAM and family
GORD and ESTHER VANEGMOND, Jodi, Justin, Rachel
HENRY and MARGARET VANIPEREN, Janine, Jo-anne
BERT and HELENA WANDERS

BRAMPTON – Ontario
BRampton Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

Wishing all our brothers and sisters in 
the Lord a blessed New Year.

ARCHIE and RIA BAX
MRS. W. BOERSEMA
JANNY BOSKLOPPER
HAROLD and JOCELYN BOUWMAN, Alyssa
HARRY and MARY DEWITT
JOHN (Joop) KLEINE DETERS
KLARE and JANE KNOL
HELENE NOBEL
JOHN and MARG SCHOON, Kristen, Peter and David
GERT and CHRISTINE STIEVA
REV. M.H. and GERTIE VAN LUIK
HARRY and ANN VAN BODEGOM
MR. and MRS. JOHN WANDERS
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Season’s Greetings 
and the Lord’s blessing in 2011!

Nathan Brink
Marion Gourley
Keith Hillyer
Ian Horlings
Dave Ivins
Annette Ludwig
Margaret Mans
Ryan Mans

Geoffrey New
Ron Nienhuis
Charles Slaa
Ken Stel
Dave Tamminga
Fred Tamminga
Rodney Tenhage
Carolyn VanAndel

Marlaine VanderHorst
Wes Vandermeulen
Jason VanHuizen
Garett Van Iperen
William Visser
Ken Wong
James Yarrow

194 Woolverton Road 
Grimsby, Ontario  L3M 4E7
Telephone (905) 945-1878
Fax (905) 945-7521

PREMIER 
IMPRESSIONS INC.

205235 County Road 109, Orangeville, ON  L9W 2Z3

tel: 519-942-3030  email@avertex.ca

2749 Thompson Avenue, Smithville, ON, L0R 2A0

tel: 905-309-3031  www.avertex.ca

      Wishing you a 

joyous Christmas and God’s blessinG 
                  for a ProsPerous New Year.
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ELORA – Ontario
Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh of eloRa

MARTEN and MARGRIET BIJLSMA, Haaye, Sacha, 
Hailey

SIMON and BETTY BREUKELMAN
GERRY and HENNY BROERSMA
MICHAEL and DIANA BROERSMA, Hadassah, 

Nethaniel, Micah
PAUL and GERALDINE DEBOER, George, Tara, Dianne, 

Gavin, Julie, Hansen
WIM and SAAKJE FEENSTRA
BERT and DINAH HUTTEN and family
JERRY and CLAIRE HUTTEN and family
HANK and MARG JAGER and family
WILMA JANSEN, Dwayne and Jen, Jeff
DICK and DINA LODDER
COLIN and LAURA MEERSTRA, Anna, Naomi, Bethany, 

Silas, Eden
BRIAN and NANCY-JO NIEZEN, Alyssa, Caleb, Joel, 

Levi, Brenna, Shaina
ANDY and JEANETTE NIJENHUIS
HENRY and CHRIS PIEFFERS
JOHN and ENA POST
JOHN and SONYA POST, Leah, Ethan, Kaileigh
ANNE and FRANK REININK, Sarena, Brayden, Jared, 

Eliana
MARNIX and ANNE-MARIE SIKKEMA, Alina, Danielle, 

Laurissa, Jonathan, Alexandra, Jordan, Erica, 
Reuben

ALEX and HENNY THALEN and family
BERT and HENRIETTA TENHAGE, Chelsey and Wes, 

Rebecca, Deanna, Esther
JOHN and INGRID VANDERGAAG
JERRY and NANCY VINK, Keira, Avery
REV. CLARENCE and THERESA VANDERVELDE, 

Nicolette, Garret

OTTAWA – Ontario
ottawa Jubilee Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters in 
Canada and abroad, the Lord’s blessing 
and guidance for the coming year.
PETER and ELLIE BUIST
HENK and ANN CAZEMIER
TREVOR and LINDA DEVRIES, Matthias, Keylin
BRIAN and ALANNA HART, Lucas, Zachery, Cameron
PATRICK and ZWANY HAVENAAR, Devon, Kyle, 

Lindsay, Steven

HENK and SUSAN HOLTVLUWER
HENRY and RIA JANS, Laura, Nathan, Janelle, Calvin
KATIE KEEP and ETHAN KEEP
EDWARD and SARA LUDWIG, Jurgen, Mathias, 

Thomas, Johan
CATHERINE MARTIN
FRED and EVELYN NIEUWENHUIS, Samuel, James, 

Sofia, Arwen-Joy
ANDY and CARLA PIEPERS
EBEL and JANNY POL
HENRY and NANCY SCHRIEMER, Lydia, Victor, 

Maribeth, Nelia, Tessa
ANDRE and KARYN SCHUTTEN
DAVID and LORETTA SLOMP, Christian, Kiara, Aliyah
HAROLD and ELISABETH SMITH, Joanna, Simon, Noah
BRIAN and MELINDA SPEIJER
ROB and RONNY SPEIJER, Lauren and Jon
GERARD and DEBORAH TORENVLIET, Liam, Alyne, 

Dara, Meriel
ANDREW and CARRIE VANDERVEEN
CHRIS and CHARLENE VANPOPTA, Derek, Helena, 

Cara
GEORGE and DORA VANPOPTA
REUBEN and JODI VANPOPTA, Hannah
MICHAEL and SERENA VERSTEEG
MALCOLM and CINDY WILDEBOER, Ronda, Sjanie, 

Naomi, Anna, Olivia, Callum
ALETTA WYNIA

SURREY – British Columbia
maRanatha Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

The following brothers and sisters of the 
Maranatha Canadian Reformed Church 
at Surrey, BC, wish all brothers and 
sisters in Christ a blessed Christmas and 
a prosperous new year.

BILL and BEP BISSCHOP
RICK and CHRIS EENKHOORN and family
ALLAN and CORRIE FABER and family
WILL and GLORIA FABER, Aleana, Ethan, Matthew, 

Peter, Nadia
CONRAD KLEEFMAN
FRED and JANE KLEINE-DETERS, Raoul Kingma
TONY and KAREN VAN DELFT
ALBERT and COBY VAN DER HEIDE
KEES VAN DRIEL
REV. TED and CHRISTINE VAN RAALTE, Alex, Elianna, 

Carissa, Matthew, Abigail, Sophia, Elicia
GEORGE and DICKY WENDT and family
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Sing joyfully to the Lord, you righteous; 
   it is fitting for the upright to praise him. 
Praise the Lord with the harp; 
   make music to him on the ten-stringed lyre. 
Sing to him a new song; 
   play skillfully, and shout for joy.
For the word of the Lord is right and true; 
   he is faithful in all he does. 

Psalm 33:1-4

This page donated by

AUTOMATIC LAWN
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

932 Brant Street
Burlington, ON  L7R 2J7

905-689-8358
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GLANBROOK - Ontario
TriniTy Canadian reformed ChurCh

Greetings to all our brothers and sisters 
in the Lord!  We wish all of you joy in this 
season of our Saviour’s birth.   
May God bless us as we await His return 
and continue in His service in 2011!

“Yes, I am coming soon.”  
Amen. Come, Lord Jesus. 

 21The grace of the Lord Jesus be 
with God’s people. Amen.

                                             Revelation 22: 20, 21

DAN and TRACY AASMAN, Lily
ED and LISA BAKER, Joshua, Simon, Katrina
GEOFF and CHELSEA BARTELS, RaeAnna, MacKenna
WAYNE and HILDA BARTELS, Jessica, Jamie, Kenton, 

Karly, Lorissa
WES and JACLYN BLOKKER, Cameron, Weston, Violet
CLAUDE and TERESA BOISVERT, Samuel, Jacqueline
DAVE and HEATHER BOSMA, Nathan, Rachael, Jessica
GIL and WILMA BUIKEMA, David, Russell, Lauren
HENK and NELLIE BUITENHUIS
ARIE and TAMARA DEN HOLLANDER, William, Lucas, 

Abigail, Esther
HENRI and TRISH GELMS, Sheldon, Mitchell, Kaylee, 

Amy, Cason, Alaynia
JOHN and WILMA GROENWOLD, Sara, Nadia, Krista
THEA HEYINK
MRS. JANKE HUTTEN
TIM and ELLY HUTTEN and family 
JOHN and MIEKE JAGER
HARRY and GAIL JANS, Kaitlyn, Darren, Sean, Jarod, 

Blake
DEREK and TINA LANTING, Sarah, Terissa, Lydia, 

Albert, John, Hannah, Owen
JOHN and MARGIE LIGTENBERG and family
DUSTIN and DANIELLE LUDWIG, Simon, Patrick
ARNOLD and PATTI MANS, Krystal, Tyler, Samantha, 

Amber
PETER and JOANNE OSTERMEIER, Vanessa and Trevor, 

Tianna
JUSTIN and MARY-LYNN SCHUTTEN, Kyle, Brayden, 

Natania
FRANK and KAREN SCHUURMAN, Matt and Melissa, 

Kait and Laurence, Josh, Megan
GARY and JACKIE SMID, James, Leah, Maria, Timothy
PETER and GRACE SMID 

DR. JASON and JANET VAN VLIET, Curtis, Hannah, 
Ruth, Abigail, Philip

RICK and JENNY VANDENBOS and family
STAN and SHELLEY VANDENBOS, Jonathan, Christi, 

Rachel and Jeff, David, Kim
FRED and LIEKE VANDERBRUGGHEN and family
ALBERT and CAROLYN VANDERWOUDE, Teagan, 

Kenton
JAY and WILMA VANDERWOUDE, Mitch, Kyra, 

Jaymee, Tamryn, Gavin
TREVOR and ALISON VANDERWOUDE, Emma, Justin, 

Reid, Carson
STEVE and CECILIA VANDEVELDE, Evan, Emily

HAMILTON – Ontario
ProvidenCe Canadian reformed ChurCh

We share in the joy of the birth of our 
Saviour. To all our brothers and sister 
across Canada and abroad, the Lord’s 
blessing in 2011.

For to us a child is born, to us a son is given, 
and the government will be on his shoulders. 

And he will be called Wonderful Counselor, 
Mighty God, Everlasting Father,  

Prince of Peace.   
Isaiah 9:6

BERT and JEAN BLOKKER
STEVE and JACKIE BLOKKER, Madison, Luke, Robert, 

Naomi
JOHN and MARTA BEINTEMA
PETER and ELEANOR BOERINGA and family
REV. WES and ROSE BREDENHOF and family
RICHARD and AUDREY GRITTER, Rachel, Joel, Kevin, 

Katrina, Marissa
JANE GROENWOLD
GEORGE and COOSJE HELDER and family
BEN JONKER and SONYA VAN GAMEREN
PAUL and MARSHA LEISTRA, Rachel, Alexandra, Mark, 

Joel
HERMAN and CHRIS SCHUTTEN, Elisha
ADRIAN and WILHELMINA VANDERLAAN, Corey, 

Jordan, Nicholas, Brendan
PETER and DEBBIE VANDERSLUIS, Talia
JOEL and SARAH VANPOPTA, Juliana, Elyse
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Wishing all the Lord’s blessings for 2011

MARCON CONSTRUCTION LTD.
•  ADDITIONS  •  RENOVATIONS  

1309 HAZELTON BLVD., BURLINGTON, ONTARIO  L7P 4V5

Phone: (905) 332-9834 Fax: (905) 332-7360

Mark and Mary DeBoer family and staff

Season’s Greetings 
to Customers 
      and Friends
Special thanks for your 
continued support. 

Rob and Lisa Dantuma 

DUNDAS AUTO SERVICE
1333892 ONT. INC.

Tune Ups • Electrical • Ignition • Carburetor • Brakes • Suspension
Wheel Balancing • General Repairs • Safety Checks 

Conventional & Computerized Fuel System Analysis • Emission Testing Available

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIALISTS
R134A SYSTEMS

123 Hatt Street, Dundas, ON
Telephone: 628-6141

T      T     T     

      Season’s Greetings to Clients and Friends from
HERMAN FABER, LL.B., LL.M.

HAROLD OLIJ, LL.B.

BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS & NOTARIES PUBLIC

IN HAMILTON VanderWoerd & Faber
& BURLINGTON: 1025 Waterdown Road, Burlington, Ontario  L7T 1N4
 Phone: 905-681-7800, Res: 905-524-2203, Fax: 905-681-7814, Email: info@faberlaw.ca

IN SMITHVILLE:  Olij & Faber

 128 St. Catharine Street, PO Box 38, Smithville, Ontario  L0R 2A0 
 Phone: 905-957-7240, Fax: 905-957-4635, Email: info@olijlaw.ca

Thank you For Your Continuous Support and Patronage.

T      T     T     
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GRAND VALLEY – Ontario

We wish all our brothers and sisters, 
relatives, friends and acquaintances in 
Canada and abroad a blessed 2011.

Ascribe to the Lord, O families of nations, 
ascribe to the Lord glory and strength.

Psalm 96:7

BILL and GRACE BALCH
JACOB and NELLEKE BRAKKE, Janneke and Henry, 

Henk, Rosalie
MELIS and WILMA BROUWER, Jodie, Peter, Nelene, 

Melissa, Anna Marie, Jacqueline, Rosalyn, Matthew
ALBERT and MARIANNE BULTENA, Mitch and Alisha, 

Joe, Sam and Leonard, Doug, Suz, Caleb
CARL and CHRISTINA DE BOER, Scott, Alyssa, Hailey
DUCO and JOYCE FEENSTRA, Cornelius, Henrietta, 

William, Sarah Jane, Karen, Joanna
REV. PETER and JEANETTE FEENSTRA and family
DOUG FREEMAN
JOHN and ANITA GANSEKOELE and family
RICHARD and LORRAINE HORSBURGH, Rebecca, 

Samantha, Mikayla, Leia, Ricky
JOHN and MARIANNE HULST, Rebecca and Justin, 

Breanne, Jonathan, Darien
JOHN and DIANE JONKER, Tiffany, Joseph, Annalise
KEVIN and SHERYL KAMPHUIS, Letisha
AMEY MEIJAARD
ED and KATHERINE NIEZEN, Miranda, Claire, Timothy, 

Mark, Wesley
SAM and MARIAN OKKEMA, Shelley, Katie and Joel, 

Taylor, Scott
JOHN and FRAN PENNINGA, Kerrisa, Karlena, Darren, 

Danelle
LUTE and SHIRLEY PRINSEN, Deanna, Kevin, Natasha
BILL and WILMA SCHEPER
STEVE and CRYSTAL VANDERVEEN
JOHN and HELEN VANDERWOERD and family
PAUL and KIM VAN EERDE, Ben, Debbie, Daniel, David, 

Sarah, Jonathan, Michael
DAVE and MARG VAN OMMEN, Shawn, Lizz and 

Justin, Nick, Serena, Curtis, Marissa
ALBERT and JANET VAN RAALTE, Philip, Victoria, 

Laura, Rebecca
CLARENCE and RYMA VAN RAALTE
FRANK and KELLY VAN RAALTE, Jordan, Ashley, 

Jessica, Taryn, Riley
JIM and AUDREY VAN RAALTE
RANDY and NIENKE VAN RAALTE, Amanda, Roy, 

Jeremy

ANTHONY and KIM VIS, Nicole, Laura, Deanna, Tracy-
Jane, Courtney

ANDREW and JANET WILDEBOER, Brianna, Willem, 
Josiah, Jenna, Summer

GREG and SHERI WILDEBOER, Leah, Alicyn, Thomas, 
John

ZLATKO VRBAN

CARMAN – Manitoba
Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh – CaRman West

The following brothers and sisters of 
Carman West wish all brothers and 
sisters across Canada and abroad, a 
joyous Christmas and the Lord’s blessing 
for the coming year.

Great is the Lord and most worthy of praise, 
his greatness no one can fathom.

Psalm 145:3

LEEN and ANGELA BLOK, Joshua, Luke, Elise
ANTON and CHERYL BORST, Dean, Michael, Derrick, 

Cody, Jesse, Ariena, Myron and Jaclyn
JAN and SYLVIA BORTSLAP, Adrian, Arnold, Andy
KEES and ALICE BROUWER, Alison
GERALD and NELINDA DERUITER, Nathan, Cody, 

Mitchell
PAUL and NEL DERUITER
RON and LUCIE DERUITER and family
FRED and CELIA DEWIT
JAN and LENI GRAAFLAND, Monique
YOLANDA GRANT, Ryan, Kimberly
TIM and TJARDA KOSTER, Anita, Bryan, Peter, Cindy, 

David
ARNO and ALICE LINDE
DIANA NIJENHUIS, Brendan
LEENDERT OVERBEEKE
JOHN and RIETA PIEROTTI, David, Lydia, Evan, Justin, 

Ava
ART and ALICE POPPE
BEN and WILLIE VANDERMEULEN, Keith, Mark, Evan, 

Quentin
JACK and FRANCES VANDERMEULEN
STEVE and ADRIANNE VANDERSLUIS, Nolan, Gerrin, 

Brydon, Hanon
AL and ANITA VANDERVEEN, Scott and Jenna, Ashley, 

Dylan
GLEN and NANCY VANDERVELDE, Jeremy, Tiffany, 

Stephanie
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Season’s Greetings
& Best Wishes for 2011

design & construction ltd.
FLAMBOROUGH, ONTARIO

905-659-8388

Andy & Cora Muis & family
Ed & Jackie Dantuma & family

Art and Pat Linde
and Family

The Lord’s Blessing for 2011

Retail/Wholesale

Landscape Supplies Available at:

850 Centre Road, R.R. #2
Hamilton (Waterdown)

905-689-4946

\ Season’s Greetings  \

For over 60 years, Pollard Windows  has 
been manufacturing quality windows and 
doors. If you’re replacing windows or 
have a new construction project, visit our 
10,000 sq. ft. Display Centre – the ideal 
place to “Window Shop.”
Bert Vanderwoerd • Wayne Vanderwoude •  Jan Visser

Call 1-800-585-5561
                or (905) 633-7444

Display Centre - 1217 King Rd., Burlington
I n  Toronto:      416 - 696 - 6716
I n M is s i s s au g a :  9 05-569 -7775
w w w . p o l l a r d w i n d o w s . c o m

BURLINGTON

PLUMBING 
& HEATING CO. LTD.
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA   

204-222-0723

www.ssplumbing.ca

Wishing you all 
a Blessed Holiday Season 

and a Prosperous New Year
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GUELPH – Ontario
EmmanuEl Canadian REfoRmEd ChuRCh

We wish our brothers and sisters in 
Canada and abroad the joy and peace 
of the Christmas Season and the Lord’s 
blessing and guidance throughout the 
New Year 2011.

“For God so loved the world that He gave His 
one and only Son that whoever believes in 

Him shall not perish but have eternal life.  For 
God did not send His Son into the world to 

condemn the world, but to save  
the world through Him” 

John 3:16, 17

GERRIT and FREDA BOS, Colin, Adam, Elissa, Kelsey
BEREND and RIKA BOUWMAN
MRS. GRIETJE BOUWMAN
KLAAS and JANNY BOUWMAN, Arnold and Karissa
DALE and ANNIE DALLINGA
WENDELL and MARJORIE DALLINGA, Dylan, Ian, 

Aimee
LEE and ADA DAM, Coby
JOOP and CAROLYN FEENSTRA, Nadine, Conner, 

Brooklyn
JOHN and DIANE JONKER
SHIRLEY KNOT
GARY and EMMA KROEZEN, Chantal and Tyler, Craig, 

Daryl, Tyson, Zachary, Jayden
GEORGE LODDER and GRACE KNEGT-LODDER
KEITH and AUDREY LODDER
JOHN and JEANNETTE MEIJAARD and family
CHRIS and HILDA NIEZEN, Kaitlyn, Kierra
KLAAS and DARLENE NIJENHUIS, Nadine, Fallon, Nick, 

Danielle, David
PIET and TINEKE NIJENHUIS, Meagan, Riley, Krista, 

Courtney, Evan
CORNELIS and MARY POPPE
HERMAN and KAREN POST, Maiya
HARRY and MARION TERPSTRA
JOHN and BRENDA VAN AMERONGEN, Austin, Ethan
BERT and GRACE VANDERWOERD
BRAD and ANGELA VANDERWOUDE, Jordan, Bronte, 

Kennedy, Tierra
KEITH and ANN VAN LEEUWEN
LLOYD and JOANNA VANLUIK, Rachelle, Hein, 

Laurissa, Courtney
KASPER and SHERRI VAN VEEN, Kassia, Cailey, 

Samantha, Lori, Isaac, Tessa

MIEN and GAR VAN WEERDEN
NEIL and LIZ VAN WEERDEN, Dianthe, Emma, Garnet, 

Levi, Holly, Gloria
REV. JOHN and CAROLIN VAN WOUDENBERG and 

family
DUANE and DIANNE WESTRIK, Spencer, Reuben, 

Sophia
FRED and RIKI WESTRIK
JOHN and ROBIN WESTRIK, Matthew, Marty, James, 

Jason, Alexander

BURLINGTON EAST – Ontario
EbEnEzER Canadian REfoRmEd ChuRCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters 
a blessed Christmas and the Lord’s 
blessing in 2011.

HARRY and HENNY ALKEMA, Mike, Kyle
AGATHA BUIST
MRS. BINI BUIST
JOHN and LINDA DOUMA
GERRY and PAULANA DENBOK
WILLIAM and CATHARINA DE JONG
ALBERTA HARKE
JOHN and PATRICIA HOFSINK
GERRY and JANNIE JANS
HERMAN and SYLVIA KAMSTRA and family
PETER and TINA KONING
MRS. D. MALDA, Rose
REV. GIJSBERT and ANNIE NEDERVEEN and family
GERARD and JOHANNA NORDEMAN
BILL and LIZ OOSTDYK
BEN and ANITA POORT
BRENT and JENNIFER SIPKEMA, Madison, Katie, 

Andrew
ALBERT and HELEN SMOUTER
KLAAS and MARG SPITHOFF
RALPH and TRUDI TERPSTRA
DR. and MRS. C. VANDAM
MIKE and ANITA VANDASSELAAR, Brad, Melanie, 

David, Emily
MATT and RUBY VANDERMOOREN, Joanne, Emma, 

Kayla
ANN VANROOTSELAAR
BERT and ANNE VAN STRATEN
BETSIE VANSYDENBORGH
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Precision Metalworks Inc.
CUSTOM MACHINING & FABRICATING

Season’s Greetings
and Best Wishes for 2011

Harry and Cynthia Hordyk and family

6 Iroquois Trail, Grimsby, ON Tel: 905-945-0202
Canada  L3M 5E7 Fax: 905-945-8181

www.precision-metalworks.com
Email: harry@precision-metalworks.com

          Wishing you  a Blessed 2011

Season’s Greetings from:

133 Plains Road
Burlington, ON  L7T 2C4
Telephone: 905-333-9449

INFO@WESTPLAINSBISTRO.COM
WWW.WESTPLAINSBISTRO.COM

George and Irene Campbell Family & Staff

Season’s Greetings
E. JOHN BOSSCHER & SON

BUILDING CONTRACTOR

RESIDENTIAL / COMMERCIAL / CUSTOM BUILDING

638 ARTREVA CRESCENT
BURLINGTON, ON  L7L 2B6

GERALD AND CATHY
(905) 634-1321

Wishing all the Lord’s Blessing in 2011

Ron Steepe, Keith Waller
Rick Ludwig, Greg Luxon
Henry Sieders, Funeral Directors

Season’s Greetings from:

FRED and MARG DANTUMA FAMILY
AND STAFF

246 6th CONCESSION T: 905-689-5557
RR 1, MILLGROVE F: 905-689-9643
ONTARIO  L0R 1V0 E: FRED@HESSLANDSCAPING.COM               

   • Landscape Construction
• Property Maintenance

John Hutten, C.C.H.T. – Owner Operator

905-529-5999 
BURLINGTON

Season’s Greetings from

NIAGARA
PARKS

DIPLOMA
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HAMILTON – Ontario
Cornerstone Canadian reformed ChurCh

We extend to all our brothers and sisters 
in Canada and abroad the hope that 
our Lord will guide and keep you in his 
care during this Christmas season and 
throughout 2011. Because he is awesome 
and capable of all things, we enter into a 
new year confident that his plans will be 
realized.

I know that you can do all things;  
no purpose of yours can be thwarted. Job 42:2

For the Lord Most High is awesome, 
the Great King over all the earth. Psalm 47:2

BRAD and DEB ALKEMA, Lauren, Brie, Cole, Naomi
HANS and COBY BARTELS
MRS. A. BLOKKER
JACK and ADA BOOT
BRYAN and TOBI BOS, Chloë, Cohen, Lily, Joely
CLIFF and ROSE BUITENHUIS
SHAUN and KAREN DEJONGE, Shannel (Kelmscott, 

Australia), Roslyn, Kevin, Shane
ARJAN and INGE DEVISSER, Marise, Lennart, Arjaan
FREDERICK and SHARALEE DEWIT and family
MRS. W. FABER
MRS. A. FEENSTRA
MR. and MRS. G. GRITTER
CARL and JANET GROENWOLD
ALLARD and JOANNE GUNNINK
DOUG and HILDA HEIKAMP, Erin, Matthew, Seth
GEORGE and SHARON HOFSINK, Geoff, Kaylee, Kelvin, 

Benjamin, Kara
GREG and RACHEL KAMSTRA 
JAMES and ANG MEERVELD, Emberly, Mikaela, Calvin
MRS. MINNIE MEYER
MICHAEL and AMANDA NEDERVEEN, Jayden
HENRY and CHRIS NIENHUIS
MRS. T. NOBEL
BERT and MICHELLE NYENHUIS, Isabel, Greydon
MRS. JENNY POST
MRS. R. ROZA
ELLY and JACK SCHUTTEN
MR. and MRS. M. SLOMP
REV. CLARENCE and MARGA STAM
CASE and JANNY VANANDEL
MIKE and BARB VANDENBOS
BRANDON and STACY VANDERGAAST 

HARV and HEIDI VANDERGAAST, Brock
BRIAN and LISA VANDERHOUT, Laura, Marlaina, Brad
ED and HENRIETTA VANDERLAAN, Robert, Tyler, 

Bradley, Jonathan
RALPH and TERESA VANDERLAAN
TED and HELEN VANDERVEEN, Dennis and Caroline, 

Kyle and Christine, Krista, Jason, Reanna
SYLVIA VANDERVELDE
MRS. MARGARETHA VANDERWOERD
JOHN and GRACE VANDERWOUDE 
GRETA VANDERZWAAG
CHRISTOPHER and MICHELLE WIERSMA
ART and EBELIEN WITTEN

BURLINGTON/WATERDOWN – 
Ontario
rehoboth Canadian reformed ChurCh 

We wish to extend season’s greetings to 
all our brothers and sisters in Christ. We 
pray that He will continue to guide and 
bless us all in 2011.

STAN and TINA BAKER
BART and JANNA DOUMA
MRS. SUSANNA GROENWOLD
JAN and AALTJE HARKE
DENNIS and MARG MUIS, Amber and Nathan, Taylor, 

Dawn, Randal, Lee, Dean, Ember, Evan, Raven
REV. and MRS. J. MULDER
PIETER and ELIZABETH SCHENKEL
LOUIS and NANCY SIPKEMA
BRUCE and JANICE SCHWANTZ, Nicole, Helena, 

Patrick, Gregory, Amanda, Violet
REV. DOUG and KAREN VANDEBURGT and family
BILL and JANNY VANYKEN

DENVER, Colorado, USA
emmanuel ameriCan reformed ChurCh

The joy of Christ’s coming lives on in the 
praise of our hearts and the peace in our 
hearts. God’s blessing this season and in 
the coming year.

Behold I bring you good tidings of great joy, 
which shall be to all people. 

Luke 2:10
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TOTAL HOME IMPROVEMENTS SINCE 1969

– John, Anita and Tanya Poort – Shaun and Rebecca Poort
– Ben and Anita Poort – Alicia Vos
– Ralph and Lisa Buitenhuis – Pete and Helen Postma
– Steve and Nicole Buitenhuis  – Shawn McCullough 
– Jason and Laura Poort – Greg Ludwig

HAMILTON 905-577-0066 BURLINGTON 905-336-1557

  Peter Van Egmond & Sons
Wishing you a Blessed Christmas 

and
God’s blessing for a Prosperous New Year

He gives snow 
like wool; 
he scatters 
hoarfrost 
like ashes. 

Psalm 147:16
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TORONTO – Ontario                                                                                       

We share in the joy of the birth of our 
Saviour. To all our brothers and sisters 
across Canada and abroad, the Lord’s 
blessing for 2011.

“Rejoice in the Lord always;  
again I will say, rejoice.” 

Philippians 4:4                                                                        

ANDREW and MARIANN BAARTMAN, Brent
NEAL and JESSICA BAARTMAN, Lincoln
GERALD and THERESA BOOT, John, Caroline and 

Dennis, Sarah, Steven, Kimberly
JOHN and HETTY BOOT  
GREGORY BOUWMAN      
BRUCE and HELENA DEBOER, Veronica, Edward, Luke, 

Delaney, Cari, Jacquelyn, Melissa
CHRIS and AMANDA DEBOER, Titus
DICKY DEBOER
REV. and MRS. W. DEN HOLLANDER
PAUL and KRYSTLE DEN HOLLANDER, Mackenzie
WILLIAM and DIANE DEN HOLLANDER, Gabriel                                                                                                                            
ELISABETH DEROO
WIM and AGAATH GRIFFIOEN
BRIAN and TRUDY HERES, Hope, Leah
JACK and EVELYN HERES
JOHN and JANE HUIZING and family
GARY and BETTY JANSEN 
ANDREW and YVONNE KAMPEN, Trevor, Evan
BRAD and SANDRA KAMPEN, Jessica, Spencer, Taylor, 

Jordyn
FRANK and JENNY KAMPEN 
FRED and ANITA KAMPEN, Robyn, Madison. Colin, Levi
HANK and MARY KAMPEN 
JANET MACDOUGALL
FRED and MARILYN PILON, Rebecca, Derrick, Katherine, 

Michaella, Michael
WILLIAM and GERALDINE SALOMONS, Willem, 

Joshua, Jesse, Scott, Jeremy
FRANK and ANNET SELLES, Michael, Julieanne, Joseph
JOHN and ANNETTE SMID, Leanna, Christina, Myko, 

Theo
MIKE and JEANETTE TEL, Micheline, Elijah, Andréa, 

Abigail, Zoë, Kaiya
BERNICE VAN HOF
IZAK and LINDA VANDEREE
JOHN and ELAINE VANDYK, Dennis and Ana, Melanie, 

Jodie, Jennifer, Shannon

ART and JOANNE VANHALTEREN, Monique, Janelle, 
Tara, Annemarie

KARL and HETTY VELDKAMP, Brianna and Peter 
Vlaardingerbroek, Rachelle, Harrison, Olivia

FRANCIS and FELICIA YEBOAH, Sandra, Jasmine, Elliot, 
AnneMarie, Cherilyn

ANCASTER – Ontario

Greetings to all our brothers and sisters 
in Canada and abroad!

For from Him and through Him  
and to Him are all things.

Romans 11:36

CRAIG and ARLENE ALKEMA, Jess, Sid, Owen, Abigail
ADRIAN and KERRI BARTELS, Paiton, Blake, Jemma, 

Carter
BEN and INGRID BARTELS
BILL and ANNEMARIE BARTELS
DARREN and ANNA BARTELS, Reuben, Eden, Isaac
GEORGE and MARTA BARTELS
JOHN and WILLIE BARTELS
PHIL and DEB BARTELS, Nicholas, Abbey, Carson, 

Amber, Travis
PAUL and IRENE BOERINGA, Tracey, Denver, 

Angela 
PROF. and MRS. GEERTSMA
BERNIE and ELAINE HARSEVOORT, Jasmin, Jacob, 

Andrew, Brett, Aliya
NICK and DENISE HUIZING, Levi, Jensen
JOANNE KOK, Matthew, David
REV. and MRS. LUDWIG, Rhea, Rachelle, Jonathan, 

Timothy
LOUIS and IRMA OOSTERHOFF, James
BRYAN and CATHERINE STIEVA, Madeline, Zachary, 

Eleanor, Jacob
JOHN and IRENE VANANDEL, Dave, Matt and Lydia, 

Nick, Nathan, Melissa, Laura
PETE and CHANDRA VANDERBOOM, Vanessa, Justin, 

Melanie, Matthew, Stephanie
DR. GERHARD and TENY VISSCHER, Mark, Wayne, 

Estelle
BILL and JOANNA WIESKE, Landon, Steve, Calvin and 

Michelle, Kayla, Tricia, Matthew, Gavin
GARY and CINDY WIESKE, Dustin, Jodi, Rodney, Luke, 

Nadia, Caleb
JACK and TERESA WIESKE, Courtney and Joel, Alyssa 

and Steve, Meagan, Amy, Erin, Micah, Luther
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Wishing all the Lord’s Blessing for 2011

Ed Aasman
General Manager

3050 Harvester Road, Suite 110  Telephone: (905) 631-6070
Burlington, Ontario L7N 3J1      Facsimile: (905) 631-8183

 May the Lord grant you a Blessed Christmas and New Year

Season’s
Greetings

and God’s Blessing  
in 2011
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FERGUS NORTH – Ontario

Seasonal Greetings and the Lord’s 
blessing for 2011!
 JAKE and ANITA BOUWMAN and family
 JOHN and HEATHER BROERSMA, Justine, Gared, 

Madelyn
 SJOERD and LISA DEHAAN, Travis, Logan
 JOHN. D. and TRUDY GANSEKOELE
 REV. WALTER and FRAN GUERTS and family
 HEIN and CHRISTINA PENNINGA and family
 WILLEM and ROELIE SMITH
 BEN and JOANNE VANDERZWAAG and family
 KEVIN and ANDREA VANDERZWAAG, Emily, Seth, 

Joshua, Nicholas, Lilyan
 HENRY and EILEEN VANEERDE, Jolene, Wade, Chantel

SMITHVILLE  – Ontario
Smithville Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters in 
Canada and abroad, the Lord’s blessing 
and His guidance in the New Year.
JOHN and MARIAN BLOKKER, Tyson, Kyla, Owen
JOHN BLOKKER SR.
DAVE and THERESA BOS, Rebecca, Julia, Emily
DON and LIZ BOS, Cindy
JAKE and WINNIE BOS
JOHN BOS JR.
JOHN and DIANE BOS, Trevor
JOHN and KAREN BOS, Justin, Jesse, Taylor
KEVIN and TONJA BOS, Shawna-Marie, Megan, Shelby, 

D.J.
EVERT and JOHANNA BREUKELMAN and family
DERRICK and JEANETTE DEBOER, Madelyn, Laura
COR and DEBBIE DEBOER, Crystal, Chanelle, Kory
GERALDINE DEBOER
GERRY and NELLIE DEBOER
JAMES and YOLANDA DEBOER, Jason, Kelly, Nikki, 

Stacey, Jaclyn
KONNY and ANN DEBOER
PETE and SHEILA DERUITER, Tarissa, Jeremy, Jordan, 

Juanita
JOHN DYKSTRA
BRIAN and LESLIE HOFSINK, Brandon, Talia, Malachi, 

Titus, Reuben, Sarina
JOHN and RENNIE LINDE
ZWANY LINDE
PETER and ALICE LOF

ARIE and LOIS MUIS
ALBERT and TRACY NORDEMAN, Lauren, Nicole, 

Trevor, Lindsay, Kyle
ED and WILMA SALOMONS, Spencer
ERNIE and JANE SCHULENBERG
FRED and MIENEKE STOFFELS
JOHN and THERESA VAN DOODEWAARD
BERT and JANET VAN GOOLEN and family

LINCOLN – Ontario
vineyaRd Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

God’s continuous blessing and guidance 
for the year 2011 is our wish to all our 
brothers and sisters in Canada and 
abroad.

Lord, Thou hast been our dwelling place in all 
generations.

Psalm 90:1

GEORGE and DEB ALKEMA, Thomas, Jesse, Jacob, 
Benjamin, Luke, Gabriella

ALLARD and ELSA DEVRIES, Claire, Arie, Joel, Katharine
RAY and AGNES ELLENS
MRS. HENNIE KINGMA
HENNY MANS
JAKE and GRACE OOSTERHOFF
WILLY and LYDIA SCHULENBERG
ERIC and GRACE STIEVA
GERALDINE STIEVA
HEIN and RIA VANLUIK
MAURICE and LORRAINE VAN SPRONSEN, Andrew 

and Kait, Jon, Jordan, Luke, Lorissa
MRS. GRACE VAN SYDENBORGH
WAYNE and HELEN VAN SYDENBORGH, Mike
BILL and CORRIE VANWOUDENBERG
JANE VISSER
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Wishing you the Lord’s Blessing
in 2011!

From the staff of:

INTEGRATED STRAPPING AND ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS

919 Zelco Drive
Burlington, Ontario  L7L 4Y2

Phone: 905-333-3695 Ext. 224
Mobile: 330-980-1763

Fax: 905-681-3172

Web: www.itipacksystems.com

Email: hscholtens@itipacksystems.com
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LANGLEY – British Columbia
Willoughby Heights Canadian Reformed Church

We wish our brothers and sisters the 
Lord’s blessing for the year 2011.

Yet I will rejoice in the Lord, 
I will be joyful in God my Saviour.

Habbakuk 3:18

JOHN and MARGARET DEBOER
RON and MARITHA DYKSTRA
PETE and DICKY JANSEN
BERT and JENNY KONING
MIKE and GHITA SCHOEN, Kyle, Meghan, Courtney, 

Mackenzie, Cassidy, Jenna
ANTHON and ANNETTE SOUMAN, Esther, Judith, 

David, Nathan, Joshua, Timothy, Jason
CONRAD and DINAH VANDERHORST and family
RICHARD and MARGARET VANDERMEULEN, Ria, Sara
BILL and JOANNA VANDERPOL
MIKE and MIRJAM VANTIL, Jaime, Jake, Amber and 

Claire
HARRY and FREEDA WERKMAN, Shauna

LANGLEY – British Columbia
Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

We wish all our Brothers and Sisters in 
Christ a Joyous Christmas and the Lord’s 
continued Blessings in the New Year

“Let everything that has breath  
praise the Lord.”

Psalm 150:6  

KEN and PAULINE BULTHUIS, Cason, Kim, Evan, 
Kelian, Quinton

WILFRED and HELEN BULTHUIS, Brendan, Karen, 
Ashley, Derek, Jodi

HANS and ANNIE BUMA
MRS. A. DALHUISEN
RON and SHIRLEY de HAAN, Natalie
JOHN and DINY de HAAS
PASTOR RYAN and RUTH deJONGE, Matthew, Samuel
FRANK and MARIJKE EZINGA, Michael
MRS. G. HAMELINK
HENK and MINNIE HOOGSTRA
MRS. GERDA HUISMAN
HAROLD and ANNETTE LEYENHORST
JOHN and DEBBIE LOF, Jenae, Justine, Tyson, Krista

DAN and TRISH MACKAY and family
SYBE and MARTJE MEERSTRA
HARRY and MARTHA MOES
MARK and JACLYN PENNINGA, Miriam, Hannah
PAUL and SHELLEY SIKMA, Ethan, Eric, Kasen, Tyler, 

Bruce
MIKE and SHAUNA STAM, Devon, Jaylene, Alisha, Kari, 

Mikayla, Hailey
HARRY and SISKA STEL
JASON and ARDIS VANDER HORST
MAARTEN and JENNIE VAN DRIEL
AREN and DEANNA VAN DYKE, Ethan, Maria, 

Jonathan
BERNIE and JEAN VANSPRONSEN, Nicole, Julia, Laura, 

Jason
VINCE and JOYCE VANSPRONSEN, Ashley, Daniel
GEORGE and HILLY VANWOUDENBERG
PASTOR JAMES and WILLY VISSCHER, Julena
KEITH and JESSICA WILDEBOER, Chelsea
WILL and MARCIA WILDEBOER, Heidi

ORANGEVILLE – Ontario
oRangeville Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters 
around the world the Lord’s blessing and 
guidance for the coming year.

Glory to God in the highest, and on earth 
peace to men on whom his favour rests.   

Luke 2:14
RON and INA BERENDS
ANDY and ARLENE BOUWERS, Brittany, Emily, Todd, 

Megan, Jared, Mark
MRS. GERRIE DOEKES
PAUL and MARGARET JANSSEN, Natasha, Timothy, 

Daniel, Matthew
ERIC and KIM KAMPEN and family
WILLY and BETTY KAMPHUIS, Brandon and Whitley 

VanVeen, Nicole
BERNIE and JOANNEKE KOTTELENBERG, Caleb, 

Rebecca, Josiah, Seth, Hadassah, Isaiah, Levi
GARY and LORI KOTTELENBERG, Kayla, Katie, Juanita, 

Christina, Sarah
MRS. HANNA KOTTELENBERG
JOHN and WILHELMINA KOTTELENBERG
TOM and HILDA OVERBEEK
JOHN and HILDA SPANNINGA, Mandy
JOHN and HANNA VANBODEGOM
ALBERT and NELLY VANSYDENBORGH
MRS. RIEK WEMEKAMP
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VISSCHER’S
AUTO REPAIR

604-576-9534
Henk & Rita VisscHeR

BeRt Gansekoele

cHRis BoRst

DOMESTICS AND IMPORTS
CARS, TRUCKS AND BUSES

FULLY LICENSED MECHANICS
Government Inspection Facilities
“AIR-CARE” REPAIR CENTRE

#50104

Wishing You All a Blessed Christmas!

6455 - 176th STREET, CLOVERDALE, B.C. V3S 4G3

Wishing you a Blessed New Year

Paul and Kinske deVos
403-715-9854

metalcraftheating@shaw.ca

Best wishes from the staff at Smithers Lumber Yard,
and may God bless you in 2011.
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HOUSTON - British Columbia
Houston Canadian RefoRmed CHuRCH

Extending to all our brothers and sisters 
in Canada and abroad, our hope that the 
Lord will guide and keep you in His care 
in the New Year.  

Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: 
Rejoice!

Philippians 4:4

REV. HENDRIK and KRISTEN ALKEMA, Avery, George
ARCHIE and JEAN BRIENEN
JASON and KRIS DEKKER, Brevan, Myles
HENRY and DIANE FENNEMA,  James & Sydney, Nicole  
HENRY and CLAUDIA HANSMA, Stephanie, Andrea, 

Katie
EVERT and RENEE JASPERS
ANDREW and ARLENE LEFFERS, Ryan
RICK and KATHY LEFFERS, Amber, Laura, Max
ALY MEINTS
ANDY and JAN MEINTS, Brenda, Marcel, Ashlee, Kyle, 

Travis
ANDY and SANDRA MEINTS, Jocelyn
MR. and MRS. AUKE AND FENNIE MEINTS
CLARENCE and SHARON MEINTS, Justin, Dwayne, 

Graham, Lindsey
HENRY and BONNIE MEINTS, Brandon, Jennifer
JACK and REGINA MEINTS, Brett, Byron, Cody
JANE MEINTS
MINNIE NYMAN and HENRY NYMAN
ERIC and BRENDA ONDERWATER, Kierra, Darren, 

Sheldon, Nadia
MARTIN and DIANE ONDERWATER
ANN VANDENHOEK
TREVOR and TANYA VANDERMOOREN, Joel, Reegan, 

Gregory
GILBERT and KARILYN VANDERWOERD, Kailee, 

Braden, Kenadie, Claire

SMITHERS – British Columbia
smitHeRs Canadian RefoRmed CHuRCH – 

PHIL and KAREN BANDSTRA, Steven, Danielle, Erin, 
Katie    

DICK and RENA BANDSTRA  
AUGUST and LUCY BARENDREGT,  Leona
JACK BOUWMAN, Aline  
BILL and JEAN DEVRIES, Kimberly, Alyssa, Byron, Daryl, 

Jolene, Benjamin, Esther, Deborah  
WARN and JENNY DEVRIES  

MRS. P. DYKSTRA   
JOE and BERNICE HAMELINK, Ben Meints, Korey 

Meints, Riley Meints 
FRED and JUDY HOFSINK, Rachel, Debbi, 

Fred D., David   
FRED and PLOON HOFSINK SR., Nelena
WILLIE and RITA HOFSINK, Justin, Robert, Chelsey, Erica
DOUG KANIS    
TED and CAROL KANIS, Caleb, Charis, Nelson, 

Harmony, Jenneva, Jelissa, Gloria  
RICH and BETTY KLAVER  
STEVE and CYNDI ONDERWATER, Luke, Seth, Aleasha, 

Joshua, Bethany, Leah, James 
MR. and MRS. RALPH and CLARA PAIZE
HENRY and ANN PENNINGA 
LEIF and ELIZABETH SCOTT, Georgia, Lauren 
PASTOR JAMES and MIRIAM SLAA, Daniel, Timothy, 

Matthew, Hannah, Calvin, Sarah, Guido 
THEO and JANETTE STAD, Amanda, Christina, 

Shanaya, Ashley, Clarence 
DEREK and JOANNE STOFFELS, Hudson, Alannah, 

Julianna, Montana, Summer, Patience 
ARTHUR TOM   
BILL and MARTINE VANASSEN, Jonathon, Cameron, 

Andrea, Nicole, Claire
AREND and MINKE VANDERGAAG 
GERRY and HETTIE VANDERGAAG, Leanne
WILLY and GRETA VANDERGAAG, Michael
DICK and ZINA VANDEVELDE 
LARRY and JENNY WIERENGA 

PRINCE GEORGE – British 
Columbia

Greetings in the Lord to all our brothers 
and sisters throughout the World. May 
God be near us in 2011.

JOSH and JESSICA BERGEN, Malakai, Shandelle
MARK and BELINDA CARRICO, Calvin, Baillie, Geneva, 

Lydia
REUBEN DAM
JEAN and LOUISE DEVEAULT, Jessica, Jonathan
TERESA GROUNDS, Melissa, Tiffany, Julia, Madison, 

Megan, Brooke, Thomas, Luke
ROBYNN HOFSINK
SONIA PETERSEN
RICHARD SENFF
ANNIE VANDERGAAG
TRAVIS and NATALIE WIERENGA, Mason
PASTOR JIM and NALLELY WITTEVEEN, McKinley, 

Ashton, Jesse
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The MuseuM & ArT of

John J. Buikema
We wish you 

God’s blessing 
during the 

Christmas Season 
& throughout the 

year 2011

John &  
Henrietta  

Buikema & 
family

Beamsville, Ont. 
L0R 1B2

905-563-5727
Open Monday to Saturday

by appointment or by chance
5128 Philp Road, R.R. #2

Beamsville, Ontario
Canada L0R 1B2

Oil on canvas,  Pointe Au Baril, ON  2007, Blue Heron 

Even the stork in the heavens knows her times and the cranes  
keep the time of their coming.

Jer. 8:7

think green. think quality sod.

Wishing you, our customers and friends, the Lord’s  
blessings at Christmas and throughout 2011.

Hamilton: 905.521.1567  |  Windsor: 519.682.3455 | www.VanderwoudeSod.com
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GRAND RAPIDS – Michigan, USA
AmericAn reformed church

We wish all our brothers and sisters in 
the U.S.A., Canada and abroad a blessed 
2011.

For I the Lord your God will hold your right 
hand, saying unto you, Fear not; I will help you.     

Isaiah 41:13

JOHN and GRACE BUITENBOS
MRS. MARTHA HAAN
PETER and JANET KINGMA, Chantelle, Mitchell, Joshua
JOHN and BEVERLY KOOISTRA.
JONATHAN and NICOLE MEDEMBLIK, 

Jordyn, Avery
TERRY and RITA MEDEMBLIK, Patrick, Olivia
PAT and LINDA MOREDICK, Sierra, Savannah
BRYAN and NICKY PASTOOR
DIRK and RIA RIEDSTRA
DIRK and KATHY TENHAAF, Anthony, William, 

Alexandra, Victoria
JIM and AMY TENHAAF, Ethan, Lillian, Aubrey
MARK and STEPHANIE TENHAAF, Jaiva
MATT and MELANIE TENHAAF, Caleb, Noah, Gabrielle
HANK and AGNES VANBEEK
MIKE and CHRISSI VANBEEK, Christian
RICK and TAMMY VANBEEK, Nathan, Samuel, Madelyn
DERK and MARIA VAN DIJK, Simon, Miriam, Hannah, 

Sarah
JOHN and MARTHA VANMIDDELKOOP, Zane, Leanne, 

Dean, Dana, Jody, Tonya, Joseph, Wayne, Lauren
MR. G. VELLINGA
MR. and MRS. VERHEY
MARTIN and HENNIE VERHEY, Kimberley
TIM and CHERI VERHEY, Brianna, Zachary, Cole, 

Connor, Camryn, Mackenzie
MRS. WOUTHUIS
ANDY and SHIRLEY WYNGARDEN, Andrew, Raymond, 

David, Jennifer, Joseph, Sara

TINTERN – Ontario
Spring creek cAnAdiAn reformed church

DON and MONICA BOS, Anna, Joseph, Benjamin, 
Reuben and Beth

APPY and EM BREUKELMAN, Tim and Tiffany de 
Schiffart, Shane, Tyler, Leanne, Dan and Kenny

WILCO and JULIE DEHAAN, Rachel, Mark, Anna, 
Danielle, Joni, Caleb, Kyle

BERT and ALIDA  GRITTER
BILL and THERESA HEEMSKERK and family
REV. PETER and ERICA HOLTVLUWER, Lucas, Noah, 

Elliott, Gabriel, Susanna, Angelina
JACOBUS and JOHANNA KOOLSBERGEN, 

Nick, Andrew, Maria
HAROLD and JOYCE OLIJ, Sabrina, David, Hannah, 

Joseph, Carolyn, Adam 
CARL and MONICA OOSTERHOFF, Aaron and Lyndsay 

Schouten, Timothy, Ruth-Ann, Samuel, Micah
CLARENCE and DIANA OOSTERHOFF, Leanne, Bradley, 

Janelle, Daniel, Megan
JAKE and NEL OOSTERHOFF 
RUDY and DOROTHY OUWERSLOOT, Andrew
HERMAN and GERRY POORT and family   
LEO and CHRISTINE ROZEMA
GERALD and TRACY SCHULLER, Erin, Tara, Myles, 

Ethan, Meghan, Tanya               
PETER and INGRID SCHULLER, Frank, Garrett, John, 

William, Wyatt  
ROB and JOYCE VANAMERONGEN. David, Robert, 

Thomas, Colin, Katherine, Joel, Evan
JACK and JENNY VANDERVEEN
KARL and EILEEN VANES, Alissa, Arie, Aaron, Amy  
JOHN and CONNY VANOMMEN
GORD and GELINDA VANWOUDENBERG, Christina, 

Corissa, Justin, Timothy, Loretta and Derek
JAN and KITTY VANZANTEN, Johan

CLOVERDALE – British 
Columbia
cloverdAle cAnAdiAn reformed church

Greetings to our brothers and sisters in 
the Lord. May He graciously guide us and 
care for us in the year ahead.

Lord, you have been our dwelling place  
throughout all generations.

      Psalm 90:1

CLARENCE and MARGARET DEVRIES
GEORGE and AMY GUNNINK, Lydia, Andrew, Benjamin
BILL and ANN JONGS
HEATHER KLEINE-DETERS, Taylor, Sawyer
HERES and FRIEDA SNIJDER, Kathleen and Steven, 

Vincent, Christopher
ADRIAN and SHEILA VAN DELFT, Paige, Kate, Madison, 

Cassidy
JENNY VANDERZYL
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Wishing you a Blessed 2011

From the staff of:

919 Zelco Drive
Burlington, Ontario
L7L 4Y2

BUS:  905-681-3630 ext. 222

RES:  (905) 689-2591

FAX:  (905) 681-3172

E-MAIL:  info@ahcustom.com

Website:  www.ahcustom.com

MACHINE
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OWEN SOUND – Ontario
Owen SOund Canadian RefORmed ChuRCh

CHRIS and IRENE BARON, Brad, Megan, Chantal, 
Andrew, Adam, Karina

BRAD and SOPHIE BERGSMA, Arieana
DIANNE BREUKELMAN
AVA SANDINK 
GERRY and ANITA VANDOORNIK and family
BILL and SHAWNIE WILDEBOER
RUDI and HILDA WILDEBOER, Carlyn

NEERLANDIA – Alberta
neeRlandia Canadian RefORmed ChuRCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters 
in the Lord, a joyous Christmas and a 
Blessed 2011.

For the Lord is good, his steadfast love endures 
forever, and his faithfulness to all generations.

Psalm 100:5

ED and ELAINE AIKEMA, Tyler and Colette, Kyle, Bryan
MATTHEW and KERRY BREUKELMAN, Levi 
JASON and JUDITH DEJONG, Kira, Jenessa, Alyssa, 

Nickolas, Amarah, Lanaya
ED and JOANNE DERUITER, Dyllan, Cara, Janelle 
ANNIE DUKER
JOHN and HENRIETTA FROMA and family
KEN and MARIA HAMOEN, Justin, Meaghan, Keaton, 

Garnett, Natalie
LIES HAMOEN
ERROL and MELANIE HOOIMEYER, Jackson, Zachary, 

Maddison, Karter, Danika
JOHN and ANNET LOUWERSE, Joel, Liselle, Annesa
KURTIS and HELENA OLTHUIS, Amy, Laura 
JOE and FREDDIE PETERS
JOSH and DEBRA PETERS, Alyssa
RICHARD and FETTIE PETERS, Jessica, Jeremy, 

Benjamin, Neil
REINDER and TINEKE STEENBERGEN, Kor, Albert-Jan, 

Harold
DAVE and GERRIE TERPSMA
JOE and MARTHA VAN ASSEN, Ken
JOHN and RITA VAN ASSEN
NETTY VAN ASSEN
PETER and MARGARET VAN ASSEN, Ian, Andrea
BERT and CINDY VANDERIET, Martina, Julia, Tessa
KEVIN and CHRISTINA VANDERZYL, Rebecca, Jorge, 

Flaura, Kurt, Andy, Daphne, Douglas, Wesley, 
Renauld, Margaret, Cedric

JEFF and MARCIA VANGROOTHEEST, Jayden, Lucas, 
Aaron, Hannah

ALBERT and SONJA VANLEEUWEN, Phil, Tasha, Laura
STAN and IRENE VIERSEN, James, Annette, Peter, 

Benjamin
PETE and CAROL WERKMAN
JULIUS and GERALDINE WIERENGA, Jordan, Janaye, 

Jesse, Daniel

ST. ALBERT – Alberta
St. albeRt Canadian RefORmed ChuRCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters 
across Canada a blessed New Year!

Give thanks to the Lord for He is good.  
His love endures forever.  

Psalm 118:1

JOHANNES AND WILLA BOSCH
GORDON and JENNIFER CAMPBELL, Samantha, Liam
CALVIN and JULIE DE HAAN, Arlen
JACK and PAULINE DE HAAS
JOHN and SHIRLEY DE HAAS, Curtis, Craig, Janessa, 

Trevor, Jason
NEIL and LAURA DE HAAS
STUART and MARGARET DE JONG
JOE and HILDA DE VRIES
PHIL and REBECCA GEUSEBROEK, Shaun, Ryan, Daniel, 

Kaitlyn
KEN and JULIE HOEKSEMA, Tyler
BEN and RHEA HOFSINK, Asia
MARTIN and JENNIE HOOIMEYER
JOHN and ANGELA KIPPERS, Lucy, April
CASEY and MARLA LEYENHORST, Merika, Kenton
PETER and LORRAINE LINDHOUT
BILL and RHEA MUIS, Lisa and Leon, Kara, Nadine
DARREN and ANNETTE MUIS, Benjamin, Lucas, Stella
WALTER and DIANA NOOT, Kevin and 

Rose Stel
HANK and IDELLE PETERS, John, Lisa
TONY and ALISA ROUKEMA, Kennedy, Annelise, Jonah, 

Miriam, Layla
ARON and SUSAN VAN DELFT, Seth, Pierce, Alex
BERNIE and BARB VAN RAALTE
JOHN and HILDA VAN VEEN, Sara, Erik
SHAWN and LAURA VEENENDAAL, Mya, Chloe, 

Graham, Hannah
COLIN and ANDREA VELDKAMP, Andrew, Clara
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PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY INTO YOUR HOME

THE LOCK HUT can:
1. Install Dead bolts
	 –	Make	them	work	to	get	through
2. Install Window Bars
	 –	Basement	windows	are	most	vulnerable
3. Re-key locks when moving
	 –	Have	previous	tenants	given	you	ALL	the	keys??	
	 (Police	strongly	recommend)

Season’s Greetings from the Staff of  

THE LOCK HUT
																																																																																		•	Alarms	•	Locksmithing	•	T.V.	Monitoring
																																																																																																							•	Security	Window	Systems

•	 Commercial	•	Industrial	•	Residential

• Surveillance Cameras
• Entry Card Readers
• Handicap Door Openers

    www.thelockhut.caDEAD BOLTWays to secure your home...

Gerald Hoeksema
Burlington

905-637-9660
905-689-0514

 Wishing all our Customers and Friends
       a Blessed New Year through 2011

• GAS FURNACES • CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
• DUCTLESS AIR CONDITIONING • ELECTRONIC AIR PURIFIERS
• CUSTOM DUCTWORK • POWER HUMIDIFIERS

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
SPECIALISTS IN TOTAL HOME COMFORT

(905) 570-3247
www.palmerheating.ca

Robert and Alice Smouter Arie and Tina Smouter
Trevor and Sara Smouter Herman and Rachel VanVeen
Andries Smouter Erica Smouter
David Vander Veen Catharina Smouter
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FLAMBOROUGH – Ontario
Flamborough Canadian reFormed ChurCh

Greetings from the following brothers 
and sisters of Flamborough! We wish 
all brothers and sisters in Christ a 
joyous Christmas season and the Lord’s 
blessing and guidance throughout the 
New Year.

MIKE and BRENDA BARTELS, Jane, Katie, Luke, Mariah, 
Joel

WIL and LORI BARTELS, Mason, Olivia, Charlotte and 
Caden

MIKE and WILMA BEIJES, Jordan, Rachel, Jessica
JEFF and EILEEN BREUKELMAN, Greg, Emily, Heidi, 

Hilary, Natalie, Douglas, Kevin
LEO and ANGELINA BUITENHUIS, Jack, Katelyn, Jamee, 

Jill 
REV. JAN and RITA DEGELDER
NATHAN and MICHELLE GELDERMAN, Keziah
ROB and CONNIE HOFSINK, Aaron, Holly, Naomi, 

Jonathan, Luther
HERMAN and JOANNE JANS, Darryl, Sarah, Devon, Trent
PETE and LYNN JANS, Kate 
JOB and DONNA SCHENKEL, Shannon, Jordan, Tristan, 

Connor
MARC and MARG SCHUTTEN, Michael and Chantelle, 

Ashley and Andrew, Darren, Nathaniel, Kirsten, 
Timothy

HENRY and KIM STEGENGA, Morgan, Bailey, Jonah, 
Carter

PETER and LORI STEGENGA, Dustin, Karissa, Ashley, 
Tyler

HENK and CHRISTINE VAN HALEN
RICH and CYNTHIA VANDERLAAN, Nathan, Kendra, 

Natasha, Debra, Calvin, Ashley, Brittany
GARY and JONI VIS, Benjamin, Brandon, Nicole, Gary, 

Devon, Ava

KERWOOD – Ontario
graCe Canadian reFormed ChurCh

MRS. M. BLOEMENDAL
JOHN and JOANNE BORK, Scott
CHRIS and JOANNA DEBOER, Peter
BILL and LINDA DOKTER
ALBERT and CHRISTINE FABER
MRS. ALIE JANSSENS
JIM and JACKIE JANSSENS

MIKE and SARA JANSSENS, Landon
REV. CORNELIS AND GRETA KLEYN, Jonathan, 

Benjamin
JACOB and GRACE LENTING, Natasha Lenting and 

Henk Huigen, Lynette Lenting and Nick Geusebroek
ROB and ANNE LENTING, Danielle, Jordan
MAYNARD and SUSAN SMID, Janine
ADRIAN and MICHELLE TAMMINGA and family
MRS. B. TAMMINGA
MARK and TRACY VANBERKEL, Ayva, Alex, Julia, 

Nadia

LYNDEN – Washington U.S.A. 
lynden ameriCan reFormed ChurCh

We wish all our brothers and sisters in 
Christ, the Lord’s blessings and guidance 
for 2011.	 	

“I will say of the Lord, ”He is my refuge and 
my fortress, my God, in whom I trust.”” 

Psalm 91:2

HENK and JOANNE BERENDS
OTTO and JEANETTE BOUWMAN and family
ERIC and ALYSSA BROWN, Madelyn, Joey, Evan 
WAYNE and ANTINA CHASE and family
IAN and ANG DAVIS, Allison, Kayleigh, Emma
MRS. HILDA EISSES, Evelyn
RICK and DEBBIE FABER, Ben, Laura, Kelsey, Kristi
MR. and MRS. RIEMER FABER
AAD and MARJA HENSEN, Martin
MARK and IRENE HICKS, Matthew, Sarah, Daniel, Caleb
BOB and DEBBIE JOHNSON, Christina, Joanna, 

Annemarie
CLARENCE and KELLI KOBES, Elias, Fei, Joshua
JAN and MELANIE KOTTELENBERG, Kierijan, Taren, 

Kayella, Meleah
BERT and ALICE KUIK
DARREN and KARLA LEYENHORST, Shawn, Aaron, 

Shanna, Alayna, Jill
BOB and DEBBY LODDER, Julia
HARVEY and LISA PELLEBOER, Chloe, Noah
CASON and HELENA VAN DRIEL, Jason, Aaron, Jaymie, 

Julia
MARTY and FAITH VAN DRIEL, Andrew, Ayden, Heidi, 

Rachel
RYAN and MICHELLE VAN DRIEL, Joel, Tyler, Dylan
HENRY and SHIRLEY VELDMAN
MRS. MARTIN VREUGDENHIL
MARVIN and BERNICE VREUGDENHIL, Trina, Adrian, 

John, Russell, Elissa, Craig
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ORANGEVILLE 
 BUILDING
  SUPPLY

WE CARRY
Lumber, Plywood, Hardware

Drywall and Accessories
Aggregates, Blocks and Bricks

Natural Stone, Interlocking Stone
Special Order 

Items

GUELPH 
 BUILDING
  SUPPLY

Bert Niezen
RR 7 (Hwy 9, West)
Orangeville, Ontario L9W 2Z3
Bus (519) 942-3900
1-800-647-9442
Fax (519) 942-3191

Chris Niezen
500 Maltby Road

Guelph, Ontario  N1L 1G4
Bus (519) 780-0400
Fax (519) 780-0199

We now have 2 locations to serve you better!

The staff from Guelph and Orangeville wish you a
Blessed Christmas and a Prosperous New Year 2011

OWNED AND OPERATED BY BERT NIEZEN AND GRANT GLASSFORD

3 Fast
3 Dependable
3 Competitive
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WINNIPEG – Manitoba
Grace canadian reformed church

The following brothers and sisters of 
Winnipeg wish all brothers and sisters 
in Christ, friends and acquaintances in 
Canada and abroad, God’s blessing at 
Christmas time and throughout the  
New Year.

For the Lord is good; His steadfast love 
endures for ever, and His faithfulness to all 

generations.      
Psalm 100:5

FRANK and SHIRLEY ANNE BAKER
RICHARD and LIZ BUIST, Melville, Glenn and Holly, Eric, 

Marjorie
REV. ROLF and LIZ DEN HOLLANDER
KEN DEWIT
ALAN and JANETTE DEWIT, Darren, Nathan, Zachary
WILLIAM and DIANE DEWIT, Jenna, Eden
DOUG and JULIETTE DEWITT, Joshua, Adam, Bailey, 

Shelby, Naomi, Faith
JEFF and EVELYN DYKSTRA, Elissa, Stephen, 

Christopher, Kevin
ED and TINA HARKE
LAURA HARKE
MARK and SASHA HOFSINK, Jordan, Cody, Brett, 

Jaydyn
JOHN and MARGARET HOOGERDIJK and family
TYSON and TERA KAMMINGA
JAN and RIA KAMPMAN
BONNIE KUIK, Candice, Dustin, Aynsley, Shania
JOHN and ARDIS KUIK
JORDAN and CAYLE LUTZ
RICK and TESSA MOSTERT, Victoria, Mitchell, Nicholas, 

Savannah
PAUL and ALINDA MULDER, Janessa and DJ, Kendall, 

Daniel, Julianne
CARL and LUCIA RAAP, Brianna, Riley, Rebecca, Brittny
CURTIS and WENDY RAAP
WILLIAM and RICKI SCHEPER
SCOTT and DEBBIE SCHRIEMER, Taylor, Sierra, Hunter, 

Damian, Darius, Veronica
VICTOR and GRACE SCHRIEMER 
DAVE and ELLEN SHPAK
ART and SHARON TEITSMA, Adrienne, Mikayla, 

Shaylene, Destaney, Summer, Jasmine
DENNIS and ANNIE TEITSMA
JAMES and JOANNE TEITSMA, Michael, Melannie, 

Megan, Matthew

NEIL and RIKKI TEITSMA and family
JACK and WILMA TOET and family
JOHN and AUDREY TOET
ALEX and DIANA VANDEHOEF, Alicia, Chelsea, Janelle
JOHN and JANET VANDENBERG, Matthew
REMMIE and LINDA VANDER VEGTE, Lance, Scott, 

Kenny
RALPH and MARGARET VAN GOOR, Rudy, Alina
GILBERT and LINDA VANLEEUWEN, Stacey, Emily, 

Thomas
CASEY and MARTHA VAN SETERS
SHANE and MICHELLE VAN VEEN, Erin, Chelsea, Gavin
RYAN and MAUREEN VELDMAN, Caitlyn, Jessica, 

Natalie, Taryn, Logan
ED and JANNI VERSTEEG, Sonya, Anna-Marie
WAYNE and CAROLYN VERSTEEG, Kevin, Bev, Ryan

LONDON – Ontario
PilGrim canadian reformed church

Wishing all our brothers and sisters, 
both near and far, a blessed New Year in 
the service of our Lord and Saviour.

Let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us, 
and establish the work of our hands for us; yes, 

establish the work of our hands. 
Psalm 90:17

DIRK and ANNEMARIE BERGSMA
MRS. A. BOERINGA
MRS. NEL BOSTELAAR
REV. REUBEN and REBECCA BREDENHOF, Abigail, 

Kyra, Sasha, Tori
COR and ATTY HOFF
MEL and MONICA KOOPMAN, Jared, Wyatt, Zoe
JAY and META KOSTER, Rianna, Tyler, Alexis, John, 

Christian
FRANK and JENNY OOSTDYK, Sean
ART and LISA PIETERMAN and family
JACK and RENNIE PIETERMAN
NELLIE PLOUFFE
MRS. RINY SALOMONS
MR. and MRS. JOHN SCHOUTEN
TED and LYNDA SCHOUTEN and family
BILL and CATHY SLAA and family
KEITH and TERRY TEMPLE, Tim
COLIN and ALICIA VERSTEEG
JASON and CAROL VERSTEEG, Keagan, Kara
GERALD and KELLY WATTEL and girls
MRS. J. WILDEBOER
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WINNIPEG – Manitoba
RedeemeR Canadian RefoRmed ChuRCh

The following brothers and sisters of 
Winnipeg wish all brothers and sisters 
in Christ, friends and acquaintances in 
Canada and abroad, God’s blessing at 
Christmas time and throughout the  
New Year.

For the Lord is good; His steadfast love 
endures for ever, and His faithfulness to all 

generations.      
Psalm 100:5

BILL and HEATHER BARENDREGT and family
MRS. MARGARET BARON
WALTER BARON
THEO and MELANIE BEIJES, Timothy, Katie, Addison
JAKE and JEANNIE BERGSMA, Cheyenne, Jolene, 

Cherika, Ashton
GARRY and CHRISTINA BOERINGA, Daniel, Valerie
KYLE and NADINE BYSTERVELD, Lucas
DICK and TINEKE BYZITTER
KEN and ALISA DEBOER, Jared, Nadia, Tyson
JOANNE DE VOS
MARK and ELEANOR DEN HOLLANDER
ROD and JESS DEWIT
DEREK and JUDITH DEWITT, Stephanie, Emily, Nathan, 

Matthew, Gabriel, Kiera, Amy, Sarah
DERK and BEP DEWITT
ROB and ANNIE DEWITT, Kim and Jon, Colin, Jeff, 

Robyn
ANTHONY GAUDESI
ALLAN and JESS GORTEMAKER
BILL and GRIETJE GORTEMAKER, Edward, Peter
DAVID and TERESA GORTEMAKER, Joel, Alexis, 

Brooklyn, Kaelynn
THEODORE and VANESSA GORTEMAKER, Nicole, 

Dylan, Leanne
WILL and SHAWNA GORTEMAKER, Rachel
EVERETT and BRENDA GRITTER, Jason, Jonathan, 

Darren, Ryan
ANDREW and DIANNA GUNNINK, Shawn, Dylan
DEAN and CHARLOTTE KAMMINGA, Kianna, Connor
ANDREW and MICHÉLLE KANIS, Tiffany, Aaron, Jamie-

Ray
ANGELA KUIK and family
BEN and KATHY KUIK
DARREN and EMILY KUIK, Noah, Tianna
FENNY KUIK

GERRY KUIK
JAKE and RITA KUIK, Roselyn
MIKE and JODY KUIK, Dale, Kylie, Jesse, Jared
KAZWEL and KAYLIE LEVANDOSKI, Chloe
MARGARET NOBEL, Teresa, Calvin
BRANT and CELIA NOBEL, Caleb, Adam
JAN and KAREN NOBEL
JOE and SHARON POPPE, Rachel, Nicole, Hannah, 

Carrie, Nathan, Nelda, Erin, Asher
BILL and HENRIETTA RAAP
JASON and AILEEN RAAP, Devon, Shayna, Brandon, 

Mikaela
RON and ELSJE RAAP, Spencer, Kristi, Heidi
SY and JENNY RAAP
HENRY and FRANCES SLAA
HENRY and JUDY SLAA, Sheldon, Erin, Tyson, Riley
MRS. F. TIGGELAAR
LAWRENCE and MARILYN TOET, Travis, Brittny, 

Megan, Shayna
LEN and JANNIE TOET
BILL and BRENDA VAN BEEK
HENK and ELLY VAN BEEK
BRYAN and MIRISSA VAN DELDEN, Julie, Deanna
HENRY and FENNY VAN DELDEN
BILL and BONITA VANDERLINDE, Mark, Daniel
JAMES and TERI VANDERLINDE, Joshua, Caleb, Jacob
FLOYD and MARYNE VANDERMEULEN, Aveline, 

Samuel, Fenton
DEXTER and GILLIAN VANDERVEGTE, Hayley, Charity
AL and COLLEEN VEENENDAAL, Aiden, Brady, Rylan
PETER and TRUDY VEENENDAAL, Regan
PETER and JENNY VERHELST, Juanita, Izaak, Rebecca, 

Emily, Benjamin
JONATHAN and AMANDA VERSTEEG, Morgan, Drew, 

Cohen, Jamin
DARYN and IRENE VISSCHER
SHANE and MARIA WELFING, Ryan
RON and JEANETTE WERKMAN and family
G. WIERSEMA
JANNES and CATHY WIERSEMA, David, Deborah
DALE and JANE WILLSIE and family
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VERNON – British Columbia 
Vernon Canadian reformed ChurCh

We wish all the brothers and sisters 
around the world Season’s Greetings 
and the Lord’s blessings in 2011!

DICK and MARY AIKEMA
PETE and GRACE AIKEMA
TOM and JANE BOEVE and family                        
DIANE  DALHUISEN                                                  
ALEX and YOLANDA deBOERSAP, Caleb
JASON and KRISTEN DEBOERSAP, Joshua
JOHN and PLONY deJONG                                             
BAS and ALICE deHAAS 
KEITH and BONITA DOESBURG, Vicki          
LEONARD and MONICA  DOUMA and family
JAKE and STYN HOEKSTRA                                                 
BEN and DOROTHY HOFSINK
WES and MONICA HOFSINK, Makenzi
EBBEL and MAUREEN KAMPEN   
RON and DIANE KLEEFMAN, Katrina, Janelle
MRS. DIANE KLEINEDETERS
RON and RONA KUIT, Kelsy, Shawn     
HENRY and VAL LODDER and family
SHAWN and SHANNON LODDER and family
BEN and NANCY MEERSTRA
JOHN and DAYLINN MOESKER     
BILL and POLLY TENBRINKE
VINCE and MELISSA VANBEELEN, Kaydon, Austin, Logan 
ALVIN and SHERRY VANDERDEEN, Tristan
RICK and LUDI VANDERGUGTEN
YOGI and SOPHIE VANDERLEEST
REV. C. and JOHANNA VANSPRONSEN
REV. AREND and RENAE WITTEN, Jacob, Marni
GERRY and ANITA WOELDERS and family

YARROW – British Columbia

We would like to wish our brothers and 
sisters near and far a blessed Christmas 
and happy new year.

Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace 
to men on whom his favour rests.

Luke 2:14

REV. and MRS. B.J. BERENDS
KEN and JOANNE BOEVE, Melissa, Kendra, Rudy, 

Karissa, Steven, MaKenna
MARY BOEVE

REV. CLARENCE and ARLENE BOUWMAN and family
JOHN and FLORINE BREUKELMAN, Gerard, Jordan
DICK and JENNY BYKER
MARK and JOHANNA BYKER, Patricia, Jasmine
ANDREW and ANITA DELEEUW, Kevin, Donald, Allen, 

James
ARTHUR and WILMA DELEEUW, Brian, Roseanne, 

Carolyn
MR. and MRS. JOHN DELEEUW
HARRY and MARTHA DEGELDER
PEARL DEVRIES
ALBERT and SYLVIA GELDERMAN, Amber, Mark, Olivia
NEAL and ALISA GELDERMAN, Matthew, Elizabeth, 

Rebecca, Lydia, Nathaniel
DAN and JOANNE LIEUWEN, Corey, Shane, Deanna, 

Joel, Jared, Kaylee
DAVE and DEB OOSTERHOFF, Brianne, Jake, Jasmin, 

Mack
DOROTHY SIKMA
WILLIAM and HETTY TAMS, Tyson, Leanne, Dayna, Abby
TONY and MARCELLE TOGERETZ and family
MATT and RUBY VANDENBERG, Cason, Alia, Dallon
JOHN and JACKIE VANDERWEL, Martin, Nick, Holly, 

Casey
JAKE and LIZ VANLAAR, Dorothy and Matt, Matt
PETER and JEAN VANWOUDENBERG, Brad, Darren, 

Jeremy, Matt, Chris
GREG and WENDY WINKELAAR, Gilbert, Jenoah, Hudson
WINNIE WINKELAAR

TABER – Alberta

Wishing all our brothers and sisters a 
joyous holiday season and the Lord’s 
blessings in the year 2011! 

“Great is your faithfulness;  
it is new every morning.” 

Lamentations 3:23

 JAMES and ANDREA BAREMAN, Megan, Blake, Cade
MARION and JEANETTE BAREMAN, Dean
STUART  and DARLENE BOEVE, Denise, Esther, Jody, 

Kristen, Jason
ANNO and CAROLA BYLSMA, Dianne, Siebe, Frederick, 

Rebecca, Emmy
PASTOR MARC and JODY JAGT, Benjamin, Evan, Mikaia
JOHN and ERNA MOEDT
EVERT and PEARL VANKAMMEN, Grant, Paetra
DWIGHT and LEANNE VANKAMMEN, Amber, Dayna, 

Leah
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Kelly Devries Jeff Scheper

Hot Tubs | Pools | Patio Furniture | Grills | Patio Covers

water&wellness
www.waterandwellness.ca

Phone 1-877-881-0746 Box 1087, 102 Kincardine Road
kelly@water&wellness.ca Walkerton, Ontario N0G 2V0

Wishing all the Lord’s Blessing for 2011

Kerpel Shoe
SERVICE

BURLINGTON SUPER CENTER
2025 GUELPH LINE

BURLINGTON, ONTARIO L7P 4M8

Neil Kerpel – owner
(905) 336-1622

Dependable Auto Service

Season’s Greetings
Henry & Bernice Oostdyk and family

750 Darlene Crt. # 3, Burlington, ON
905-681-2992 

atechauto@bellnet.ca

Advertise 
in

clarionads@premierpublishing.ca

Wishing you and your family 
 the Lord’s blessing in this

Christmas Season and throughout  
the new year. 

From all of us at 

For all your international transportation services.

PRESENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR  
OWNER OPERATORS AND COMPANY DRIVERS
7728 Silver Street, Caistor Centre, ON L0R 1E0 

Phone: 905-957-9960 • Fax: 905-957-9962

Jonker Trucking Inc.

Wishing everyone God’s blessings for 
Christmas and in 2011
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PHONE 847-2117

Wishing all a Blessed Christmas 
and a Prosperous New Year

RICHARD & TERESA 
KEVIN & JELLIENA, MIKE & JENN, BERNICE,

TONY, DWAYNE, NORMAN, SCOTT, LEN,
COR, RON, ERIC, CURTIS, KAILEY

www.tricontruss.ca
sales@tricontruss.ca

3516
FULTON
AVENUE

PO BOX 2140
SMITHERS

BC

Season’s Greetings
HARRIS AUTO 

WRECKING LTD.
Casey and Ineke, Leo and Jackie, Kathy, 

William and Melanie, Wally

TOWING
USED AND REBUILT 

AUTO PARTS
 

BABINE LAKE ROAD
BOX 462
SMITHERS, BC PHONE: 847-2114

TOLL FREE 1-800-663-8157
fax 847-1445

harrisauto@bulkley.net

Best Wishes for 2011

Doane’s Auto Repair
General Repair To All Makes & Models

Computerized Fuel Injection
Diagnosing & Servicing

Tune Ups, Brakes, Front Ends, etc.

Duane and (204) 745-6549
Valerie de Witt  Hwy. 13, Main Street N., Carman

1-877-501-4646

Personal: Home, Auto, Life
Commercial: Business Ins. Solutions
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VANDERGAAG
CONSTRUCTION LTD.

COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
• RESIDENTIAL

 PETER VANDERGAAG
7154 Horlings Road OFFICE (250) 847-3488
SMITHERS, B.C. FAX (250) 847-2225
V0J 2N2 CELL (250) 847-0991

Babine Truck 
and Equipment Ltd.

Smithers	
3364	Hwy	16	 Prince George
Box	265	 9341	Rock	Island	Road
Ph:	250-847-3981	 Ph:	250-562-7422
Toll	Free	888-847-3981	 Toll	Free	877-888-7422

t h e  g r e a t e s t  g i f t  w a s  w r a p p e d . . .

CORK - LAMINATE - HARDWOOD - CERAMIC - VINYL - CARPET

COUNTER TOPS - CABINETS - VANITIES - SALES & INSTALLATION

PHONE 905-957-7779
PHONE 905-945-5255
PHONE 905-525-9201

FAX: (905) 957-0560

http://www.bertvis.com
PO Box 598, 214 St. Catharine Street

SMITHVILLE, ONTARIO  L0R 2A0

Thank you for your continued support!

Wishing you a blessed Christmas and the 
Lord’s blessing for the year 2011!

Bert and Joan Vis
Ralph and Jane Vis 
Henry and Sharon Vis
Emily Bosscher
Wolter and Veronica Vis
Wesley Vis 
Shane Van Brederode
Jeremy Linde

Jordan Reinink
Barry VanderKolk
Irene DeBoer
Robert Bevaart
Marita Linde
Michael Feenstra
Glenda Vos
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Wishing you all a
Merry Christmas

and a
Blessed New Year

VANDERGAAG & 
BAKKER

Certified General Accountants

WILLY VANDER GAAG
JOHN BAKKER

AND STAFF

1076 Main Street – Box 2680
Smithers, BC  V0J 2N0

“This will be a sign to you: You will find a baby

wrapped in cloths and lying in a manger.”   

L u k e  2 : 1 2

Merry Christmas
from all of us at

. . . 2 0 0 0  y e a r s  a g o .
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Teaching 
and Preaching 
the Word
Studies in Dogmatics 
and Homiletics

by Nicolaas H. Gootjes
With this collection, some of the most important studies of 
Dr. Gootjes are made available to a wider readership. The 
topics covered remain as relevant as ever: creation and general 
revelation, the birth and work of Christ, the work of the Holy 
Spirit, the Reformed Confessions, sacraments, and preaching.

Dr. Nicolaas H. Gootjes has been Professor of Dogmatology at the 
Canadian Reformed Theological Seminary in Hamilton, Ontario, 
since 1990.

ISBN 978-0-88756-098-9

Soft Cover, 420 pages  ......................................$17.00

ORDER FROM YOUR FAVOURITE BOOKSTORE OR FROM 

PREMIER PUBLISHING
One Beghin Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba  R2J 3X5
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Mrs. Marian deBoer
Abbotsford, BC

Mr. l.a. ’t Hart
Albany, W. Australia

Mrs. Tina Ludwig
Aldergrove, BC

Mrs. Anna Bartels
Ancaster, ON

Mrs. Tracy VanderVelde
Attercliffe, ON

H.J. Korthuis
W. Australia

Mrs. Dianne Tiggelaar
Barrhead, AB

Mrs. Barbara Fluck
Blue Bell, PA

Mr. John Schoon
Brampton, ON

Mr. J.H. Hofsink
Burlington-Waterdown, ON

Mrs. Sylvia Kamstra
Burlington-Ebenezer, ON

Mrs. M. Sipkema
Burlington-Fellowship, ON

Mr. Martin VanBostelen
Calgary, AB

Mrs. Marry Van Dijk
Carman-East, MB

Mrs. Nancy VanderVelde
Carman-West, MB

Mr. & Mrs. Rick DeBoer
Chatham, ON

Mrs. Ashley VanLaar
Chilliwack, BC

Mrs. Sheila VanDelft
Cloverdale, BC

Mrs. Jenny Voorhorst
Coaldale, AB

Mrs. Vi van Otterloo
Denver, CO

Mrs. Janice VanBarneveld
Dunnville, ON

Mr. Harry Noot
Edmonton-Immanuel, AB

Mr. D. Postma
Edmonton-Providence, AB

Mrs. Wilma Jansen
Elora, ON

Mrs. Heather Broersma
Fergus-North, ON

Mrs. Diane Niezen
Fergus-Marantha, ON

Mrs. Sara Jans 
Flamborough, ON

Mrs. Tamara DenHollander
Glanbrook, ON

Mr. and Mrs. M. Verhey, Jr. 
Grand Rapids, MI

Mrs. Ryma Van Raalte 
Grand Valley, ON

Mrs. Linda Tenhage
Grassie, ON

Mrs. Robin Westrik 
Guelph, ON

Mrs. Sharon Hofsink
Hamilton, ON

Mrs. Jackie Blokker
Hamilton-Providence, ON

Mrs. Claudia Hansma
Houston, BC

Mrs. Sara Janssens
Kerwood, ON

Mrs. Carol Vandeburgt
Langley, BC

Mrs. Geraldine Stieva
Lincoln, ON

Mrs. Lynda Schouten
London, ON

Mrs. Helena VanDriel
Lynden, WA

Mrs. Carol Werkman
Neerlandia, AB

Mrs. Margaret Janssen
Orangeville, ON

Mrs. Susan Holtvlüwer
Ottawa, ON

Mrs. Ava Sandink
Owen Sound, ON

Mrs. Monica Oosterhoff 
Spring Creek, ON

Mrs. Carol Kanis
Smithers, BC

Mrs. Diane Bos
Smithville, ON

Mrs. Barbara Van Raalte
St. Albert, AB

Mrs. Corrie Faber
Surrey, BC

Mrs. Darlene Boeve
Taber, AB

Mr. and Mrs. P. Drew 
Tasmania, Australia

Mrs. Geraldine Salomons
Toronto, ON

Mrs. Diane Kleine-Deters
Vernon, BC

Mrs. Wenda Sikma
Willoughby Heights, BC

Mrs. Carolyn Versteeg 
Winnipeg-Grace, MB

Mrs. Carolyn Versteeg 
Winnipeg-Redeemer, MB

Mrs. Jackie Vanderwel
Yarrow, BC

Season’s Greetings

From your

Correspondents
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Season’s 
Greetings

From all of us at
Premier Printing Ltd.
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